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PatA Boot

ented, March 15th, 1881.
with an elastic gore and buttoned
at the inside quarter, easily adjusted and removed from the root
without straining the gore. No
trouble of lacing or gulling off
buttons; this boot combines beauty
and durability, and is acknowledged
to be the best improvement in
style of Boots and Shoes yet made,
Made to
by all who have seen it.
measure at

the

insert ion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

222 Middle

ENTERTAINMENTS.
THEATRE

Star

\Snpi>ortod by

bcr own Powerful Drnnmiic
under the management of Mr. James

FBI D A'V—Mbake»pcurc’» C’li firming

“AS

YOU

:

LIKE

IT.”

SATURDAY EVENING:

in

Brilliant Music & Refined

Comedy

Insurance

LEAVIT T’S

GRAND ENGLISH
BURLESQUE
ny in

OPERA

l L ROSS & CO,

Company

Have just purchased the tiuest aud most exten-

Cash

SILKS,
BROCADE SATINS,
BROCADE SILKS,

$1,000,000.

__

The Glorious .military Opera of

N

With

STATEMENT APRIL

phenomenal cast including the charming

a

Lyric

MISS

Reserved seats

sale

on

Store, Monday morning,

Tickets, 35, 50, 75._

QUEENS
MISS

ever seen

Our Dollar Silk is
other parties at $1.25,

|

ap23dtd

OF EGYPT.

TOWNSEND

Everything

marl 5

THE

Premium Notes. 398,102 93
Due on account (Boston, New York
and Montreal Offices). >.

130,608 86

WEBER PIANO

£2,03S,302 34

And what Miss Cary says of them*

LIABILITIES.
Singers of Portland

A Musical Festival is to
al>oet the middle of June,

-arand Concert

occur

i

Losses due and unpaid.None.
All known, reported and

Vicinity:
at the above place
and

; My Dear Mr. We her.
I
Many and kindest thanks for the noble instrul nient which you so generously sent me. Us symparthetic richness and brilliancy of tone, combined with
>
delicacy and ease of touch make it a most valuable
I acquisition and it will always have a prominent and
honored place amoDg my (musical) household gods,
i Wishing you all health and prosperity, I am liari moniously, yours,

supposed losses.. .$121,776 05
Gross premium (@ 100

consisting of a

by a Chorus ot 1,000 Voices

all parts of the State, with

from

eodtf

uif

i

the

per cent.)

an

not

Orchestra of 60 from Boston.

on

all risks

terminated.500,132 31

ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

$621,908 36 ii

Choruses from Oratorios, Operas, Male Part
Songs and Orchestral Selections will make up the
programme. The celebrated Anvil Chorus will be
Dorformed, 60 Young Ladies in costume playing
ihe anvils. Thus it will be seen a rich musical

CA

PITA E..$ 1

600,000

4 56,59398

NET NCR PEP*

treat is assured.
This Festival is under the direction of PROF.
f«. A. TORRENT, of Bouton, who desires to
secure a Chorus of 100 Voices from Portland and
has commissioned me to organize the same. 1 hereby invite all who would like to become members of
this Festival Chorus to send their names by postal
to in;- at 435 Congress St. at once,
indicating the
l»art they represent. Only those who read ordinary
church music at sight are expected to seek admisAs there will be but eight or ten rehearsals
sion.
it will be uocessary to meet at the very earliest time
possible, and 1 will appoint Friday evening, April
30th, for the tirst rehearsal, at Mercantile Library
Hall, Farrington Block, when Mr. Torrens will be

$2,038,502 34

!

I I FURBUSH k
SOLE

Having recently increased its capital by $500,additionally paid in, the Company is
now writing largely increased lines on first class
risks on Hull*, Cargo?* and Freight*, on most

SON,

AGENTS,

BLOCK,

PORTLAND, ME.
N. K. We still comiuuc toscll Ihe SMITH
Ami. ORGANS, on installment*! of 35
Cents per Hay.
raar2(>
dtf

Certificates issued payable in sterling at the count-

As the number is limited aflU names will bo entered in the order they are received, those who wish
to become members should make early application.
Any wishing further information can find me during the day at the rooms of W. M. Furbush & Son,
Farrington Block. Yours rospectfully,

PAINTINGS
BY

—

Leading American Artists,
tlie

From

American

Colors,

Society
York,

AT Tire

—

Water

of

New

—

Fine Art Gallery of Gyrus F. Davis
St.

Congress

of

Season Tickets 50 Cents.

aprl2 cod2w

PORTLAND

of

will be

and

BARING BROTHERS & GO.,

—

AT

—

PORTLAND,

dtf

DON’T PAY.

R. B.

FULLER, President.
T. H. LORD, Secretary.

Burgess,

I Cl 1171VC1I A117 IL flA

Original Creation,

tl.ft.

WIDOW BEDOTT,

-

VVAllOLVVVKW.,

Oiiginal Cast.

PORTLAND,
apl6_

ap22dtd

MAINE.

-

Our lines now complete in all Nos.
front 13 1-2 to 17. We shall offer MONj uai Morning, April ntn, a very large
! stock of

; SHIRTS, COLLARS aud CUFFS.
Lot 1. A good shirt with Pure Linen
Bosom and cuffs, well made, good fltting, at 50 cents each, would be cheap at
05 cents.

|
;

AGENTS,

Supported by Geo. W. Ktoddnrt, and the Great
Popular prices.
Sale of seats Friday, April 22d.

|
j

Lot 2. A shirt made of Wamsntta
Cotton, finest linen bosom and cuffs, Sectional Yoke with extra bodies—perfect
fitting shirt—price, 80 cents.

eodlw

Danville, Olney and Obio Diver Dailroad
COALINE.
First Mortgage Bonds, THE UNEQUALLED WASHING PREPARATION
With

PE It

7

n

Only $8000
The

YEARS.

30
per

Mile.

Lightest

bonded standard gauge railroad in
America, traversing the most fertile section of Illinvis, ami uaring grain siock. inmoer ana coai tramc.
length of first division 100 miles. Total issue of
bonds, §800,000. Now constructed, 52 miles.
Favorable arrangements have been made with the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad for the use of
their terminal facilities at Danville and direct passenger and freight traffic to Chicago.
Prospectuses, Maps and Subscription Books now
readv, and Bon*is at par and interest, WITH A
li'JNUS OF FI FT V FER CENT.
STOCK, lor

13 Milk slrcct,
mar

178

CO.,

10_TuTh&Stf

a

Portland.

Street,

247 MIDDLE STREET.
<Uf

Me.
eod3m

*ripl2

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Closing HXTislit

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Skating Season 1880-1.

Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty,

at

236 Commercial
Brown’s

S.

Pianos,

Orders received

CITY HALL,

flic

of the patrons of the Skating Rink, the
management have arranged for a Grand Fancy
Dress Costume and Skating Carnival, on

By request

Lowest Market

WcilcesdnyKreuing, April £7, 1881.
Music by Chandler’s full Brass Band.
Evening Programme—Concert by Chandler’s
band, from 7.45 to 8.10; Grand March at 8.10;
Exhibition of Fancy Skating at 9.15; General
Skating from 9.30 to 11.
A Grand Excursion Party of Roller Skaters from
Bath and Brunswick will attend the Carnival. Ar-

Street,

MAINE.

by telephone.

apldttm

Boston parties to furnish their Prettiest Costumes,
from 50 cents to $1.50 each. These same costumes
are usually let from $5 to §15.
Military Costumes
will be allowed, Xo masks are to be used.
General Admission 25 cents, Reserved Seats 15
cents extra.
Regular tickets will not be good on
this occasion. Tickets will be on sale at the Skating Rink three days in advance.
Doors open at 7 o’clock.

DR. K. T. WILDE,
Natural Magnetic PlivKicinu,

lias returned from New
agt in at the

choice stock of!? rat-class

York

au«l

is

at

home

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Me has met with unparalleled success ia tin
treatment of Chronic and Nervous diseases of every
description. Nine-tenths of all the invalids of tin
country may be either helped or cured, if treated ii
harmony with the laws of nature. The Dr. nevcj
treats a disease by name, as if calling a disease by
name and throwing an enchanted drug at it wouh

Samuel Thurston,
:i Iw St Block,
*P|i20

charm it away; but ho treats with reference to tin
peculiar organization and pathological condition o:
his patient, thus he never mnk«i« it uiiHinktnor jeopardizes the lives of his patients by experi
ments. His uniform success for the last soven yean
in Portland has demonstrated that this is the cor
root method of treatment.
Jf you are physically o
menially sick, go and sec the Doctor, and you wil L
never regret it
C'onnultation Ercc.
Cel well auil you trill be Iinppy.
marl)
43m
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IMPORTED

WINES &
of ull

LIQUOltt

NOTICE

PACK A ti PS,

—FOB SALE

R. STANLEY &
l®VS FORK MT
dec31

Notice.
is hereby given that Arthur D. Hamlh t
is no longer associated with me in the Cente
Draft Mowing Machine Company business. I here
by request that all bills against said Company b(
presented to mo for settlement, and that all ac

kind*, in (lie

OKI0INA i.

BV—

SON, Importers

TOI! I I.

VM> UK.
dtl

DAYS ONLY.

MATHIAS’,

98 Exchange St.,
who will get up eqnally as good a
garment, for a good deal less

BROWN,

ni nnnv

cod3w

ap5

20 Horses at Auction
sell at Auction

FRIDAY,
lO
At

o’clock A.

The Shoe

Dealer,

on

APRIL

22d,

M.,

young, sound Horses, such as I have selected for my retail trade. Among these are several
nice driving and family horses four of t lem being
especially extra family horses, perfectly safe for
drive and can show a 2.50 gait. These
any
horses are from 950 to 1200 lbs. weight, and will
be warranted
as
represented or money refunded. Those wanting a good horse are invited to
attend this sale.

Twenty

Congress St, Sign ot Gold Boot
aprl4

RUFUS

eodtf

RAID,

81 FRANKLIN STREET, PORTLAND.
dtd
aprl9

iiiauiiiia

vninunn

imumrn.

>

count* due said Company be paid to me. I will eon
tinuethebu iness at the old stand, Nos. 4‘j and O'
Cross Street.
Dated at Portland, Me., April 10, A. D. 1881
DANIEL KELLEY.
aprlSdiw*

Chinamen. 10 cts. Will o-the-Wisp, 12 cards in
Autumn Leaves, 30 Leaves.
Gold and Oil. 20 cts.
10 cts. Easter Eggs, 10 cts. 200 sets French and
American cards, from lc. to 50 cts. per set. Also
a' full line of Card Albums. Card Scrap Bo^ks,
Waifers, &c. Orders by mail solicited.

STOCKBRIDGE, Music Dealer,
156 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
aprlBdlw
IRA C.

PropoanlM for While Marble
for the

WaMhington

or

E.

LALIME, Manager.

FINANCIAL.

Ornnite,

Monument.

Engineers Office, Washington Monument.
Washington, D. C., April 19tli, 1881.
proposals will he received at this office,
until 12 M, on the 9th day of May, 1881, or
opened immediately thereafter, for furnishing at

SEALED

the site of the Washington Monument in this city
36,000 cubic feet (more or less) of White Marble, and
Granite.
26,000
Specifications, blanks or any further information
will be furnished from this office, upon request of
parties engaged in the business of quarrying such
THOS. LINCOLN CASEY,
materi als.
Lieut. Col. Engineers, U. S. A.,
Engineer in Charge.
apl OdGt

JOHN T.
ACCOUNTANT
93

AND

HULL,

CONYEYANCER,

Exchange 8t., Centennial Block.

business.

ap8eod3w

CHARLES

GENERAL

RICH,
BROKER,

22 Exchange
Street.
General Merchandise
Lumber and
bought and sold on commission.
Cash advances made on approved prop-

erty.

|

R. M.

PUI.SiFER, President,
ALFRED SCHOFF, Treasurer,
Safe Deposit and Trust Co., Trustees

Boston
for
bondholders.
Bearing 6 per cent, interest, 20 years to run.
Sinking Fund for redemption of bonds.
A thoroughly safe aud desirable investment.
Parties holding maturing U. S. Bonds cannot do
better than make an exchange for these. One-lialf
of the issue already sold.
Price, par and accrued interest.
PACIFIC

apl4eodlm

NATIONAL BANK,
105 Devonshire street.

FOR SALE.
family or business horse.
F. W. HOBSON,
140 Commercial Street.
aprlO d3t‘

Good

Correspondence of
N. Y., Freeman.)

Kingston.

tbe

Easter Cards,
JUST

RKCEI VED.

CYRUS F. DAVIS.
Fine Art Store, 593 Congress Street.
ap2

eodtf

Lost.--$10 Reward
A roll of bills, between Morrill’s Corner and Tortland. The above named reward will be paid to the
person leaving the same at Scamman’s Express
Office, or t he Advertiser office.
ap20u3t

PURE MAPLE SUGAR.
R. Y. BARBER &

SON,

13 Exchange St., Portland, Me.,
receiving a l.arge lot of Maple Sugar, from Geo.
Beede, Sandwich, N. H., which they are selling at a
Bargain.
I
13 EXCHANGE ST
aplSdlw

The case of Mrs. Edward Myers, of Rondout, New
York, furnishes an apt illustration of woman’s power
of endurance.
This lady had been treated for
months in the usual way for Erysipelas of the hand,
without benefit.

Not until her hand had

of putrified

a mass

dy, proprietor
He at

once

flesh, did

she tura to

of the “Favorite

informed her

Remedy,”

that it

[become

Dr. Kenne-

was

for help.
impossible

the hand—it must be amputated.
She reterrible intelligence quietly, declined to
take ether, stipulating merely to hold her husband’s
hand during the operation, and underwent the painto

save

ceived this

moving a muscle or uttering a
Dr. Kennedy then gave “Favorite Remedy”

groan.

cleanse the blood and prevent tbe return
of the disease, and Mrs. Myers now lives and rejoices in her great deliverance.
“Favorite Remedy” is fast becoming a trusted,
household friend in all cases of Female Weakness
and diseases of the blood.
One dollar a bottle.
Your druggist has it.
ap7ThS&T&wlml4

freely

to

anai, son, oi

a

more

honorable kind.

Mexico is not

groaning under an oppression that would
justify revolution. She was never better
governed, and there are no indications that
many of her people are dissatisfied, or desire
annexation to this country.
We certainly
would not bo benefited by the admission of
a score

Any

of greaser States.

movement

leading

to the extension

and development of commercial relations
between Mexico and this country is to be
welcomed.
Yankee enterprise and thrift
could do much for the neighboring republic
and would bring us rich return. That General Grant has this idea at heart there is
good reason to believe; and he is well fitted
to make it an actuality. But to the rumors
that he entertains the idea of making a
Mexican conquest few will be ready to give
credence.
Secuetaky Wisdom’s success in extending the six per cent, loan of 1881 at 31 per
cent, promises to exceed his most extravagant expectations. It is probable that he
would be equally successful with the five
per cent.'bonds, should he offer to extend
them at 3 per cent. Of the economical advantages of the Secretary's scheme the Utica Herald says:
While the interest is reduced to three and a
half per cent., even that change is not fastened
upon the treasury one moment beyond its own
option. Heretofore because of the requirement of threo months’ notice for called bonds,
the government has been compelled to pay
doublo interest during some if not all of that
time. By this arrangement there is no doubling of interest. Under every other scheme of
refunding some expense has been involved for
printing and engraving and for commissions.
Under this arrangement this outlay is all dispensed with. The extension of the bonds is
the most economical device which the treasury
has ever hit upon. This consideration enters
also into overy prediction about the length of
the extension now contemplated.
It may be
well doubted whether any other refunding
procoss will be desired before the bonds are
paid in full from the surnlns revenue. Fnr
some lapping over of
interest would be necessary for any actual chc.nge In the bonds, and
the expenses of re-issue and of commissions
would reach appreciable figures. The probability that for this reason the extension will
serve all the purposes of refunding will induce
wise financiers to send in their bonds for
stamping and thus secure the advantage of the only
transaction which the treasury will propose.

Panjutin, one of the government officials
in command of the district embracing Odessa, in Russia, is described at some length in
the Berlin Tageblatt.
Within a few mouths
despatched “administratively,”
without trial, conviction, or
even accusation, to East Siberia,
among
them several whose ages ranged between 14
which

means

Some of
were

these arrests and
effected in such haste as

to occasion

trifling mistakes, like sending
Thus, in place of the
student Andreas Ostrowski, the type-setter
Waldimir Ostrowski was carted off; and the
same thing happened to a railroad laborer,
one Kuschnirenko, in place of a student of
the same name. In the same category may
be placed the arrest and banishment of a
postillion, with his wife and a babe a year
and a half of age, the child being recorded
as guilty of treason, and transported for
that crime.

Mr. Benjamin Fitch of Buffalo, N. Y.,
gift of property worth

has made an additional

§200,000 to the Charity Organization Society
of that city “for the pupcse of founding and
maintaining in Buffalo a public institution
for the physical, moral and intellectual benlit of the worthy poor of that city, without
distinction of creed or sex.”

mmmmm

IMPERISHABLE

PERFUME.

Murray

& Lanman's

oiwl

FLORIDA WATER,
Best for TOILET. BATH.
and

ROOM.

SIC£

mar31

public hall,

ThSM'a&wOm

There is to bo

yearly course of lectures on instructive topics; a free readingroom, a provident coffee and soup-room, a
provident dispensary for the supply of medicines and medical attendance, a trainingschool in domestic work for girls, a hospital
for temporary treatment of injured persons,

a

TECH

with

a

onnii.no Ennlr fnu

n

-—

11

J

posits, with connected arrangements for the
purchase and sale at cost prices by the Society of the necessaries of life for the benefit
of depositors.
Iowa needs thousands of laborers, the
State Register says, and it points out the
fact that last year there were not enough
there to do the work required in the State.
Iowa is evidently a good State to “go
West” to.

political prisoners will be tried at Mosby military court-martial about the eud

Six

GRASSSEEDS
Timothy,
Red

Orchard

Grass,
Bine Grass,
Millet,

Top,

N. N. Y.

Clover,

Western Clover,
Alsike Clover,

Hungarian,

White Clover.

Also Flower anil Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Price, by

Kendall & Whitney,
teba

PORTLAND.

S. T.

MAINE.

ittf

TAYLOR’S SYSTEM
OP

DRESS MAKING !
Children’s work

Appleton’*

Advertising Agents,
1186 tV. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI.

a

possess it.
If the conquest of Mexico is a commercial
necessity let us acquire that country by commercial means, not by revolution.
The
American people are not minded to repeat
the experience of the Polk Administration and bully a friendly country out of
its most valuable territory. No scheme of
spoliation like that will be tole-ated. No
administration will be permitted to urge the
hypocritical plea that the interests of our
commerce demand the plunder of our neigh-

ful process without

Are

E. J«?. FRESHMAN ft BKOS.

plan, urging that the concommercial, if not a political necessity, and saying that Mexico will never
be developed nor well-governed until we

quest is

off the wrong man.

A Small Assortment of Very Choice

INVESTMENT

Bonds of file Nantasket Go.

tbe

Stocks and Bonds dealt in.
janlleodtf

to favor the

seems

and 17 years.
banishments

Intricate accounts ad justed. Books &c. of Insol
vent estates examined. Deeds and other papers
made, Titles examined and abstracts given. Port-

land Beal Estate a Specialty. Mortgages and
T/)!inR npirotintftd.
Prnmnt. nt.t.ontinn cn von trt ol

com

sons were

Surgical Operation. 11 in Endured
without taking Efher. Subject, 9In*.
Edward Mycrn,of Rondont, N. IT.

(From

2ST©vk7- Sets.

preserve

after his assuming office, ninety-three per-

Feathers, 6cts. Puzzles, Sets. Notions, 10eta.
Landscapes, 3 cts. F»ns, 10 ets. Birds, 5 cts.
Pets, 3 cts. Pinafore, 2 cts. Lone Fisherman, 1 ct,
Panels, 5 cts. Horse Shoes, 3 cts. Flowers, 5 cts.
Chickens, 3 cts. Shells, 3 cts. Faces, 16 cards, 5 cts.

OF THE

Wharf,

PORTLAND,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Also

A. B. BUTLER,

COAL.

CALL and SEE

Dccte Bros

Fore

jun22

Boston.

’

Respectfully,

MAINE COALINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portland.
H. H. RICKER & Co., Selling Agt’s. for the State.

sale by

THE CORBIN BANKING

Lot 3 is our celebrated Petersburg
Shirt. This shirt Is now made with Sectioual Yoke, Reinforced bodies, and coat
sleeve, is as well made and the material
is as good as any gentleman would wish
to wear and we guarantee a perfect fit
or refund the money.
Price, $1.00.

AND UNIVERSAL CLEANSER.
all
the
While possessing
good qualities
of other
in
Washing
Preparations, which
time invariably eat the clothes,
it is
perfectly
harmless to the most delicate fabric. For Housecleaning purposes it far surpasses every other preparation. It removes Grease-spots, Pitch, Tar or
Dirt of any kind, from Cloths, Carpets, Furniture
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
Beware of buying a spurious artic'e.
Edward
Batson, the only traveling Agent tor Portland.

bonus of stock.

CENT.

To continue for TEN

Gentlemen intending to leave
their measure for a SPRING SUIT,
need not pay those extravagant
prices to SELF STYLED FIRST
CLASS TAILORS, but can go to

CARDS MARRED DOWN.

Manager.

AMERICA'S FAVORITE COMEDIAN.

in His

THIS
SPECIAL
SALE

MAINE.

Ef* Up One Flight Only.
eep21

or

not used.

are

A Chicago Sensation.
Chicago insists on two things, its daily
beer and its daily sensation. The weakucss
of the one is remedied by the strength of
the other. The latest sensation appears in
the Tribune and deals with a man whose
acts and words and ambitions are constaut
themes of curiosity to all newspaper folk and
to most newspaper readers. The Tribune
thinks it has discovered in General Grant’s
visit to Mexico a purpose to revolutionize
that country and annex it to the United
States. It intimates that he will put himself at the head of a great dissatisfied element which it claims exists there, overthrow the government, and bring the Mexican States into our Union.
The Tribune

of

Hotel,

Falmouth

We cannot undertake to return

munications that

countenance to such an affair. Were he going on ventures he would undertake ventures

Portland, 1880.
State Fair, 1870.
N. E. Fair,1877.

Opposite

We do not read anonymous letters and communiTho name anti address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
cations.

tiling must oe leu to me
English. Nor is it to be for a moment believed that General Grant would lend his

prices.

1st. PREMIUM

Every regular attache* of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate signed
by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor uj>on us by
demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
with

vuia.

A Severe

Monday and Tuesday, April 26 and 27.

Mr. Neil

were

at reduced

sold

mimHn o

THEATItE,

Curtis—Lessee

that

damaged by lire April 9th,

apr’Jl didW. L. F1TC1I.
Frank

goods

my

lady*to

FARRINGTON

favorable terms.

ing house

—OF-

I shall

OOO in cash

present.

EXHIBITION
—

aprlGdlw

TEN
DAYS'
NEFIT!
ALL

dtf

60

_

NEW

Portland, April 2, 1881.

Dress Goods line just received

I-

murigage.

MARAN0C00K
To

new in

sold by
AVe also
in colors, 21 inches

F. A. ROSS & CO.

|

will give two lectures on the Qneeus of
Egypt, at
the Vestry of High St. Church, on Wednesday and
Saturday, April 20 and 23, at 4 o’clock p. m.
Tickets for two lectures, 76c. Single admission 60.
Tickets for sale at Loring, Short & Harmon’s, at
Davis’ Art Store, and at Dresser & McLellan’s and
at the door.
apl8dm,w&s*

this city.

wide at 05 cts.

..$295,962 35 |
226,025 00
Railroad Bonds and Stocks. 269,4IS 75
Boston and other N. England City
Bonds. 131,367 50
Bank Stock.
11,350 OO
Loans secured hy Collateral. 427,463 83
United States Bonds.

Music

in

as good as any Silk
ana we mean it.

have heavy gros grain silks, silks

Cash in Banks and with Bankers..

WILLIAMS.

at Stockbriige's
at 9 o’clock.

1,1881.

ASSETS.

Artiste

MARIE

GEO. A. WEST,
W. O BARROWS.

Lamson
Artist Photographer,

PLAID SILKS &(,,

—

Soldiers and Scrvillc-ians.

Silks,

SURAH

Capital,

the World.

OB,

name
A. WEST
CO.,
mutu; 1 consent.
W. C. Barrows will
continue the business at the old stand, and is alone
authorized to settle the afl'aiis of the late firm.

dissolvediby

Admission to Gallery 25 Cents.

CHEAPER THAN EVER

sive assortment of

COMPANY.

C ARM

co-partnership heretofore existins between
Geo. A. West and W. C. Barrow s, under the
THE
of GEO.
firm
&
is this dav

liquor dealers.

SILKS

*SJ?c Largeat Operatic Burlesque Couipaf

DISSOLUTION OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

a

specialty.

It lock, opp.

very low
Eongrccm Mi

Prices
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cow

of this month. Three of them are of noble
rank, one the son of a Russian priest, and
two are women, one the wife of a physician
and the other the wife of a teacher.
Alexander II. Stephens who said
attempt of Memphis to repudiate
its debt, that every man was unanimous
against repudiation, but solid against paying a dollar. That’s about the position of
the Virginia Debt-payers.
It

of

was

the

IIen'ky A. Wise of Virginia is said to
have been the author of the phrase, “The
office seeks the man, not the man the office.”
His son is seeking the Readjuster nomination for Governor.

The abolition of port dues and othei
shipping in New Orleans is advocated by the Democrat, the most influential
taxes on

paper of the city,

as a

means

of

attracting

commerce.

The indications at

Washington

that

of the year will teach

the

surplus

one

hundred million dollars.

revenue

are

Whitelaw Ukh>, having been asked by
agent of the Associated Press whether it
was true as telegraphed from the West, that
he was about to retire permanently from
the editorship of the New York Tribune to
be succeeded hy Col. John Ilay, replied that
it was entirely untrue, as was also the story

“American” English.

an
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settle the business of
and continue a Cash Grain, Produce and Grocery
business at the old staud corner of Portland and
Green Streets.
April 14. 3881.
aplSdlw*

St.,

apl5

Notice.

co-partuership of PLUMMER & McINTIRE
THEis this
day dissolved by mutual consent, J. M
Plummer will
the lato firm

B. F. WflITM & Co.

593

MARINE

EVENT

Positively Unparallel

pay special tax as

29,

FASHIONABLE

THE

to

(Signed)

BOSTON

Alight Only,
APRIL

liable

MARTIN, ^lUNCHt’Na g'SIrCLAY ST., New York.
Hold in Portland by all DruRRisfa.
nov2eod&weowlv 45

HALL.

FRIDAY,
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LAWRENCE &

NIGHT.

Prices of Admission—§1.00, 75, 50 and 36 cents.
Sale of Seats Tuesday, April 19.
aprl8 dtd

One

CURE

GREEN R, RAUM, Commissioner.
DON’T BE DECEIVED bv unprincipled dealers who trytopalmoff upon
\ TTrjITI’hTVT
VlllJllUil
you common Rock and Rye in place of onr TOLIAROCK and RYE, as
ours is the only MEDICATED 'reparation, the GENUINE has the name of
LAWRENCE & MARTIN on
the Government Revenue Stain on each bottle. Put up In Quart size Bottles for Goneral and
Family use.
Sold by Druggists, Grocers and eneral Dealers everywhere. If not found at
your Druggist's or Grocer’s
wo will send a bottle prepaid to tne nearest express office to
you. Price 31.00 or six bottles for S5.00.

School for Scandal.

CITY

SURE

(

persons without rendering them
Yours respectfully,

SATURDAY" MATINEE:

TWELFTH

and

H—BEB III I I !■■■■■ ■ — |

bcott-biddons,
C'oiucdy

APPETIZER

OI.BM, liRONCHITIH, A1TUH4, CONSUMPTION, and nil Dio
vnae* nf the THROAT AND LCNGN.
In this new combination wc have blended together by distillation
(which cannot be effectually done
in any other way,) the Balsam Tolu, Rook Sandy, pure Old Rye
Whiskey, and a valuable tonic, which
preserves all the virtues of the ingredients, yieldiug valuable expoctorant qualities aud giving the article
a line flavor and an agreeable taste.
Balsam Tolu lias long been used by the medicsL profession for its
soothing, healing and nourishing properties, in allaying any irritation of the throat, chest and lungs. Tolu
Rock aud Rye is a diffusive stimulant,creating a healthy appetite and
toning up the system generally. The
eminent chemist Prof. G. A. Muriner of Chicago has analyzed and
cheerfully recommends its use. The purity of the ingredients used makes it a pleasmt, healthful tonic aDd appetizing beverage for all.
Exlracl from Hrporl of the Commissioner of Infernal Revenue:
Treasury Department, Oeeice oe Internal Revenue, 1
Washington, D. C., January 2G, 1880.1
Messrs. LAWRENCE& MARTIN, 111 Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: This compound, In the opinion of this office, would have a sufficient
quantity of the
BALSAM of TOLU to give it all the advantages ascribed to this article in pectoral
complaints, while the
whisky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable remedy to the patient. Compounded according to the formula, it may properly bo classed as a medicinal
preparation under the provisions of U. S. KcviBed Statutes, and when so stamped, may be sold
by Druggists, Apothecaries and other

and Saturday, April 22d and 23d
Matinee Saturday at 2 p. in.
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Kngagement of Hie Fashionable Society

Co-partnership

Under Falmouth Hotel.
The
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ing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75
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one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
SrEciAL Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’* and “Auction
Salks,*’ $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Pkfss (which has a large circulation in
every part
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he was

seeking to take
the mission to Berlin, which he declined

going

to take or was

two years ago. He had requested his old
associate, Col. Hay, as a personal favor to
him, to edit the Tribune during his absenee
for the summer in Europe, and Colonel Hay
had reluctantly consented, stipulating, however, that ho should not be asked under any
circumstances to remain longer than six

It is

months.

considered

his

said that

now

promise and

Hay

has re-

that Hassard

will take the chair.

Kansas has already taken the first action
looking toward a statue of John Brown, to
be sent by that Stato to Washington as one
of the two representatives statues from Kansas in the national gallery at Washington.
The Legislature at its last session passed a
resolution looking to the procuring of models, estimates, etc., for such a statue, and
the name of D. C. French, the sculptor of
the Concord Minute-man, has been favorably mentioned in connection with the work.
The Springfield Republican pays the Democrats its compliments In these
words:
“Judging from the Democratic party management for eight years past, the fools of
the party live South, and its tools North. It
would be a great blessing to the party if Mahone could break up that partnership.”
Boston Herald:

Myra

to

mance

Endyraion

at

The words of Queen
the close of that ro-

would make an

appropriate epitaph

for the dead statesman: “All I have de*
sired, all I have dream d, have c one to
Springfield Union: The Illinois tailors
are out with their theodolites and
chains,
CIIVIHinill/*

IIaT'iM

clothes.

TlAttin

fnn

His winter trousers are badly
of the top rail where

n

M

-..'l

.C

by the sharp edges
has sat so long.

worn

Senator Frye’s speech is made the subject of admiring comments by Republicans
everywhere. It has given him a leading position in the Senate.

“It’s all I

can

do,” said

Senator

Mabone,

the other day, “to keep
from talking back in the Senate more than I
do.”
in conversation

_•_

Cincinnati will be a bundred years old
ill 138S, and the Gazette lias already begun
the agitation for the “Centennial celebration.”

The Georgia reports are a year and a half beBut when we read Judge Bleckley’s
opiuions, and reflect that we are readirg th®
last of them, wo wish that these reports were
hind.

much more iu arrear,
cootiuue to be refreshed

so

that

Church, which involved

we

by tho unfailing

tain of his wisdom and humor.
Iu Harriman against First
a

steamboat for

could
foun-

Bryan Baptist

breach of contract

excursion for the
society, the judge says: “A committeeman on
board was threatened with a most profane form
of immersion.”
In Kupperman against McGhee, he says:
a

an

are children, of equity and in a court of
thev are at home—under the family
rooftree, aud around tho hearth of their ancestor.”
Iu Nussbaum agaiust Ilelibron, a son carried on business in tho name of his fatiior because he felt that his own name was unrlAr *

“Trusts

equity

mercantile

cloud.

As

Judge

Bleckley

ex-

presses it: “According to the charges of the
bill tho father had no capital, and the son no
character. Tho man without character carried on business in the name and upon tho
credit of the man without capital.’’
In Deo against Porter we find the following:
“It not infrequently happens that a judgmeut
is affirmed upon a theory of the case which did
not
to
occur
tho
court
which
renor
dered
which
did
and
it,
occur,
was
The
huexpressly
repudiated.
man miud is so constituted that in many instances it finds the truth when wholly uuaole
to find the way that leads to It.
’The pupil of impulse, it forced him along,
His conduct still right, with his argument wrong;
Still aiming at honor, yet fearing to roam,*
The coachman was tipsy, tho chariot drove home.' ’’
In Forrester against State the defendant undertook to evade the law against retailing intoxicating liquors without a license, by having
his cook sell them in the kitchen. “In the defendant's kitchen, by his servant, in his presence, and with his co-operation through the
responses, ‘Go to Mary,’ and ‘Give the money
to Mary',’ the traffic was carried on. There is
little doubt that the defendant was the deity of
this shrine, and that Mary was only the ministering priestess. But if she was the divinity
and he her attendant spirit to warn thirsty
devotees where to drink, and at whose feet to
lay their tribute, he is amenable to the state as
the promoter of forbidden libations. Whether
in these usurped rights he was serving Mary or
Mary him, may make a difference with the
gods and goddesses, but makes none with
men.”
In Lester against Lester the question was
aliout attaching a husband for contempt in refusing to pay alimony. This is what the judge
thought about it: "If a man, though having
health, will not work for the support of his
wile and minor cbildron, a court cannot assume direct control of his will and muscle and
compel him to labor. To be idle (taking the
consequences) is one of the privileges of a freeman, unless he is convicted penally of some offence and put to work as a punishment. But
while a civil court cannot order an able-bodied
man to go to work, it can, in a proper case for
alimony, order him to contribute so much money at such and such times to the maintenance
of his dependent family, and leave him to provide the money by the free and voluntary exercise of his faculties, mental and physical, or by
any other means at his command. The attachment will bring the actual resources of the respondent to a practical and decisive test. Pressure is a great concentrator and developer of
force. Under the stress of an attachment even
the vision of the respondent himself may be
cleared and brightened, so that he will discern
ways and means which were once hidden from
him or seen obscurely.”
In speaking of the power of amendment on
appeal, in Burrus against Moore, he says: "Curative measures are not restricted to the early
stages of a case; our ‘court physicians’ now
treat chronic disorders as well as acute ones.”
In Dodd against Middleton the judge dissented in the following terms: “If I could be
reinforced here by the votes, as I am by the
oninions of the Sunreme Judicial < 'nilrT ..f
Massachusetts and the Court of Appeals of
New York, I could easily put my brethren in
the minority; but, as it is, they are two against
one, and I have no option but to yield to the
force of numbers—in other words, to ‘the tyranny of majorities.’ Though twice beaten I
am still strong in the true faith, and am ready
to suffer for it (moderately) on all proper occasions.”

Learning Trades.
who would like to learn more
than one trade have been deterred by the constant iteration of the old saying, “Jack of ail
Now this is only
trades, master of none.”

Many

tion who

to

come

this country

men

partially true. Many

trades or rather branchof tho same trade are so closely related to
each other that there is no reason why the
yonng mechanic should not learn two or more
of those branches.
To do so would not only
widen his horizon of thought, but would 'give
him more solf-reliance, enlarge his experience
aud render him more independent of the fluct-

es

uating circumstances

aro

very much

surprised by the numerous differences in the
pronunciation ol the English language which
they liud here. Tlicro are slight differences in
spoiling; the Old World authors still cling to
“honour”

and

and

“favour”

other similar

forms which with us are obsolete. lint the variations in orthography are inconsiderable,
while the differences in orthoepy are really remarkable. To the thoughtless American who
does not take the time or trouble to consult a
standard authority, it is the foreigner who apThe truth is that the so
pears to be at fault.
called “American” English is without warrant;
the differences

between the pronunciation of
tho language in this country and by the educated classes of England and tho sister island
aro literally “Americanisms,” and are not excused, much less authorized, in any first-class
American dictionary.
Tho mispronunciation of common words is
by do means limited to our cousins in rural
districts, among whom quarto dictionaries are
suspected to be uucommon; many of our favorito and effective public speakers use the language abominably, and their audiences make

ccmplaint because the prevailing faults are
There is no country in which
the Euglish tongue is spokon in which it is so
wofully misused as in England, the number of
whoee dialects is almost equal to the number
of her shires. In many of the mining districts
the conversation of the people is quite unintelligible to the Londoner, and, if printed, would
require a glossary. In certain parts of the
no

"American.”

highlands of Scotland and in the extreme north
of Ireland the mixture of Gaelic terms with
the colloquial English has produced a singular
combination both quaint and humorous.
But
the educated classes of
the language with

the three countries

recognized

uniform-

ity.
In the United States we have
nArnltflP

provincialisms

t.liA Viirirma «APtir>n«

filiA

na.

tionalitios-which predominate in them. The
Pacific English is curiously nnlike the New
England English, not merely in its “slang” but
in its sober and serious vocabulary.
Boeton
York English; and PhilEnglish is unlike New
adelphia English is unlike both. In Chicago
we are cosmopolitan; few tongues known iu
any part of the globe are unrepresented here,
and we are as untrammelled in our pronunciation of English as in everything else.
These diversities of language reveal their
The culture of the country, especown causo.
ially in its newer parts, is still young and
crude. The struggle for advancment of material interests is all-absorbing.
The essentials
of life are considered to the exclusion of the
apparently unessential. The mountaineer who
calls to his. companion in the valley to "fotch
thaat thiiar hose up yeah” knows that his
meaning is perfectly understood. The "slang”
of all periods and in all regions is amply expressive until it grows stale; it is quickly succeeded by new forms equally atrocious and

equally descriptive.

[Albany Law Journal.1
A Georgia Judge.

to furuish

[Chicago Times.]
English, Irish and Scotch people of educa-

speak

pass.”

lie

Some of Our Common Mispronunciations.

of hard times. If he gets
out of work in one trade, it is more than probable that he can earn a livelihood by means oi
his reserve trade, Again, his manifold accomplishments render his employment more se
When the time comes to reduce tin
cure.
number of men in a shop, those who are th<
most accomplished and who can turn theii
hands to tho greatest of things or who cat
change from one class of work to another an
the ones who are retained.
It is well known
to those who are observant that the greatest
part of tho difficulty experienced in "makiiif
things work,” in cases where two trades depeud closely upon one another, as for instance
pattern-maker and moulder, arises from tin
utter ignorance of the workmen in regard ti
the requirements of each other’s trades. Both
may be wrong, yet they will| almost invariable
charge the failure to produce a good job each
upon the other. Now if each understood tin
difficulties under which the other labored, In
would be able to point oat the error at one*
and there would be no necessity for jarring
Ignorance is the great producer of discord
Young mechanics, never lose an opportunity t<
acquire a knowledge of more than one trade
Kemeinbej that he who can readily turn hi 1
hand from ouo branch nr trade to auother neei
never lack for either appreciation or protitobh
and steady employment.

There is no letter of the English language
which is more frequently mispronounced than
u.
It is shortened when it should be long and
lengthened when it should be short. We hear
the drawled sue-perb; but how long the list in
which the vowel is robbed of more than half,
its rights! U in tube is the u in use; yet we
hear only “toob.” U in pure is the same as u
in duty; but the latter is pronounced as if the
u were oo. In tune, allude, aptitude, caricature, conclude, consume, coetume, delude, include, induce, deduce, absolute, dissolute, du-

el, duly, elusive, erudition, exhume, exude,
tlute, revolution, glue, illusive, ingenuity, introduce, Jupiter, jurist, lucid, lucifer, lucre,
ludicrous, lukewarm, minute (the adjective),
multitude, neutral, nutriment, obtuse, opportunity, penurious, plume, prelude, premature,
recluse, rectitude, resolution, resume, revenue
avenue, sue, servitude, solution, stupid, subdue, tulip, tumult, tutor—in all these the u
should be long, as in the word pure. But it is
Americanized into the sound of oo in good.

There is no defence for this ij any American
standard dictionary.
Bat if there is a general disposition to snab
the a in this catej^ory, there is another in which
it gets more than it deserves. In many words
in which u and a are associated, the first of the
partuers is awarded tlie profits of the firm. It
is auotlicr
Americanism. The pi ice where
clothes are washed is in the “old country” a
laundry, the u being silent; we Americanize
it into lawndry. Bat the a should not be heard
in the word at all; nor in taunt, launob, vaunt,

jaunty, gauntlet, gaunt, haunt, tlaunt, jaunty,

Jaundice,

and other similar words. It is Amerpronounce suit as if it were soot;
new as if it were noo, dew as if it were doo,
flew as if it wero tloo, aud flue as if it were
just the same thing.
There are numerous Americanisms in placing accent. It is American to say enervate instead of enervate, precedence instead of precedence, precedent, the adjective, instead of precedent, and precedent, the nonn instead of preedent. There is no authority except careless
American usage for calling construe, construe;
thero is no such word as the American sgualor
the a in which should be pronounced as in
way; but the adjectiv is squalid. It is American to accent the first syllable of vagaries instead of the second, and it is purely American
to spoak of somebody being i-solated; the word
is is-olated. Heinous is Americanized out at
haynus into several other things, while raillery
which shonid be pronounced "ralery" is turned
into a matter of rails. Debris is Americanized
into debrcc, and debut into defteic; but the accent shonid be on the first syllable.
It is American English to sound the t in often, or epistle, or apostle; to call apron apron—
it is apurn, as iron is iurn—and et for ate, like
like bet for hot, is exclusively American, ft
is American not to pronounce bomb “bum,”
and bombast “bumoast,” and it is only an
Americanism to encase tho dead in a "kaufn.”
It is peculiarly American to identify a onoliorse carriage with a coop for cbiokens, and it
is strictly American to turn cu-linary into culinary. It is American to speak of naphtha as
naftha, and it is only in America tbat we pay
visits of condolence; it is condolence elsewhere;
and only Americans are enthusiastic. Dull
foreigners lengthen the u. “Nermlagy” is an
Americanism; in foreign lands they have neuralgia. Formidable and hospitable are Americanisms.
It is legitimately American to be "agin the
Gov’ment,” but it is not equally legitimate to
turn history into “histry” and hymeneal into
hymeneal. It is American to speak of the epicureans, who called themselves epicureans;
and siDce we take finance from the French we
surely should not call it finance. “The unspeakablo Turk,” as Mr. Gladstone described
him is not a "gowl” bat a gboul; and to call it
a “gowl” in the Raven is calculated to impair
the effect of tire bird’s mysterious and wonderful behavior. “Idear” is a detestible Americanism. New Eugland is responsible for that.
It would be easy to prolong the list. Enough
has already been shown to justify the complaint of educated Englishmen that we do not
sneak their lauguarge. If we do not it is not
the fault of our dictionaries.

ican, too,

to

Autobiography.
[Combill Magazine.]
•iwwuj

o*ci

niuii

a uuu

u

may make such a bull, the very dullness
would be interesting. The autobiographer has
ex officio two qualifications of supreme importance ii; all literary work.
He is writing
about a topic iu which hejis keenly interested,
and about a topic on which lie is the highest
one

living authority.
a special felicity

It may be reckoned, too, aa
that an autobiography, alpne
of all books, may be more valuable iu proportion to the amount of misrepresentation which
it contains. We do not wonder when a man
gives a false character to his neighbor, but it
is always curious to observe how a man contrives to present a false testimonial to himself.
It is pleasant to bo admitted behind the scenes
and trace the growth of that singular phantom
which, like the spectre of the Brocken, is tho
man’s own shadow cast upon the colored aud
distorted mists of memory.
Autobiography
for these reasons is so generally interesting
that I have frequently thought with the admirable Benventuo Cellini that it should be considered as a duty by all eminent men: and, indeed, by men not eminent. As every sensible
man is exhortod to make his will, he should also be bound to leave his descendants some account of his
experience of life. The dullest of
us would, in spite of ourselves, say something
profoundly interesting, if only by explaining
now they came to bo so dull—a circumstance
whicli is sometimes in great need of explanation. On reflection, however, we must admit
'hat autobiography done under compulsion
would bo in danger of losing the essential
charm of spontaneity. The true autobiography is written by one who feels an irrepressible
longing for confidential expansion, 'who is
forced by his innate constitution to unbosom
himself to the public of the kind of matter usually reserved loi our closest intimacy. Confessions dictated by a sense of duty, like many
records of religious experience, have rarely
the peculiar attractiveness of those which are
prompted by the simple longing for human
sympathy. Nothing, indeed, In all literature
is more impressive than some of the writings
in which great men have laid bare to ns the
working of their souls iu the severest spiritual
criges. But the solemnity and loftiness of purpose generally remove sucli work to a rather

different category.
Some

men aro

neve

devil thau wlieu
Yonkers Gazette.

r more

they

are

possessed of tiie

self-possessed.—
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STAR ROUTE FRAUDS.

METEOROLOGICAL
»NI'ICAnoNJ

FOB

NEXT

THE

A Scheme for

TWENTY-FOPB

War Drp’t, Officr Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 23, 1 A. M. )
For New England,
Fair weatlier, winds mostly south to west,
stationaay or higher temperature aud stationary barometer.

THE CASE IN THE HANDS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.

Washington, April 21.—The suddenly tendered resignation of Second Assistant Post
master General Brady has created a great deal
of talk and considerable of a sensation.
Ever
siuce Postmaster General James entered upon
the discharge of his duties, tho air has been
thick with rumors which could not, however,
be verified, to the effect that Gen. Brady's removal was a (foregone conclusion, and all the
stories which were circulated impugning his
honesty at the time the Slar route Service was
investigated by the Blackburn committee have
been revived. It hasbeeu represented, meantime, that the relations between Messrs. Brady
and James were of tho most cordial character,
and many persons standing near the former
have scouted the idea that any case against
General Bia.ly could be made out.
It would
appear that there has been much more behind
the rumors than was acknowledged at the
Post Office Department, or than was suspected
by those interested on tho other side, and it is
thought the developments in the near future
will naturally lead up to other important
changes in the personnel of the office of the
Second Assistant Postmaster General, such
changes, it is understood, having b- como imperative by the dereliction aud unfaithfulness
on the part of tho
presont incumbents. The specific information bearing on the Star route scandal is carefully withheld by the post office officials, but it is admitted the records show that
on the 1st of January, 1880, the
pay for carrying the mails on less than 100 out of more than
0000 Star routes, had been increased from
about §700,000 at the time of letting to §2,800,000, by orders for additional trips and shortened time. A considerable part of this in-

special weather bulletin.

Tlio barometer is lowest in tho extreme
northwest.
The area of high barometer includes tho Lake rogion, Ohio valley, south Atlantic and southern portion of the Middle Atlantic States.
Haiti has fallen since last reFair weather
port In the west gulf states.
in
the
Missouri valley and all disprevails
tricts easi of the Mississippi except the south
Atlantic states.
Westerly winds continue iu
New England and
southerly winds in the
Northwest. Missouri and Mississippi river continue to rise, tho former being six foot and
seven inches above tho
danger line at Omaha
and the latter live feet and four inches above
the danger line at Cairo aud three feet and
three inches at Deskuk and near the danger
line at Memphis and Vicksburg.
Indications
are fair weather prevails
in the Lower Lake
the
Middle
Atlantic
Stales
aud New
region,
England daring to day and to-morrow.

TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
The Bangor Church Quarrel.

April 22.—The Congregational
Council convened yesterday to consider the
trouble in Ley. Mr. Speare’s church has been
in session all day aud evening taking
testimony
of both sides. At half-past eleven it adjourned
Bangor,

cicooau

resigna-

discharged.
MARINE NEWS.

British

Steamer Wrecked and Eleven
Lives Lost.
Londox, April 22.—The British steamer
Mizpab, from Liverpool April 14th for Copenhagen, has gone ashore on the Skaw. Eleven
persons were drowned.

XLVIIth CONGRESS.'
benate—Executive Session.

Washington, April 21.
In the Senate lo-day Senator Coke, of Texas,
and Senator Call, of Florida, spoke in reply to
Senator Frye in vindication of their respective

Slates—Texas and Florida.
Mr. Dawes produced a commotion on the
Democratic side by reading a damaging admis.
siun of frauds from tho Charleston Netvs and
Courier, and an extract from a Richmond organ of the Bourbon Democracy, showing that
they were willing to support Readjusters for
the highest State officers, provided they would
stand by the Democracy and the “supremacy
of the Caucasian race.”
Wade Hampton replied.
There was a sharp passage between Messrs.
Cameron and Dawes on a motion of the former
to adjourn to Monday, and Mr. Dawes made a
cart reply to Mr. Saulsbury, which he afterwards apologized for.

Sower

Washington, April 22.
The Vice President laid before the Senate
the resolution for the election of Senate
officers.
Tho usual motion for an executive session
was made
by Mr. Harris and lost1—yeas 17,
nays 22.
Mr. Morrill then took the floor in denial of
what he termed “the baseless charge of a corrupt bargain which was so flippantly made,
and which
implied that the Republican Senators were parties to that bargain.”
Ho would
be sorry to know that any Democratic Senator
should have such a poor opinion of him that a
denial of that cliargo should he needed. So
far as the vote of the Senator from
Virginia
(Mahone) was concerned lie (Morrill) had understood in advauce that it would be cast witli
the Republicans without any conditions whatever. He referred to what he called the combined attack of Democratic Senators upon a single
Seuator who had t recently taken his seat in
this chamber, declaring that it was not chivalrous on the part of
thirty-seven honorable Senators to strike all togetlier at one fellow Senator. Senators were not to be bulldozed.
No
one Senator had a
right to call another to account for action that he might choose to take
here on any
question. He gave instances of
statesmen having changed their political convictions, and asserted that the charges made
against the Senator from Virgiuin by those
who were willing to wound but afraid to 6trike
were as unfounded
and calumnious as those
made against Henry Clay.
Mr. Beck liked the doctrine of anti-bulldozing, but it ill became Republicans to charge
Democratic Senators with treason because they
cast their votes for what they thought the
good
of the country.
Messrs. Sherman and Beck engaged in a discussion regarding the justice of engaging in
dilatory proceedings, to prevent business.
Mr. Sherman inquired whether it was not
within the power of fifteen Senators to prevent the passage of any bill.
Mr. Beck replied that it was. The Democrats have avowed, for good or bad
reasons,
that they intended to prevent a
disorganization of the Senate at this time. If they were
wrong they were responsible for that wrong.
In the discussion Mr. Sherman said ho
should vote for Riddleberger because he believed him an honorable man. The Democrats in this controversy had taken the
wrong
issue. He did not desire to go into collateral
matters, but be would at some future time possibly submit a statement as to the debts of several States.
After a disclaimer by Mr. Burnside of any
intention in his speech of Wednesday to reflect upon any Senator, Mr. Jonas took the
floor and contradicted the recent statements of
Charles Heath.
The “Heath statement’’ furnished a brief
discussion between Messrs. Dawes and Jonas,
in which Mr. Dawes said he would transfer
the controversy with Jonas to Heath, first,
however, commenting upon the assertion of
Judge Bridger that he had not yet got enough
testimony to indict Heath, but would have
soon.
He thanked God he (Dawes) did not
live where he could lie tried by such a man.
Mr. Brown said a few days ago he had stated
that many Republican papers had asserted that
there is a corrupt bargain between the Republicans and Mr. Mahone.
The statement had
been contradicted by tho Senator from Rhode
Island (Burnside). Ho now desired to have
read from the Clerk’s desk various articles
from Republican papers. If he made any mistake as to the politics of the papers he trusted
the Senators from the respective States would
correct him. He would first read an article
from the Boston Herald.
Mr. Burnside—That is not a Republican paper.
Mr. Brown appealed to Mr. Hoar for information.
Mr. Hoar said the idea of eking out debate
by bringing in newspaper articles reflecting on
a few Senators was so
repugnant to his sense of
decency that he should not aid in it.
Mr. Brown—I did not ask the Senator’s
opinion on that question. He then had road extracts from the Boston Herald, Hartford Courant, Philadelphia American, Denver Tribune,
Portland Oregonian, Philadelphia Evening
Telegraph, San Francisco Argonaut, Pittsburg
Despatch, and Sacramento Record-Union, in
some of which the deadlock was attributed to

day.

Card from Gen. Brady.
The following has been received here:
New York, April 22.
Geo. C. Gorham, Republican Office, Waeliinqton:
You will please say for luo that all charges, direct
or indirect, affecting my integrity as a public official are absolutely and unqualifiedly false.
Thos. K. Bhaov.
(Signed)

The Six Per Cent. Bonds.

Washington, April 22.—Arrangements will
be made at once whereby foreign holders of <j

jvupuuncan

ately.

consider tho situation in the Senate.
There is
a desire on tho part of
many Senator.! to have
a few executive sessions, with the understanding that tho contest shall afterwards be renewed and continued.

THROUGH A’ TRESTLE.
Eight Lives Lost

on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad.
Chicago, 111., April 21.—A special dispatch
from Clinton, la., states that the night express
train, westward boand, on the Rock Island
division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul railroad was moving at ordinary speed
across the trestle work
over Meredosia river,
one mile
south of Albany, 111., when tho
trestle gave way, and the train was suddenly
precipitated into the river. The train consisted of an ongine, tender,baggage car, passenger and sleeping cars. All went down, except
the sleeper, which haugs over the end of the
bridge at an angle of 45 degress, the upper
end high in the air.
Two cars floated oil
down stream. The passenger coach lodged
an
island
four
rods away. The bagagainst
gage car stuck in tho middle of the stream,
about the same distance. Eight persons were
killed and several wounded.

The Waters Subsiding at Chicago,
Chicago, April 22.—The water during the
night receded four inches, and the mills, etc.,
which were stopped by the flood resumed operations. Houses are beginning to get their first
floors dried out, and the ground is appearing
in portions of the flooded section.
Decrease of Failures.
New York, April 22.—The record of failures
during the past week throughout the United
States and Canada, reported to Bradstreet’s,
again shows a decrease, the number being only
91 against 100 for the preceding weolc.
In the
New England States there were only 10, a decrease of 12 compared with the
nreceding
week.
Laborers’ Wages Advanced.
Chicago, April 22.—The strikes have ge erallp resulted in favor of tho laborerf. The
railroad freighters, wood moulders, South
Side railroad conductors, drivers and stableraon have all received an advance.
Cleveland, April 22.—The street railroad
strike has proved unsuccessful.
Carpenters
have boon promssed an advance, also the
Wendell Houfe employes.
The printers on
the Leader have also had their pay increased.

FOREIGN.
General

Convention

of the

Irish

Land

Leagu&.
Dublin, April 22.—The proceedings in tho
land league convention yesterday were priucipany connneu to tne reading ol and discussions upon the report of the executive committee on the land bill. Delegates criticised
the report, after which Mr. Parnell commented
unfavorably upon the bill. He complained
that it did nothing for laborers, and that the
legal procedure prescribed by it being complicated and
expensive, would deprive
tenants of any hope of redress.
Tho effect
of the bill, lie said, would be to raise, not to

papers.

Republican journal.

Mr. Cameron, of Pennsylvania, denied the
Republicanism of the Pittsburg Despatch, asserting that paper never supported anything
Republican or Democratic, while Mr.
fitchell stated the Philadelphia Evening Teleeraph might be Republican but it had strong
Democratic tendencies.
Mr. Burnside had read an extract faom the
Ixmisville Courier-Journal to the effect that
the country did not sympathize with the Democratic Senators in the contestMr. Hawley read extracts from a speech
made in the Chicago convention in 1868 by Mr.
Brown, of Georgia, in which he had said:—“If
you will give us (Georgia Republicans) the
fruits of the victory we have
lately won we
will carry Georgia for Gen. Grant, his comment upon it being “Condition precedent—

Sood,

lower,

rents.

The opinions expressed by delegates were
strongly adverse to the provisions of the land
bill, but it was generally conceded that the
measure should not be rejected until an effort

is made to amend it. Mr. Breman denounced
the bill as unworthy of acceptance, it
having
been made by lawyers to drag tho laud question down to a wrangle in the courts.
A large number of priests were present at
the conference, and they were the principal

speakers.

bargain.”
Then, after a few remarks from Mr. Brown,
that negotiations between Senators was
saying
a different matter from a
speaker in a convention, saying, “You must give us certain patronage or we cannot proceed,” the Senate, in
order to bo present at the unveiling of the
Farragut statue Monday, adjonrnod until
Tnesdao.

The Heath Outrage Denied.

Washington, April 22.—R. J). Bridger,
judge of the fourth judicial court in Caldwell

parish, Louisiana, has given for publication a
statement in regard to the
alleged outrage on

Charles Heath.
He contradicts the principal
statements made by Heath, and adduced the
of
other
citizens to support his side
testimony
of the story. He says the property was burned
for the insurance.

Crops Benefited by Rains,

Chicago, April 22.—Specials

from Topeka,
Kansas, say soaking rains have visited all parts
of Kansas the last 48 hoars, and the land department bnlletin states that the large rain
fall has been of great benefit to
growing wheat.

Tuesday

afternoon fifteen armed men rode
L. McLaurens' house in
Frio, Edwards
county, Texas, and murdered McLaurens, his
wife and a young man named Lease.
Nothing
in the house was disturbed.

next

(258c; steamer 69%@60c:No 2 at C0@60%c; No 2
White at 62%@62%c: White Southern at 60262;
No 2 for April at 60@61%©j May at 66V2@57%c:
June at 66@56%c. On In l@2c liiglier.closing unsettled;receipt8 153,000 bush; sales 264,000 bush;
No 3 at 45%@46c; do White 48c; No 2 at 46(247;
do White at 49@50c; No l at 47c; do White at 52c;
Mixed Western at 45@46%c; White do 46@51c.incluliug 20,000 bush No 2 for April at 46%c; 50,000 do May at 45%(5,'46%c: 55,(XM) June at 46.2)
46%c.

MINOR TELEGRAMS
Lucinda Fawkes was hung at Lunenburg.
\'a., yesterday for the murder of her husband.
She said she had no dread of death, and trustad in God.
A heavy hail storm passed gver Huulerville,
Texas, yesterday.
Bridges were carried away
and corn crops seriously injured.
Gen. Grant’s railroad schemes, which were
looked upon by the Mexicans at first with distrust, are now viewed witli more favor.
The National Acanemy of Sciences closed
its session yesterday.
The directors of the Mutual Union Telegraph Co. have decided to increaso the capital
stock to *10.000,000 for the purpose of extending its lines to all the profitable localities of
telegraph business.
Orders have been given to resume work on
full timo at the Wilkesbarro coal minos on

unchanged.

Freights to Liverpool weak; Wheat p steam 4.
Chicago April 22.-Flour is steady and firm;
Winter Wheat 6 00@5 (K); Spring double extra at
4 5026 00: extra 4 00@4 60. Wheat active, firm
and higher; No 2 Bed Winter 1 10@1 10%; "No 2
Chicago Spring at 1 05% for cash; 1 0G@1 06%
May; l 07%(21 07% for June and July. Corn is
strong and higher at 44c cash; 44VPc for May and
Juno; 45V«c for July. Oats strong and higher at
35%c for cash; 37%c for May: 38%c.for June; 38
July. Hye s«ea<lv and unchanged. Barley is strong
and highoi at 1 iO. Provisions unsettled. Pork is
strong and higher at 17 60 cash; 17 50(217 62%
for May; 17 66 for June; 17 75 July. Ijard active,
firm and higher at 11 25 for casb;ll 27% for May;
11 40211 42%|for June; 11 47%@11 50 for July.
Bulk Meats in good demand; shoulders 5 60; short

of Cornell University have
granted leave of absence to those concerned in
tire university regatta at Henley, England.

Wholesale ifliirkei.
22.

Breadstuff^ are

very firm aiid tending upward and
markets of the West to-night all show a marked

advance from yesterday’s quotations. Flour in this
market is held very firm, and we predict an early
advance, as Wheat is active and rising rapidly. Corn
is strong and unusually active and we quote prices

fully 2c higher to-day for bag and car lots. Oats
are selling at an advance of about 2c. In Provisions,
Pork andLard continue firm with a slight improve-

tor best.G
Low
Grade

€«rn*n
50 New II. M. Corn,
60
oar lots
60 Oats
Sacked Bran
.Mi ls...
751
I Corn, bag lots..

0@6 25.Meal,

..

lOats,

..

•*

Michigan....5 25@5 50 Brail,

St. Louis Win-

Mid’ugn,

A.,1^1. AOl/.

'*

..

ltjgis

ryp

Wilmington.1 60@1 70 Maine.
Virginia.1 60@1 62; Vermont.
Tonnessce...1 20@1 35 V. V.Factory

man

[

The National Land League convention resumed its session to-day.
Parnell submitted a
resolution declining to make the convention
for
the
land
bill and expressing
responsible
doubt whether any ameudment could make
tlio
bill
acceptable to tho Irish people.
Parnell
condemned
tho
again specially
clauses
and tire omission of a proemigration
vision for laborers in the bill.
Tho convention unanimously carried the resolution giving tho Irish parliamentary party
full latitude to devise amendments to and
watch tho progress of the land bill in the
Commons.
The Albanians Defeated by the Turks.
Constantinoi’i.e, April 22.—A sanguinary
engagemeut took place Tuesday between 17
battalions of Turks, uuder Dervisch Pasha
and the Albanians. The latter had attempted
to stop Derviseh’s advance.
After several
hours’ fighting between Pristina aud Prisrend, Dervisch Pasha continued his march.
Greece Still Talking of War.
Athens, April 22.—The situation was uover
more serious. There are frequeut lung cabinet
councils relative to the reply to the collective
note.
It is believed that if the choico is between war and
the abandonment of tho
cause of Epirus, there is little hope for the
maintenance of peace
Foreign Notes.
The Emperor William is recovering from
his reejnt sickn ss
The port of Seville, Spain, has been closed
on account of inundations thore.

annul...

v)

O. & L. C.

48

Neir York Slock

THURSDAY, April 21.
Arrived.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Brig Fannie H Jennings, Tibbetts, Matanzas—509
hbds sugar to Qeo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to J S Wins-

3 75

4%

(By Telegraph.)

New Yobk. April 22—Evening.—Money market
fairly easy at 4@6 on call, closing at 4; prime mercantile paper at 4%@5%. Sterling Exchange is
strong and nominally % higher at 4.82 % for long
and 4.84 for short. Governments quiet. State bonds
active. Railroad are in fair demand. The stock
market closed strong.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregaled_478,G50 shares.
xueroiiowuig are today’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United Stales 6’s, 1881, reg...103%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.
103%
United Statesfnew 5*s, reg.101%
United States new 5*s, coup.102%
United States new 4%’s, reg.113%
United States new 4 %’s, coup.113%
United States dcw 4’s,reg.114%
United States new 4’s, coup.114%
Pacific 6’s of *95.131

Michigan Central.107%
Erie. 46%
Erie preferred
86%
Northwestern.122%
Northwestern preferred.134%
112 Va
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred.
.122%
N ew Jersey Central.
99%
Union Pacific
117%
Western Union Tel. Co .116%
Gloucester Fish market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING April 21, 1880.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots,
and jobbing lots command an advance on our fig-

Porpoise.

D Torrance & Co.
Steamer H M Peirce, Oliver, Bath—N Blake.
Sch A S Townsend. (Br) Marsters, Cheverie, NS—
A D Whidden & Co.
Sch Mary Farrow, Patershall, New York—S M

Smart.
Sch Boxer, Rankin, Kennehunkport—master.
Sch Exact, Lewis, North Boothbay—N Blake.
Sch Diana, Orne, Damariscotta—N Blake.

ures.

Georges Codfish—$5 p qtl for large and $3%@
medium; pickled-cured Bank at $3%@$3% p qtl

for large and $2%@$3for medium; dry cured Bank
at $——@$4% p qtl for large and $-$@3% for
medium. Shore codfish at §5 for large and$3%jto
S3% for medium. Nova Scotia Bank $4% to $4%
for large and $2% to $3 for medium; choice Nova

Telegraph.)

Vfjw York. April 22-Evening.—Flour market
The market is less active and prices generally without decided change: export demand quite moderate
and jobbing trade confined to small parcels for immediate wants.
Receipts of Flora* 20,087 bbls;exports 24,566 bbls;
BaiesJ20,000 bbls;No 2 at 2 90@3 76;Supcrfine Western and State 3 55^4 40; common to good extra
Western and State 4 40.34 90; good to choice Western extra at 5 0036 75; common t > choice White
Wheat Western extra 5 0036 00; fancy do at 6 10
37 00; common to good extra Ohio at 4 403G 75;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 4 5036 75:
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 6037 00; choice to
doublo extra at 7 10@8 00, including 2100 bbls of
-Jitv Mills extra at 5 60(5:5 70 for W 1; 1000 bbls
No 2 at 3 105 3 75; 900 bbls Superfine at 3 903;
1 50; 1700 bbfs low extra at 4 5034 (55; 4400 bbls
Winter Wheat extra 4 5538 25: 5300 bbls Minna
sola extra at 4 5038 00; Southern flour is steady.
Kv«* Flour is firm. Corn Meal is quiet; Branbush:
dywine at 3 15. Wheat—receipts 158,000
exports 116,997 bush; 133c higher, feverish and
unsettled business largely speculative, closing feverish with about half of advance lost; sales 2,024,U00 bush, including 198,000 bush on spot;No 3
Spring atl 18;No 2 Chicago p t; ungraded Red 1 IS
1 26y2; No 2 Red 1 26%
31 3U;No 3 do 1 24 V2
31 29; No 1 do 1 31@1 32: ungraded White 1 22
a. 1 23; No 2 do at 1 22J/2; No 1 do, 48,000 bush at
23Va@l 24% ; No 2 Red for April, 280,000 bush
at 1 26^1 28%; do May, 576,000 bush at 1 23@
1 24%. Rye is firm and quoted at 1 1631 18 for
best. Barley is dull and nominal. Corn %@lc

Cleared.

SteamBliip Ontario, (Br) Williams, Liverpool—

..

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Sid fm Liverpool 22d, steamer Lake Nepigon, for
Portland; ship Eclipse, Humphrey, New York.
Sid fm Batavia 20th inst, barque E L PettengiH,
Pettengill. Cebu and United States.
Ar at Victoria 17tli inst, ship Jas Nesmith, Ilarward, Kio Janeiro.

J

Tltcomb,

Boston.
;UElHOBANDA.

Barquo Evie Heed, from Havre, has discharged at
Havre, aud 889 baskets sugar are in a damaged
condition, having been wet.
Brig Sparkling Water. Hichborn, at Boston from
Cienfuegos, reports, 14th inst, during a violent hurricane, had decks Hooded ami water casks washed
away, lost and split sails, &c.
Sch Como, of Chcrryfield, Capt Bunker, from New

wrecked at loagua 2d inst.
York for Baracoa.
No particular. The Como registered 138 tons and
was built in 1873 at Cherryfleld, whore she was
owned.
Sch StODhen Bennett, which arrived at Bermuda
19th, is chartered to take the cargo of the condemned barquo Florence Feters, of Portland, from Pensacola for Boston.
Sch W F Green, Tracy, from Samana Bay for New
York, which put into Bermuda in distress, had experienced heavy weather and lost sails and small
spars, and started aleak.
G^F^Sec other columns.

iACW

lUlk,

Ullgs

li

OUipice,

flemoval.

G. L. BAILEY
J

esires to thank hip numerous friends, and the
ublic, for their liberal patronage during his thirty
earn’ business on Exchange street, and respectully solicits a renewal of the same at his new store,

221 llllDDLfi: STREET,
peosito Falmouth hotel.
good assortment of

IIo

<
, isual a

will

keep

Tackle,

j

Suns*

t

,t lowest prices. Agent for Du Pouts’ Powder,
nd Dittuiar’n Reudrock.
apl4 sn eodtr

Fishing

AND SPORTSMEN'S GOODS,

"auction

F. 0. BAILEY &

Chadwick, Beaufort, SC.
Cld 20th, sch Union. Dix, New Bedford.
Cld at Dorchester, NB, 18th, sebs Elvira, Watts,
New York; J C Nash, Crowley, and J S Moulton,

Crowley, do.

SPOKEN.

THE CI.OTHtERS SI'I'KIMIK.

a. m.

10 Years old, will weigh GOO lbs.,
kind, good driver and worker; safe for any one to
use, not afraid of anything: ^ood business horse.
Chestnut Mare, 8 years old, weighs about 025 lbs.,
sound and kind;’ good roadcr; safe, reliable fami-

Cigars.
Imported
for

sale at a very low price.
my own importation,
a nice lot of Clear Havana Goods,
manufactured from my own imported stock, which I am retailing three for 25 cents, and a smaller size, four
for 2o cents. Also, a Clear Havana Filled Cigar
for 5 cents.
If you want to smoke the best 10
cent Cigar in the city call for the Old Judge Brand,
and for a 5 cent Cigar call for the Light of the
World, and the Moonshiner and the Portland Favorite Brands.
These goods will be sold at wholesale for cash, at very low prices, as I want to reduce my stock.
of

Also,

E.

Two New
Ten New

apf'20

SATURDAY. April 23il, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
at rooms, 18 Exchange street, we shall sell a
large lot of New and Second-hand Furniture, &c..
consisting of B. W. Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits In
Haw Silk. Hair Cloth and Terries, Patent Rockers,
and Wood Top Tables, Parlor
Easy Chairs. Marble
Desks, Library and Bouquet Tables, Lounges,
Sideboards. Pillars, Dining Room Tables and Dining Room Chairs, 12 Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets,
Wire Spring Beds, Hair and Wool Top Mattresses,
Oil Paintings and Chromos, Crockery and Glass
Ware, Silver Plated Ware, &c.
F. O. BAILEY Sc f’O., Auctioneer*.
d3t
apr20

ON

Halifax
To be sold

Cllj

Railroad

behalf of

oh

the

New York.

DARIEN—Cld 21st, sell Itobie L Foster, Ilart, for

SAVANNAH—Ar at Tybee 21st, brig Jennie llulbert, Jackson. Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 20th. schs A B Perrv Look
Boston for Port

Royal;

Fannie

Belfast; A L Henderson, Belfast;

Jacksonville.
MOREHEAI)

Cates, Roekport.

CITY,

NC- Ar

Butler, Warren’,
J H

Eels,

Eels!

21st, brig Edith

WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 18th. sch Jessie Hart,
Wall, New York; Alta V Cole, Mitchell, New York.
Cld 18th, sell C II Macomber, Rumrill, lor
J
mouth.
NORFOLK—Cld 19tb, sch Clara Jane, Allen *
New York.
PORTSMOUTH, VA -Ar 18th, sch Harry Messer
Sears. Wood's Hole.
FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 18th, schs A A Shaw,
for Portland; Silver Heels, for Tliomaston; Cbas E
Sears, for Brooklyn.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 19th. sch Ella Green, from
Kennebec.
BALTIMORE— Cld 18th, barquo Cbas F Ward

Ply!

Gay, Havana.

100 MEN’S ODD COATS AND VESTS,
which

liave marked at the follow iu^ prices, which
per cent BELOW ACTUAL, COST.

wo

$6,

$5,

$4,

$3.50,

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
blemish.
Brush for applying in each

bottle.
533^'s* LURE IS GUARANTEED.^BRA

Price 25 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.
Trv it and von will be convinrnd like thrmsnnds
who have used it and now testily to its value.
Auk for Schlottcrbeck’* t'oru and Wart
Nolveul nml take no other.

nov23

sndtf

WALL PAPERS.
SPRING OPENING.

Former Prices from $4.00 to $6.00

City Railroad Company, at the Company’s Office, Halifax, on Monday, the 2nd of May:
The Charter nml Proper lie* of said Com-

MEN’S PANTALOONS,

pany.
The latter consists of about 9 miles of single track,
20 Double and Single Horse-Cars, 5 Sleighs, 3 Flat
Cars, 2 Snow Ploughs, necessary harness. Real Estate, 200 by 100 feet, containing two tnree-story
buildings, respectively 100 by 50 and 90 by 25,
suitably arranged in Stables and Store-houses, be-

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50.

Halifax

sides

a

■■■I___

I Iivvv

The Charter and road-way, Real Estate and moveable property will be sold separately to suit bidders.
To parties contemplating establishing manufactories of any kind, the buildings of the company
offer a desirable opportunity, as they are located beside the Intercolonial Railroad.
Further particulars can be had on applying at the
office of P. LYNCH, Esq., Hollis St., Halifax.
JAMES DUGGAN & SONS.
(Signed,)
&p24auc col lw

Groceries% Fixtures
BY

Goods.

We have succeeded in

producing

^vvm wpimg

wear

well.

-

vest for

good

a

^

$1.50,

$1.25,

others at

SO

APRIL, 26 th, at 2% o’clock u.
18 Exchange St., we shall sell
Grocery Store, consisting of a large
stock of the usual assortment of Groceries, also
Tea and Coffee Caddies, Platform and Counter

$1."75.

$2.00.

OOZEM

BROWN OVERALLS,
35 cts Each.

MEN’S

Scales, Show Case, Stove, Desk, Coffee Grinder,
Cheese Box, Upright Ice Chest, Measures, &c.
F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
d3t
apr23

a

mmi

«3* 3L

rooms
a

we

uiiiO)

warranted to

MEM’S VESTS

TUESDAY,
at
ON in.,
the stock of

FURNITURE BY AUCTION.

■

wuuun

Every pair

AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY, April 27th, at lOo’clock
at Free Street House, 30 Free St.,
ON m.,
shall sell Chamber

_

diw IIV1

large Bjaeksinith's Forge.

i SI'IMII! SEAT HE OVERCOAT,

Sets, Mattresses, Feather Beds,
Bedding, Carpets, Spring Beds, Curtains, ExtenTable, D. It. Chairs, Crockery and Glass Waro,

FOR $8.00.

sion
&c.

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

apr21_dtd

THIS BEATS THE WORLD !

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salnrscm IS Kxchnn(,l St.
If. O. BAILL’X.

C, W.

Rogular sale of Furniture and General
uiro everj oaturuay,
commencing as IU o

ACLES

Merohsn

Children’s All Wool Knee Pant Suits*

OXOCK ft. m

Consignments solicited.

oc3dt

From $8.50 to $5.00.

SPRIG OF 1881.

You

can’t buy the

cloth for the money.

OUT"

CLOSING
All of

iiiiMniiniiinniiiiiaaal
190 and 192 middle St.
Beg to announce that they are
now prepared to exhibit the
largest and most complete assort-

Kilt Suits Below Cost.

our

We sell

good Kilt Suit,

a

$1.00.

at

Children’s Unlaundried Shirt Waists
a

■.

■

a

■

ment of

wXSbi

CARPETINGS

PV1TTT1

TH L1,

LARGEST

STOCK.

FINEST

X XXilBEST

STYLES,

ASSORTMENT.

—AND—

OIL CLOTHS

riK1

Axminster,

MEN’S, YOUTHS',

BOYS’

SPRING

CHILDREN S

AND

CLOTHING,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

of nlldescriptions to t>e found in
any City in New England. Our
Stock is full and complete, embracing tlie new designs in large
variety of

of any firm in New

England.

C. D. B. Fisk <fc Co.

Moquette,

ap23

dtf

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NEW ANNOUNCEMENT.

-AND-

of
WE line pleased
are

Kidderminsters,
all with special

Borders to Match.
rrVwa«o irorttla V*

n vrn

Steamship Toronto
From

The last chance for merchants and customers wishing Great Bargains in

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.
Balance of our stock will
he sold in lots to suit. Sales
to commence TUESDAY,
April 19tli, to continue one
week.

mar2G

sn

eod2m

SXOOOreward

case of Blind, Bleeding. Itching. Ulcerated, or
Protruding PILES that Do Rina’s Pile Remedy
fails to cure. Prepared by J. P. MILLER, M.D., Phil*,
delphia, Pa. Aone genuine without his signature.

For any

janl8

sn

TTh&SGm

Ammunition and Fishing Tackle.

Loading Guns,
Lailin & Rand, Orange Sporting
and Blasting Powder.

To parties contemplating turn
isliing, we respectfully solicit attention to this unrivalled stock, of
goods, which will be freely shown
to all who may favor us with a call.

ALSO—

and
Atlas
Powder wholesale and retail.

Nearly Opp.

Street,
Port Ollirc.
sneodliiu

SILKS. SATINS.
PRICES STILL LOWER
New Satins in Black ami Colors, just received.
Also—a full line of another new make of h rench
tinish American Silks, warranted to give perfect
satisfaction.
Also—full assortment of the celebrated Gurnet
Silks, from Lyons, France.
Trices on all above 20 to 50cents per yard less than
last year.

Greatest

Bargains in Woolens

ever known.
Large lot just
received.
100 pieces of All Wool and part wool 75 ct. Woolens, reduced to 50 cents.
50 pieces strictly All Wool $1.37 Woolens, at $1.00

For

Men’s

190 & 192 Middle Street.
war23

isd2mu»

all

o '.v own furnished to hang papers, thus enabling
us to give estimates of work completed.
Special
attention given to Ceiling Drromtion*.

of

Drapery

anti Curtain

Department

We are able t > offer special inducements in this
of
branch of our business, and invite an
designs and stuffs. We have just opened a splendid
line of C UK'I A IN POE EM of all kinds at low

inspection

prices.

Congress Street.dtf
0

BROS.

Something new in Spring
ceived nearly every day.
N. B.

In Iusolvcucy.
Court of insolvency for tho County of Cumberland
State of .Maine, April 23, A. D. 1881.
in

case

of

ROBERT F. SHACKFORD,

Dress Goods

give notice, that on the twenty-second
April, A. 1). 1881, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
tho Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,
against the estate of said Robert
F. Shackford. of
Gorham, in the said County of
Cumberland, adjudged to be an
insolvent debtor on petition of said debtor, which
petition was tiled on the twenty-second day of
April, A. 1). 1881, to which date interest of
claims is to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said
debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any" property by him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolven-

1111

to

cy to be holden at tho Probate Court room, in
Portland, on the second day of May, A. I).
1881, at ton o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand tho date first above written.
GEo. W. PARKER,
Deputy sbeiill as Messenger of tho Court of Insolsaid
of
Cumberland.
County
vency for

apr23&3<>

mm Salt afloat.
HHI>S.

Trapani Salt,

Light," for

EiViERY

re-

aprlS sndtf

Insolvent

Debtor.
IS is
day of

wear

RIMES

A XTT'B

No. 178 Middle

dsnlw

x

Dualin,

to

Street.

Congress
aplG

Special attention given to

in all its branches.

manufacturing companies:
Parker & Fox Double Breech

33
V-J

DRAPERY WORK

HANGINGS

AND WALL DECORATIONS,
to be found in the market, and at prices for
grades guaranteed satisfactory.

591

GUNS,
I have now the largest and most complete stock of
the above goods in the State. Wholesale and
retail. Also Jigents for the following

PAPER

ap23

M PAPER DECORATIONS

call attention to the choicest

Bosworth & Worse,

Fiverpool3

-OF TEN BALES-

the iinest goods exhibited in this
country. Our stock is also complete in

to

PRACTICAL PAPER HANGERS

ool ooIorl

with great care by an experienced
buyer, and will be offered to our
customers at prices GUARANTEED TO BE A.S LOW as any
house in New York or Boston.
"We invite special attention to an
importation just landed per

grades of goods

L0R1NG, SHORT & HARMON.

apr21

more.

for Sale.

AT LOW PRICES.

rp

$10.

$9.00 and $10.00.

$6.00, $7.00, $8.00,

bond-holders of the

a

Rcndrock,

$8,

$7,

S* ■>
"k

arc over

Men's Union and All Wool Suits,

By USING

Bath.

roof in America.

one

We have in stock about

dtd

Large Sale of Fnrniture, Carpets.
&c., at Auction.

S('HLOTTERB ECK’S

All

array of

BEAR THEM WELL 13 Mil.

Open Buggies.
Harnesses, in gilt and nickel trimmings.

of every conceivable variety.

don. Progress**.
KEY WEST—Ar 18th, sch Nellie Grant, Jordan

Seldom Exhibited under

Body Brussels,
Cure Your Corns! Tapestry Brussels,

without leaving

an

Bargains

GreaT

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts., Opp. P. O.
sn dim
aprl6
Portland, Me*

Western Banks.

domestic; ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 20tli inst, ship L Schepp,
Thompson, New York.
GALVESTON—Cld 16th, sch Fred A Carle, Con-

Present for Your Inspection

PONCE,

was

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Newport, RI, 21st, sch Cynosure, from
Boothbay, bound south.
Ar at New York 19th, sch Alice, of Swan's Island,
with mackerel.
Cld at Halifax 19th, sch E It Nickerson, Swett,

ROW,)

mare.

JUST ARRIVED.
LABtiE LOT OF

(MUSSKY’8

Bay Mare, G years old, will weigh 1000 lbs., sound
and kind and warranted an extra good roader; one
of the cleanest and most attractive horses to be
found. This horse is valuable to any party
wishing a family road horse; is not afraid of nny
an
thing, Is a good walker, will road 10
hour, very stylish, stands without ticing.
Harness, rubber trhumiugs, been used very little.
Open Side Spring Buggies, most new.
One 2~hand Beach Wagon.
inree zu-imnu »iue spring wagons.
Two 2d-liand Top Buggies.
Two New Phaetons.

SPEC1ALNOTICES^

A

MIDDLE STREET

CO., AUCTIONEERS.

the woods.
Black Horse,

ly

Good Trade

a

they see it, take notice and govern
yourselves accordingly.

Bay Hcrse, G years old, will weigh al»ont 1000 lbs.,
kind and good worker and good driver,
iray Horse, 10 years old, will weigh 1200 fits.,
good worker and good driver; been at work in

April 18, lat 35 30, Ion 72 06, sch T R Pillsbury,
Pitcher, Curacoa for New London.
Aprii 19, off Fenwick Island, sch Eben H King,
Bragdon, from New York for Granada.

:

when

Appreciate

can

C. D.B. FISK & Co.,

ObUWCiB (UIU

per, do.
Ar at Sagua 7th inst, barque Josie Mildred, Ginn,
New York (and sailed for Cardenas.
Ar at Bermuda 12th inst, sch Stephen Beunett,
Douglass, New York, to load cargo lumber of condemned barque Florence Peters, for Boston.
Ar at St John, NB, 19th, sch Jennie F Willey,

And All Others who

APRIL 23d.

10 o’clock

at

MECHANICS,

LABORKRS,

SALES.

I0R8E k CARRIAGE WART
SATURDAY,

FARMERS,

as

Elizabeth Winslow,

Spain.
Cld 9th, sell Carrie E Woodbury, Woodbury, for
North of Hatteras; 9th, brig Sullivan, Perry, do;
sebs Cumberland, Webber, and Maggie Dalllng, Dalling, do; Grace Webster, Young, and Kocheko, Jas-

Hall, St John, NB, via East-

Barque Flashlight, (Br) Card, Trapani—700 ton9
salt to Emery & Furbish. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt
Has been 100 days on the passage, with
& Co.
eontrar s weather most of the time; run short of provisions and was supplied 12th inst by barque Caibarien, bound to New York.
Sch Civilian, (Bi) Ingersoll, Grand Menau, NB—
dry fish for a market.
Scii Hattie M Mayo, Robinson, Portsmouth, to
load for Calais.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland-lime
to C A B Morse & Co.
Sch Van Buren, Montgomery, Wiscassct—lumber
to S II & A R Dotteu.
Sch N Jones, Perry, Calais for Salem.
Sch New Packet, Leighton, Calais for Boston.
Sch Hiram Tucker, Knowlton, DcnnysviUc for
Boston.
Sch Am Eagle, Brown, Bangor for Bay View.
Sch John A Dix, Pinkham, Georgetown for Cape

barque Anna Walsh,
Bliss, Strong, Boston;

Bugbee, Stowers, do;

David

Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth,
port for Boston.

sch Louisa

Locke, Philadelphia; bcLs Eiva E Pettengill, York,
St Thomas; 13th, brig Gipsy Queen. Chandler, from
Philadelphia; sch Orrie V Drisko, Drisko, from Port

FRIDAY, April 22.

The following were the closing quotations of
stocks:
Rock Island.135%
Illinois Central.136
C. B. & Quincy.
163%
Chicago & Alton.134
Chicago a Alton prefeired.140
New York Central.•.144
hake Shore. .—126

fBv

SUOIiUHU,

low & Co.
Scb Marv, Queen of the Sea, (Br) Langelior, BarHas experienced a succession of
badoe9 42 days.
heavy gales and contrary weather the entire passage,
but ‘sustained no damago.
Cargo molasses to E
Churchill & Co.
Sch Allie B Dyer, Paine, Virginia,— oysters to
Timmons & Hawes.
Sch A A Shaw, Walnwriglit. Baltimore-co&l to
Grand Trunk HR.
Sch Captain John. Grant, New London—molasses
to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Cabinet, Leach, Boston for Castine.
Sch Alice M Gould, Jewett, La Have, NS—1,000
lbs halibut.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Chase, Macliias—shingles to
to J H Blake.
Sch M L Rogers, Hamor, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Bangor, Truworgy, Franklin for Boston.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, Port Clyde.
Sch J W Sawyer, Orchard, Boothbay.
Sch Express, Littlejohn, llarpswell.

8

Fish—Steak God $4 p cwt; market Cod
and Haddock $2%.
Oil at $1 p gal, crude do at 60c;
Medicine
Pure
Biackfish Oil 65c; Cod do 35@36e; Shore do at 35c;
Porgie do 32@33c.
Porgie scrap, §12 p ton; Fish do §3 to §10; Liver
do $9%; Livers 35c p bucket.

PORTLAND.

PORT OF

10th inst,

32th, Clias Loring. Whittier, fni New York; Ocean
Pearl, llenley, Philadelphia; 13tli, brig Castalia,
Brooks, Portland; Screamer, Drisko, New York;
Giles Loring, Low, do; Sullivan, Perry, Cardenas.
Ar at Matanzas 9th inst, barque Henry Knight,
Pendleton, St Thomas; sch Eva May, McDuffie, Cardenas; 10th, barques Lilian, Rumball, Marseilles;
hitmore, Baltimore; 11th, brig HavilMendota.
lab, Coombs. New York; Ellen H Muuroe, Whitaker. Philadelphia; sch L A Orr, Orr, do; 12th, brig
Cascatelle, Allen, do; sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Hulbert, Baltimore; 3 3th, barque Walker Armington,
Hooper, Barbadoes; brig Mattie B Russell, Atherton. Portland; 14tb, barque John J Marsh, Falker,
Philadelphia.
Sid 12th, brig Atlas, Gray, for Philadelphia; sch
Ethan Allen, Simonton, do; 14th, Belle Hooper,Gilkey, and S M Bird, Merrill, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 9tb inst, barque N M Haven, Ul.
rick, New York; sch Agnes I Grace, Seavey, Sagua;
13tb, barque Josie Mildred, Ginn, do; Miranda,
Corbett, Philadelphia; brig Sullivan, Perry, Boston;
schs Labaina, Tibbetts, Alexandria; S P Hitchcock,
Reed Portland: 12th, barques Nina Sheldon,Colson, Sagua; F H Loring, Soule, and Arthur 0 Wade,

NIZWK

MARINE

105%
73%
44Vs

and gray.
Market

Ar at Havana
Bowers, Boston;

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 23.

2%
25Va

Trout $14 p bbl; Salmon $19 p bbl; Swordfish at
§6@7; Codfish at §5, Haddock at $3V2, Halibut
Heads $3y2, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes
at $4y2, Tongues $G, Tongues and Sounds at §10;
Alewives nominally S3V2@$4.
Fresh nalibuc—Sales to-day at 9@6c p for white

Philadelphia.

Son ris*>.5.01 I High water, (pm).. 7.32
2.18
Sun sets.6.54 l Moon rises.

7 •» va

S3.

sailed 11th for Cienfuegos.)
Ar at Cienfuegos Gtb, sch Cephas Starrett, LawDomarara.
Sid 12th, brig Tally Ho, Cates, Boston.
Sid f«n Caibarlen 8th inst, brig Clytie, Dow, for

(and

years 6 months.

89

Hake and Cusk to 5%@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10c p lb. Smoked Salmon at 18c; Scaled
Herring 18@20c p box. Bloaters at 70c p hundred.
Mackerel—$23 p bbl for mess, $16@$18 for Is,
$6% for 2s. and $4%@$4% for 3s; Nova Scotia
3s $4%@4% for large and $3%@S4 for medium;
Nova Scotia fat 2s, $o to$6:medium do $4%rS)4% ;
Prince Edward Island 2s$6@$6%; 3s, $4%.
Pickled Herring at $3 bbl for round Shore, and
§5%@$oy2 for L-aoraaor ana jn ova scotia split
Eastport and Day Shore round $2%@$3; Newfoundland do $2%@2%; do split fat $3%(3$3%;
choice Shore splits $5%@$5%; Eastern do $2%@

GtU, brig Mary E Pennell, Mitchell, Cienfuegos.
Sid 6th, sch Vineyard, Itosebrook, for North of
Hatteras.
Ar at Kingston 5th, sch Levi Hart, Giles, Boston,
Ar at Trinidad

copy.l
in Staudish, March 22, William Libby, aged 76

48

Scotia Shores $5(a;S5% p qtl.; Bay trawl $4%.
We quote Cusk $2 %@$2%, Haddock at $2%@
2% : Hake at 1%@1%; American and EnglishJPollock at $2%@2% p qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3@5c p !b for

Breakwater.

In this city, April 21, Thomas H., son of John and
llaunah McCormick, aged 23 years 6 months.
[Funeral this afternoon, at 2 o’clock, at his late
residence, 22 Hammond St. Boston papers please

nndiTloitcv iTlarkci.

..

Richmond.
Arat Point-a Pitre 10th inst, sell Yo Semite,
Chase, New York, (and sailed I9th for Delaware

Burial private.
In this city, April 22, Mrs. Sophia, wife of Elbridge Tobie, aged 74 years.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
her late residence, 140 Green street. Relatives and
friends are invited to attend. Burial private.]

39%

Common. 44
North Castiuc Mining Company.
Blue Hill Mining Co .b 00.

ing.

In this city, April 20, Walter Wells, aged 60 years
5 mouths 4 days.
[Funeral service this Saturday for onoon at 10%
o’clock, at his late residence, No. 81 Winter street.

30

Catalpa. 2%
Summit Branch.‘25%
8
Copper Falls.
Denver & Rio Gramlo.104%
Northern Pacific preferred. 73
•*

_

rence,

10 %
10%
7%
25%
59%
130%
150%

V2

city, April 20, by Rev. A. H. Wright, OsC. Monroe and Miss Sophronia M. Kent, both of

DEATHS

following quotations of stocks were received
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Ex
change streets:
Opening. Closing.

i.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Calcutta 18th, ship Sunrise, Clark, for New
York.
Ar at Pernambuco Mch 1G, sch Mauna Loa, Lor-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
;

At

In this city, April 21, bv Rev. C. J. Clark, Edward
M. Thornes and Miss Della E. Shaw, both of Portlaud.
April 20, by Rev. S. F. Wetherbee, James Tait and
Mrs. Annie M. York of Portland.

chandise

iv. &

Ho-

Sid 21st, sch War Eagle, Frisbee, Wiscasset.
ELLSWORTH—Sid 18th, sch Citv of Ellsworth,
Grant, Portlan l.
BELFAST—Ar 17th, schs Jacliin, French, and
Brunette, Babbidge, Portland.
BATH—Sid 19th, sch Addie Jordan, Leavitt, for
Charleston.

Portland.

8rcri|>!« of .Vliiiue Central.
Portland. April 21.
f or Portland, 27 cars miscellaneous nierchandioe;
for connecting roads,
80 cars mim*eUaueouft mer-

ij.

Paragon, Shutc, Amboy; Harbinger, Danfortb,
boken

In this

Foreign Imports.
MATANZAS. Brig Fannie F Jennings—509 hhds
to
Geo
S
Hunt
& Co.
sugar
BARBADOES. Schr Mary, Queen of the Seas—
221 pun 1G tes 15 bbls molasses to E Churchill &
Co.
TRAPARRI. Bark Flashlight—700 tons salt to
Emery & Furbish.

....

21st, schs Westerloo, Whitaker, Port Johnson;
Globe, Herrick, Rondout: E Clossou, Hardy, and

m A RRIA GE8.

of Potatoes; small

Boston Land.. 10%
WaterPower. 10%
Laud.
7%
Flint & Pere Marquette common..
Hartford & Erie 7s. 59
A. T. & S. F.136%
Boston & Maine.150
C. S. & Clev. 31%
Eastern. 39%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 88%

Ar

cers.

•Jacksons.05@70

Aspinwall

Philadelphia.

Notice. Ladies now using cream tartar and
soda in baking will have better results by using
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it in biscuits, cake,
doughnuts, pie crust, etc.
Slade’s English Mustard is sold by all gro-

Honlton.
80286
Maine Central.77@80
Grand Trunk.75@80
.70.275
Proliflcs, Eastern
Grand Trunk.70275
lots

prem.

London, April 22.—American securities—United
bonds, 4%s, 118%.
Liverpool,April 22—12.30P.M.—Cotton muifcet
flat and irregular; Middling uplands 5 16-1 fid; Orleans at Od; sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export 1,000; futures dull.

*‘

car

§os;

Stat9s

14@1G

Effie J Simmons, from Bucksville

brigs Sparkling Water, Hichborn, Cienfuegos; Eugenia, Veazie, do; schs Statesman. Church, Shnlee, NS: Montieeilo, Godfrey, and
Geo E Prescott, Guptlll, Philadelphia; Herald, Hall
Rondout; Hampton, Fletcher, and K L Higgins,
Mitchell, Calais; Fred & Jack, Corson, Machi&s;
Harvard H Havey, Blake, Sullivan; Hannah Grant,
Fiokett, Millbridge; Castellane, Means, and Wm
Pickering, Bellatty. Ellsworth; Karl, Derby. Belfast; Orient, Marshall, and Adelaide, Bahbidge,
Bangor; Robt Godfrey, Cooper, and Naliant, Greenlaw, Camden; George, Robinson, and Solon, Emery,
Rockland; Lizzie May, Smith, Portland.
Cld 20tli, sch Grampus. Torrey, Belfast.
Ar 21st. brig Harry Stewart, Pendleton, Cienfueschs Frank Harrington, Rent, Baltimore; Yanee Blade, Miller, Hoboken; Oregon,
Hensliaw, do;
Neptune, Small, Macbias.
Cld 21 et, schs Isaac T Campbell, Snow, Kennebec
and Baltimore; M J Chadwick, Norris, Wiscasset
and Norfolk.
Cld 22d, schs Eva C Yates, Yates, Charleston SO;
Car) D Lothrop, Snow, Philadelphia; Addie M Chadwick, Thatcher, Portland, to load for Charleston.
SALEM—Ar 20th, schs Essex, Drink water. Perth
Amboy; Alaska, Clark, Machias for New York; Fair
Wind, Ellsworth for do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th, schs Tahmiroo. White,
Calais; Sabao, Flynn, Leprcaux for New York.
PORTSMOUTH-Sid 20th, sch Spartel, Hallowell,

and 101 1-16 for account.

14@16
14@1G

Maho-

EDGARTOWN—Ar 19th, sch Argo, Cousins, Port-

European iflurkefM.
By Telegraph.*
London, April 22.—Consols 100 15-16 loi money

9@ 10c Skim Cheese
Castana, <p *•ft.
8@10
Walnuts,
14@lGc
i.
Apple.
FUbert*.
12@14o Baldwin,.1 50@l 75
Pecan,
13@14c Greenings —1 00@1 26
Choice eating apples 2 00
?iiia[)*r.
Dried Western 4%@5
Granulated.@9%
a 9Vs
ExtraC
do Eastern.. 4@ 5
Potatoes.
bush:Early Rose,

The aoore prices are/or
lots aoout ijc higher.

7%@8

Drew,

land for New York.
BOSTON— At 20th,

3.000 bush

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. PApril 22.—Sugar excited; No 12 d s at
9% @9% reals gold per arrobe: Centrifugal Sugars
92 to 96 deg. polarization 9%@9% reals in boxes.
Spanish gold 1.92% @1.93. Exchange rising; on
United States 00days7@7% prem; short sight do

17@18
{Store.
thecae.
|

for Boston.
Passed byK$ch
for Thomastoti.

Havana market.

at

M W

Sailed, barque Flashlight; schs Loduskia, Judge
Low, A McNicbols.
Ar 20tli, sch Mary A Power, Watts, Wilmington

wheat,
20.000 bushicorn, 12,000 busb oats, 000,000 buFb
barloy, 0.000 bu6h rye.
New York, April 22.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 10% c.
Mobile, April 22.—Cotton rrogular;Middling uplands at 10%c.
New Orleans,April 22—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 10%c.
Savannah, April 22.—Cotton easier; Middling
uplands 10%c.
Memphis, April 22.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at lOVio.

j

Nuts.

0.0(10 oush barley.

sch

ton for Virginia.
Sid 20ih, sch Cbdeedony, Thompson, Portland,
and Machias.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 21st, sch A McNicbols,
Cole. Madiias; Judge Tenney, Rich, Bangor; Nettie Walker. Ingalls, Newcastle, Del.
WOOD’S HOLE—Sid 20tb, sell Lena R Storer,
Bond. Port Royal.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, neb Judge Low,
Mamilton, Deunisville for Providence.

AO

Shiprocnts-10.000 bbls flour.

17th,

PAWTUCKET—Ar 20th, schs Billow, Haskell,
Rockland; Otranto, Hammoud, Ellsworth; Caroline, Hutchins, Oherryfield.
NEWPORT— Ar 20tl», schs Sedona, Holbrook,
Portland for Baltimore; G W Rawlcy, Farnum, Bos-

Barley
unchanged.
er at 17 85(§17 87% cash; 17 62% May.
Lard is
higher 11 30.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour^44,000 bush wheat,
74 000 bush corn, 12,000 bu«h flats; 0,000 bnsh

OOjf‘34

Peanuts—

Eaton. New York.
FALL RIVEK-Ar
ney, Jacksonville.

Oats

6 00@6 26 Rye,
tor fair
W :nt.or good.. 6 25.26 f>0 |
Prof mou«.
Winter best.. .6 76@7 09!
Produce.
Mesa Beaf.. 9 60@10 00
18219
Ex Mess.. 10 75@ll 00
Turkeys.
Chickens_ 16@18
Plate-13 50@13 75
fowl.
Ex Plate..14
25
Fresh Beef,
E*gs. 16@16
Hind Qu....7@l0%c
Geese,
11@12%:
Sweot“ Jcrsov.3 75-0,4 00
ForeQu.5@6%c
Norfolk'2 76@3 00 Pork—
Backs.. ..23 00@23 50
Onions, p bbl.4 50@6 00
Clear.22 00@22 50
Bermuda, crate, 2 75
bbl
dess.19 00 ail 9 50
Crnberries,
10 % @11
Matlie, 2 00@4 00 Ha ns.
f
CapeCod,4 00@5 00
Round rfogs....7%88
ilub, *> ft.. ..12%212%
Fruit
Tierces, ib $.12%% 12%
Musc’tl Raisins2 20@2 25 Pail. 13% @13%
London Layers2 40@2 50 Keg?
Turkish Prunes.6%@7c
Beans.
Oranges.
I Pea.2 G5@2 75
Palermos |Jbx 4 0024 25 Alodiums.2 G522 75
Messina, ^>box,4 25@4 50.Yellow Eye*..2 10@2 20
Butter.
Valenci&p’case $8 50@$9j
Ex large casos$10 00@11 Creamery.
@30
Lemons.
! Gilt Edge Vermont 30
**
Messina.3 75@4 00 Choice
22225
3 75(24 00, Good. 18@20
Palermos
...

PROVIDENCE-Ar 20th, schs Vineyard, Titus,
York; Hyena, Gardiner, Calais; Otranto. Hammond, and Castilian, Means, Ellsworth; Caroline,
Hutchins, Oherryfield.
Sid 20th, sch Soar ville, Hart, New York.
Ar 21st, hdi Judge Lowe. Hamilton Deunysville.
Sid 21st, schs Quoddy, Mahoney, ami Governor,

higher 30V* §36%c. for cash;
f:43%cJuly.
6%@36%c|for May; 36%c June. Rye firm at
dull and
1 20 bid.
Pork firm-

G3
60
21 00
a) 22 »0
67
63
62
23
26 00
145

PoilfUU’nlfl

New

St. Louis,April 22.—Flour firmer and tending upward. Wheat excited and higher fcith a good export demand; No 2 Red Fall at 1 10% @ l u% for
cash; 1 11% bid for April; 1 10%@l 12 for May:
1 09%@1 11% June: 1 05%@1 05% July; No 3
Rod Fall at 1 05%: No 4 do at 1 02. Corn firmer
and higher at 42%(242%c for cash; 42%@42V»c

ment in prices, notwithstanding the recent decline
at umcago. ana eastern packers are arm m their
views and refuse to sell except at full prices.
Pea
and Medium Beans are up again to-day and Lave
been selling at 2 G5@2 76. Sugar arc %c higher at
9% c for granulated and 9%« for Extra C. Oranges
are scarce and higher.
Potatoes are advancing.
U. S. bonds, 4 s,-sold in London to-day at 118%.
The following are to-day's quotations 01 Floor,
Grain, Provisions. &c.
Floor.

TTanA

rib at 8 60: short clear at 9 00.
Receipts— 9,0i30 bbls flour, 17j000 bush wheat,
69.000 buJi|com 36.000 bunb oats. 100 bush
rye 11,000 bu«h barley.
Sbipiiien all COO bbls flour, 62.000 bush wheat,
144 OOO bush corn, 81,000 bush oats 1.000 bush
ryrf8.500 bush barley*
At the Afternoon Call of the Board, No 2 Chicago
Spring Wheat closed at l 05% for May; 1 07% for
June; 1 077/s July: No 2 Red Winter 1 11 % May.
Corn at 45c for May;; 44% Vac for June; 45(245%
for*July. Oats 37%c for May; 37%c for June and
July. Rye 1 20 for May. Pork at 17 42% bid May;
17 72% for June; 17 75 bid for July.
Lard at
11 27% bid, 11 30 asked for May; 11 40 for June.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Superiino. 4 00@4
Extra Spring..5 25(8)5
XX Spring—G 25(6 0
Patent Spring
Wheats.8 0088
Michigan Win*

stronger; refined in fair demand;

ter fancy; new mess at 18 00; May at 17 70218 00;
June at 17 80@18 00; July at 17 90@18 05. Beef
quiet and unctftnge 1. I/ord about 22% higher and
partly lost: sales
active, closing weak with advance
425 tes prime steam on the iq>ot at 11 70; 5750 for
Mav 11 60211 72%: 8000 for June at 11 67%(2
11 85; 8756 for July at 11 72%@11 90; 1250
steam at 11 65. Bmyear 10 »5@10 97%; 40'clty
ler weak and unsettled; Western 11 228c. ( Imm m

Monday.
The faculty

(he

Nugnr is

granulated 9%c. Iflolnene* is firmer; 50 test refining quote! 35c. Petroleum stronger; united
84%; refined 8* Tallow firm; sales 75*000 !bs at
6%. Pork shade better and moderately active;
sales 500 bbls old mess on spot at 16 25@17 ( 0,lat-

arms.

Portland.April

Maggie Bailing. Dalliug, Cardenas;
Kennedy. Charleston ; Bertha h
Walker. Westgale, New Bedford, (has been reported missing.)
Cld 20tn, sch Cljtie, Laughton, Poruhutftthi
Sid 20th, barque Clara Eaton.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th. brig MaryC Masked,
Pease, Matauzas 24 days; sebs Jas R Talbot. Crocker, Caibarlen 13 days; A bin Richardson, R».cd, from
St John, NB.
Cld 20th. soli E (I Willard, Adams, Portland.
Ar at Delatrhre Breakwater 20th, schs Charles E
Moody, Cates, from i.onaiv g. for orders; Wyoming,
Smith, Guadaloui>e, (with loss of foretopmast); Jos
Farwel), Wingfield, Pensacola lor Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, barque Charles Stewart,
Powers, Hong Kong; schs Nellie S Pickering, McKeen, Jacksonville; Abide Ingalls, Ingalls, from
StGoorgc; Beta. Sanborn. Mach in*; S J Gillmore,
Sylvester, and Thayer Kimball. A fey. Rockland;
Ruth S Hodgdou, Stearns, and Abb e H llodgiuan,
•
Frye, Providence.
Ar2l8t, barqueCaibaricn, Hopkins, Altata, Mex;
A Kobbe. Ford,
brig
Bishop,
Stephen
ardenas;
Gilkey, Sagua; schs Hortensia, Sanborn, Barbadoes;
Ella. GuplUl. Deiuarara; A L Mitchell, Mitchell,
Kingston. Ja; Winner, Eryc, Point-a-Pitre; Huntress
Brown, Calais; Express. Kendall, Bangor;
Congress, Willard, and Jessie Williamson, Sprague.
Portland; Freddie Walter, Haiding, do for Philadelphia; Maggie Mulvey, Hart, Boston for Virginia;
LeoneiiSl, Fall River.
Ar 22d. schs L A Snow, Gregory, Para; Kit Carson. Harding, Baraeoa.
CM 20th, schs S J Watts, Kelley, fm Charleston:
Mott-llaven. Collins, Calais; l Inca K Smith, Richardson, Lynn.
Cld 21st, barque Antonio Sala, Mitchell, Havana;
iirit? Orbit, Nash, Port an Prince; schs Win Deming,
Hodgkins, Jercmie; A L Palmer. Lewis, for Point-aPitre; Graeg Bradley, Hupper, Cardenas.
Passed the Gate 20th, sells Isabella Jewett, and
Maud Mai lock, for Boston;
do) IS C Gates,
f(»r Plymouth,
NEW llAVEN-Ar 20th, sch Flora K McDonald,

better with

Lorillard’s colt Mistake won the Newmarket
international handicap yesterday.
The river Tlieiss, Hungary, lias broken the
dykes and inundated ”>,000 acres and two villages near Sznaduok.
Thhe evacuation of Canhahar was completed
by the Britisli Thursday.
News from Samoa states that since the death
of King Matietoa tiro government forces have
entirely conquered the large island of Savaii
and captured 810 rebel warriors with their

K*ortiaivu

Ar 30th,
Cat a warn teak.

an active speculative business and light
export trade; receipts 65,339 bush; exports 129,608.000 bush: sales 922.000 bush, including 114,000 on the spot: ungraded 57<£G0U c;No 3 at 67%

plate

lake

Tuesday.

The

Republican Caucus to be Held.
Washington, April 22.—A caucus of Republican Senators is called for Tuesday to

He said they were “independent” journals,
but Mr. Farley contended that the latter is a

to

Hughendon

Daily Domestic Receipts.
por cent, bonds of the United States can have
their bonds continued at 3J per cent., as proBy water eon voyauoe—1000 bush Common! to G
vided in Circular Nn.
An acmnnw frtv tliia I W. True & Co.
purpose will be established in Loudon immedi»toclt Market.

"disgraceful bargain.”

im

A

WASHINGTON.

Mr. Miller denied that the San Francisco
Argonaut and Sacremento Record-Union could
ucouiuui

for New York.

22.—The
irregular
and fraudulent transactions which have been
uncovered in the contracts of the Post Office
Departmept by the investigation of Postmaster
General James, are the principal topics of discussion to-day, especially in executive departments here.
Large number of inquiries are
made of those who are supposed to be acquainted with the facts as to the number of persons
and who they are that will be affected in their
official capacities. A member of the Hayes
cabinet, in conversation on the subject tiiis
morning, expressed great suprise when he was
told that the corruption extended over the entire period of the previous administration.
While the gentleman expressed his faith in
the honesty and integrity of the immediate
predecessor of Postmaster General James lie
said that if cabinet statements were true they
clearly indicated that those officials have been
sadly ignorant of the details and operations of
the various bureaus under their charge.
The
case against Brady and friends has been presented in its incomplete shape to President
Garfield and instructions at once given to complete the evidence and lay the whole subject
including the accumulated mass of documents,
affidavits and various descriptions of incriminating memorandum before Attorney General
HacVeagh for such action as may hereafter De
determined upon. Meantime very little information of an official character can bo obtained,
but it is intimated that installments will bo
furnished for publication as rapidly as it seems
jndicious to those having the investigation in
hand. The statement that Judge Tyner was
implicated in the frauds is said to have no
foundation and if he is replaced at all, which
does not at present seem likely, it will not be
on account of any connection with
the Brady
coterie. It is reported and is probably true
that while Judge Tyner was cognizant of the
Star route operations and long ago manifested
a disposition to expose them both lie and Gen.
Key were overruled by Gen. Brady whose
iu the post office seems in view ot recent
evelopments to have been almost absolutely
supreme. Brady was appointed Second Assistant Postmaster General July 24, 187(1, lo
succeed Tyner, who twelve days before had
been promoted to be Postmaster General.
When Hayes’ administration came into power
in the following March Brady was retained,
holding office until his resignation on Wednes-

Crime in Androscoggin.
Lewiston, April 22.—The grand jury at
Auburn brought iu 22 indictments to-day and

w

ac*

imperfectly performed,

day, General Brady left
Washington, April

tion, aud they advise the church to unite with
the pastor in the usual steps to secure a dis-

piv|>oiijr

oyiueuce

perfoiraed at all, or
the irregularities
being carefully planned, it is supposed, for the
of
purpose
transferring money from the Treasury to the pockets of favored contractors and
their confederates. The irregularities seem to
havo been confined chiefly to routes west of
the Mississippi river, and to those in the territories
After tendering his resignation yestervery

Bangor, April 23—After an all night session the council came iu at 2 o’clock and refxirted that in their opinion the only way to
heal the difficulty and restore harmony to the
church is for the pastor to tender his

a

acivujo, aouoruiug
was either not

uio

cumulated,

and went into secret session.

were

the Absorption of

$2,000,000.

BOORS.
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The funeral of Beaconsfield will
at
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CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS

■NEW

to Seamen every day regular.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. C. J. Clark,
love
feast at 10Vi a. m. Preaching
Union
pastor.
at 3 p. m. Sunday school at lVi. Young peoat
G.
Prayer meeting at 7.
ple’s meeting

Reading rooms open

TO-DAY.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
City Hall—Carmen.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Salesladies wanted.
Coe—4.
The Crocker

Christ’s Faith Ciiuncn, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every evening at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 0 a. m. Sunday
School at 10l/a a. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at 7 p. in.
All aro

Filter.

7Vip.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Croeker Filter—Robert Pierce.
Watches—Atwood & Wentworth.
U. I>. B.

Fisk & Co.
Hate—E. N. Perry.
New Announcement—Bosworth & Morse.
Furbish.

iHmvQncy.

Printers.
J#
The New Business—J.

F. Clark.
Reform Club.

Hosiery—Owen, Moore & Co.
Proposals—Gen. Tbom.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Gnoceties
Fixtures—F. O. Bailey & Co.
For Sal* Halifax City Railroad.

Sales Ladies Wanted.
See advertisement. Drawer 1170,
Mass.
or

soft Hat §1.00.

Boston,

Coe.

The Crocker Filter is giving general satisfaction and is meeting with a large sale. It
is simple in ils construction, is easily cleaned
and is preferable to all others on the market.
It is retailed at Ingalls Bros., 17 Preble street.
Silk Hats §3.00 and

exchange.

Coe.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at rooms at 10
•o’clock to-day new aud second hand furniture,
parlor suits, chamber sets, carpets, minors,
ivc.,

cmc.

see

notice

in

auction column.

Pearl Derby, low stiff Hats. Merry, batter.
Gkt

one

of Merry, the batter’s, light Hats.

Special §2.00 and §2.50 Stiff Hats.
New Silk Hats §3.50.

Merry'.

Merry, the hatter.

Boys’ School Caps 25c to §1.00.
Children’s fancy Hats at

Merry’s.

Merry’s,

hatter.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell this morning at
10 o’clock, at Mart on Plum street, eight or
teu horses, workers and drivers.
In the lot
will 1)0 sold one of the best and finest looking
that has been sold at auction for a long
time.
For particulars see auction column.
Also at same time will be sold new and second
baud carriages, harnesses, &c.
mares

Tuuks, Bags and Gloves.

Coe.

It 16 known that a large number of sufferers
have been cured of Kidney troubles, Diseases
of the Urinary Organs. Gravel, Diabetes, &c.,
by the use of “NEPHBETICUM,” the famous
Dr BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY. Its
success in all these complaints is entirely satisfactory wherever used, proving itself the best
remedy for these complaints known.

ap23_S&W
Those

nobby

Hats have arrived.

Coe.

Like Its Parent Flower,
Atkinson’s Extract of Violet, the most delicate and refined of perfumes, conceals its
excellence behind its more widely
known

^tsister—the Extract of White Rose.
»p‘20_W&S

r-

Forty years’ experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and has been used for forty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
tlieir children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea,
griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
tlie child it rests the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
nov27SMW&w(imo
Liebig Co.’s Amicated Extractor Witch
Hazel.
“I consider the best in the market,” says
Professor JOHN M. CARNOCHAN, M. D„
••a

■

piuuuvcu

mwio caiinuH/tui

tai

icouua iu

ray practice than any other of the numerous
articles in the market, says Professor EGBERT GUERNSEY, M. D. “Cannot afford to
be without your elegant and thoroughly satisfactory preparations for a single day,” says
Professor M. W. NOXAN, M.D. Hundreds of
equally emphatic endorsements from loading
physicians of New York city. Cures Piles,
Haemorrhages, Catarrh, Salt Rheum, Rheumatism and affections of the Eyes. Sold in fifty
cents and dollar sizes.
aprl8-t,th,s&w
Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

Friday.—James N. Winslow vs. Cordelia A. RobAction of forcible entry and detainer, reported Thursday. Verdict for the defendant.
Mattock* for plff.
G. F. Holmes for deft.
71ic jury was excused until next Monday morning.
ert*.

Superior Court.
^

•

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Friday.—In the
the Canada
the

case

of

Matthew Parks

Shipping Company,

the

verdict

against
was

for

First Parish Churcii.—(Unitarian), No.
2—
Congress St.
Morning service at 10Vi »• in.
at
7
m.
Vespers
Vi p.
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Rev K. G. F.iegre. pastor. Regular services
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.
First Univeusalist Ciiurch, Congress Square
Rev Wm. E. Gibbs, pastor. Services at 10Vi a. m.
and 7 p. in. Sunday School at 3 p. ra. Preaching by
Rev. George W. BicAnell of Lowell, Ma‘8.
High St. Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
12

plff.

John and

[A.
vs.

deft*.
Railroad.
7’he Eastern Rail-

A. Strout for

The Eastern

Mary Plummer

vs.

road.

together, in which the plaintiffs,
wife, seek to recover damages for personal injuries alleged to have been caused by ithe
negligence of the defendants in running their trains,
whereby the plaintiff and his wife, while driving
Two adieus tried

husband and

crossing in Capo Elizabeth in their wagon,
by a gravel train, running backwards.
The plaintiffs allege that no bell was rung, no whistle sounded and no warning given of the approach
of the train. The writ alleges that Mr. Plummcc

over a

were run over

that his wife was permanently inJ >amages on each case laid at $20,000.0
In the morning the jury was taken to the flocality
of the accident to view the premises.
lost

a

jured.

leg, and

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Friday.—Winnie Welch and Rufus H. Waite*
Search and seizure. Fined $100 each and costs.
Michael Power*. Intoxication—2d offence.

Ninety

days each in county jail.
Samuel Chase, Geo. W. Pillsbury, John Doherty.
Wm. Kelly and Martin Green, intoxication. Fined
$3 and cost* each.
Michael Lally and James Friel.
Setting fires on
vacant lots. Fined $1 each and costs.
Frank Hatch. Larceny. Reform |School during

minority.
George
over

in

Receiving stolen good*.

Bound

of $800.

Personal.
Mr. Drisko, editor of the Machias Union, is

thejeity.

It is rumored that Capt. George W. Parker
is to take charge of a reform school in another
State about the 1st of June.
Senator Frye made au engagement to act as
counsel in a case at Halifax, before tlie Senate

deadlock, and consequently was obliged to leave
Washington this week to fulfil his engagement at H. He has, however, secured a pair
with a Democatic Senator so that his voto will
not be lost.
The Rev. Dr. Frederick Henry Hedge of
Cambridge will preach iu the Park Street

Church to-morrow morning and evening.
Many of our citizens, in addition to the regular congregation, will be glad of a chance to
hear this groat ami renowned proacher. Dr.
Hedge is known all over America as one of the
most profound thinkers, most learned scholars,
and most brilliant preachers the Unitarians
have ever had.
A dispatch to the Associated Press from
Paris last night says:—“Mr. Thaxter, the
young American sculptor who has so distinhimself in Florence, is lying dangerHe is considered the
ously ill in that city.
most talented American sculptor in Italy.” It
will be recollected that a dispatch was received
iu this city a few days ago saying that Mr.

guished

Thaxter was recovering.
Fire on Exchange Street.
The alarm from box 21 at 0.20 a. m. yesterday was caused by dames issuing from a room
in the third story of tho block corner of Exchange and Federal streets, owned by \V. G.
I toy, of New York. The lire caught in the
apartment occapiod by Mr. John Doyle, who
is in tho employ of Buckuam & Colley. He
went to his work at about balf-past 5 and tlio
fire was not noticed uutil an hour later. How
the lire caught is unknown. Mr. Doyle’s furniture and clothes were nearly all ruined and

had no insurance on them. Tho water
poured into tho office of Constable Hall and the
fruit store of Mr. Sawyer. The stock of the
latter is somewhat injured. Ha lias an iusurThe
auco of $1>H) witli Charles A. Spiarrow.

he

the building will p'robably fall under
$150. It was fully insured in the Howard and
National Insurance companies of New York
loss

m.

KNiGnTviLLE M. E. CnuRCii. No morning service. Sunday school at lVi p. m.; preaching at 2Vi
p. m.; praise meeting at 7 p. m.; social meeting at
7Vi p. w.;Tuesday evening at 7Vi; class meeting
Friday evening at 7Vi.
New Jerusalem Ciiuncn, New
High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Divine Services at 10%
a. ill. and 7.30 D. ill.
Subieet of fiVAiiinrr lAAturAIn what body did Christ rise. Sunday scool at 12 m.
Religious meeting, library room, Tuesday 7.30 p. m.
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2 p
in.
Sabbath school immediately after tho preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Park Street Church.—Rev. W. R. Alger Pastor. Preaching byjthe Rev Dr. Hedge of Cambridge,
Mass,, at 10.30 a. m and 7 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m.

Peoples’
Spiritual
Mektifo, Mercantile
Farrington
Hall,
Block, Congress Street.
Speaking at 2.30 and 7.30 p.m. by J. Wm. Fletch
er of Boston.
Subjects, afternoon: The Power of
the Spirits. Evening: The Problem of Life.
Tests
given'after each lecture.
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rev. J. F. Hutchins
Union love fean at Chestnut St. M. E.
10% a. m. Sabbath school at 1% p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Prayer meetings at G and 7.

pastor.

Chur ;h at

Plymouth
at 10% a. in.
and 7 p. m. by Rev. C. L. Mills of Andover, Mas?.
Preble Chapel.—Sunday School at 2 p. m,
Preaching at 3. p. m. Womon’s temperance meeting at 7% p. m.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 143 Free
St. Elder Frank Burr pastor. Services at 30%
a. m., 3 and 7 p. m.
Morning subject,: “Miracles.”
Afternoon,—“The eud of ths world.” C >me and
hear.

Church,—Preaching

Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor.
Preaching
at 10% a. in. and 3 p. m.
School at 1%
p.m. Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and Friday evenings. All are welcome.
cor.

Sunday

Sons of Temperance
Hall. -Meeting of the
Spiritual society at 2.30 p. m. Subject—All the
deeds characterizing this life make their impress
upon the tablets of memory, forming the Book of
Life to bo read

by the angels.

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral Church, (Episcopal,)
State St., (near Spring.) Rt. Rev. H. A. Noely, Rector, Rev. u. Morton Sills, Canon. Sunday services
10.30 a. m., 3 p. m. and 7 p. m. Week day services:
Daily at 0 a. in., (On Holy Days at 13.00,) and 5
p. m. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30 a.
m., on Holy Days at 11.00 a. m. Also at 7.00 a. ra.,
on the 3d Sunday of the month.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Locust St.—Rev. C. J. Ketchum, rector.
Divine services on Sundays at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. in.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H.
Wright
pastor. Services at 10% and at 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1% p.m. Social meeting at 7% p. m.
West Church. Congross St.—Rev. J. F. Morgan
pastor. Sunday School at 11 a. m. Preaching at
3 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock.
West End M. E. CnuRcn. Rev. W. F. Holmes,
pastor. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.

Willistox

Church,

Congregational,

corner

Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m., by Rev. A. P.
Tinker of Auburn.
Sabbath school at 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Woodford’s M. E. Church—Rev. Chas. F. Parsons, pastor.
Preaching at 2% p. m. by Rev.
Parker Jaques, Presiding Elder.
Sabbath school
at close of preaching service.
Service of song
at 7 p. in., followed by prayer meeting.
All are
invited.
Young Men’s Christian Association. Con

p.

m.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GSSr^Jolm Martin, from Aberdeen, Scotland, and
W. P. Douglas, New York will D. V. preach tho
gospel in Mechanics Hall, cor Congress and Casco
Sts., on Lord’s day at 3 ani 7.30 p. m. Every
night during the week at 7.45. Nothing to pay.
Come.
E£jir*There will be a temperance meeting iu Congress Hall to-morrow
evening commencing at
7% o’clock, and will be addressed by several iutorosting speakers. The subject of the vigorous enforcement of prohibition in Portland will be one
of the topics to he discussed.
ES^There will be a praise meeting at the Newbury St. Shurch to-morrow evening.

Bartlett, by

means

U7 Q

up the fish and shipped them to Boston on the
seven o’clock boat.
The Greenback Central Club has appointed
P. H. Gordon, John Hooper and R. 51. Springer a committee to select permanent quarters.
A runaway team Fast Day tore down the
posts and awning in front of Spaulding & Libon

Spring street.

Rev. F. E. Clark of AVilliston, and Rev. A.
P. Tinker of Auburn, exchange pulpits to-morrow.

The Methodist churches of this city unite in
a Love Feast at Chestnut Street Church at
10.30 a. m. to-morrow.
Bishop Peck will be

time subsequently.
Iu 1855 he lectured in all
the counties in this State iu connection with
the Teacher’s Institute, and again in 1851).
From that time forward for some years ho lectured on scientific subjects iu several states of
the Union, delivering in all over 1100 lectures.
He was lecturer for a time in the Western

University

of Pennsylvania.
A similar position was offered him in Bowdoin College, but
he was unable to accept it.
In 1807 he took
charge of tho Hydrographic survey aud era"
bodied tho result of his labors iu the work entitled “Water Power of Maine.” He also wrote

on

The International Line.
It is definitely settled that the International
Steamship Company is to run three of its
steamers—the City of Portland, Falmouth
and New York—the coming summer, making
four and possibly five tripis a week between
Boston and St. John. It is understood that
the directors of tho Boston and Bangor line
were so well pleased with the performance of

Elementary Physical Geography aud many
different

tail

present and conduct the exercises.
A mad calf ran down Mellen streot yesterday
morning, knocked a wheelbarrow load of barrels into the gutter, and near the Oaks was
killed without its doing further damage.
Steamer Ontario, of the Dominion line,
cleared for Liverpool yesterday afternoon.
She takes a cargo valued at 5148,483, includ-

ing 172 cattle, 1,000 sheep, 1,168 quarters of
fresh beef, 56,400 bushels wheat, 450,000 pounds
lard. 143.500 nouuds bacon. 25.000 Dounds oatmeal, 8,400 pounds cheese, 4,800 bushels peas,
1,808 bags flour and other articles.
The Portland Packing Co. have purchased
,the machine works for $17,500, at the rate of
sixty

cents a foot for the land.
The Eastern Railroad Company has purchased 1,000 tons of steel rails, which will be laid
during the coming summer.
The second annual re-union of the Maine
take place in the town hall,
Hyde Park, Mass., next Monday evening. The
Temple quartette will furnish music, and Gov.
Long and Rev. M. J. Savage, natives of Maine,
have been invited to be present.
The Grand Trunk Railway’s report has been
Association will

issued. Tho available balance for the half
year ended December 31st was £197,895, which
pays the first and second preference dividends
in full and admits of the payment of 1 per
cent, on the third preference.
Two more small Lewiston boys, sous of Geo.
Babb and Nathaniel Farr, started for the
plains Sunday night.
They arrived in this
city Monday, and wero arrested by tho police,
who had telegraphic instructions to that effect
from City Marshal Smith, Monday night.
The People’s Spiritual Meetings have been
removod from Army and Navy Hall, and in
the futuro will bo hold in Mercantile Hall,
Farrington Block, Congress street.
By order of the committee on public grounds
Mr. Nahum Littlefield is putting fences around
the trees on the Western promenade.
The memorial window of which we spoke in
been placed in St.
our issue of the 18tli, has
Thomas’ Church, Somerville, Mass.
Tho Montgomery Guards, Co. E., 1st Maine
Regiment, with their guests, the Lawrence

Light Infantry, Co. F., 9tli Massachusetts,
will present a fine treat to tho citizeus of Portland at their exhibition May 13th.

THE SHOOTING.

The wind blew so strong that tho best shdbting could not be made.
At Peaks Island, in the glass ball match,
Mason of Lewiston won tho match over Sterling, of this city by three points.
In the Portland Light Infantry match of 200
yards at Deerings’ Oaks, Corporal A. O. Fernald carried away tho badge with a score of 18
J. W. Scott and B> A.
out of a possible 25.
Norton made the same score, but Fernald’s
shots were the best.
J. W. Hankard of the Montgomery Guards,
at the Fort Preble range, made the highest
score, of 17, and at the 200 yards range made
14.

seven guns was fired from each of the three
steamers lying at this port, and then a royal
salute of twenty-one guns in honor of tho cap-

tain’s Queen.
We would remind our musical friends that
tho Maranacook Festival is only one of a series
of grand musical events in our State in which
will

The Scott-Siddons party are stopping at the
Falmouth and United States Hotels.
Somo excitement was created yesterday by
the discovery of the remains of an infant in an
ash heap

on

School streot.

Tn

subjects,

frequent contributor to

some

of

besides being
our best mag-

azines.
Iu 1809 aud ’70 ho was Secretary of the
“National Association of Cotton Manufacturers
aud Planters,” located it Boston, aud while io
that position he wroto an elaborate and exhaustive report on the relation of the tariff to
the growth and manufacture of cotton in the
United States. Subsequently Mr. Wells was
connected with tho Fairbanks' Scale Co., aud
later was in the employ ol various railroads.
Such constant application told on a frame never strong, and though confined to tho house for
the past two years almost entirely, yet ho has
still been employed upon literary work, part of
which a text-book, was substantially ready
for publication.
Mr. Wells was characterized by a genial and
pleasant humor, a truly liberal spirit; he was
decidedly of a scientific order ot mind and progressive in all his views. Rigid iu matters of
integrity, exacting more of himself than of
any one else, ho had a broad charity, but an
abhorrence of Pharisaism.
He died in faith, pouring out his heart in
prayer continually during his last illness, and
fell asleep like a child.
Ho was married in 1870 to Miss Mary Sturdivant of Cumberland, who, with one son, survives him.

Wedding Bells.
Fast morning a very large congregation assembled at tho Catholic Cathedral to witness
the marriage of Edmund J. Yeung of Acton
to
Miss
Sarah
McGowan, daughter of
Patrick McGowan, Sr., of this city.
The
ceremony was performed by Rev. T. P. Linnclian. T. P McGowan officiated as groomsman aud Miss Lizzie O'Conner as bridesmaid.
After the ceremony tho
Reverend Father
made a few short aud pleasing remarks, explaining the sacrament cf marriage and
dwelling especially on tho solemnity of the
obligation, etc. The presents were many and
elegant. Silver comprised a largo proportion
of the gifts and a beautiful China tea set was
among the more sueful articles. The bride
and groom took the 3.30 train for Boston and
will visit friends in that vicinity for a few

days beforo returning to their future home.
A very brilliant gathering assembled at the
the
bride’s
residence of Mr. John Siiaw,
father, to witness the marriage of his
daughter, Miss Della Shaw, to Mr. E. M.
The presents
Thornes, botli of Portland.
were numerous and costly.
The bridal party
left on the Pullman train
the best wishes of all.

Coroner Gould

callod, but decided tho child had boon still
born, and gave it decent burial.
DRAMA.

for New York with

AS YOU

LIKE

IT.

Shakespeare's graceful, romantic poem of
As You Like It, received a representation at
Portland Pheatre last night at the hands of
the Scott-Siddons combination, before an audiin point of numbers, but many of
ence small
them great lovers of tho “immortal bard,”
aud comprising a fair proportion of our most
prominent citizens. Of tho play itself a writer
has most aptly said .“Throughout it there drifts
the perfume of wild-wood flowers, the odors of
the pine and oak leaves, and, even in tho laugh
of Rosalind, can almost be heard the twitter of
The improbability of
birds in the branches.
the story is its chief charm. It is the very esIt is perhaps on account
sense of romance.”
of this fact that the comedy is so rarely presented successfully. It requires tho most beautiful scenery, the most comely dresses, and a
number of characterizations that call for the

THE CHURCHES.

There was a prayer meeting at Williston
church, the day was fully observed at the Gospel Mission, aud there was a consecration service at the Friends meeting-house.
At High street all the Orthodox societies united and an excellent sermcn was preached by

skilful treatment to render them even acceptable. Probably no one in these times has
ideal Jacques, and, as for Rosaever seen an
most

Kev. Mr. Fenn from the text: “But every man
is tempted when he is drawn away of his own
lust.—James i. 14.” The sermon teaches that
in this age and country people have been instructed to consider their rights more than
their obligations,and that it is time to strengthen the weak side of human nature by sound
old-fashioned talk about duty, enforced if need
bo by salutary discipline.
At the First Parish, Rev. Dr. Hill preached
from 1 Corinthians i, 21: “For after that in the
wisdom of God tho world by wisdom knew not
God, it pleased God by the foolishness of
preaching to savo them that believe.” The
pastor said in attempting to reconcile the contradictory statements of the New Testament
writers concerning the value of wisdom, of
knowledge, and of truth, wo entered upon a
very large field, and difficult of a thorough survey, because there were so many kinds of truth
and so many kinds of knowledge. But in considering the value of intellectual culture as a
remedy for the sins of the world, there was a
still deeper difficulty, in tho nature of sin.
Nothing but man’s free choice of good, his
opening his heart to Christ will enable him to
find the only efficient helper.

lind, Orlando, Touchstone, Audrey, Celia,
they can hardly be gathered together in the
same company.
If, then, the play is produced
in

a

manner

that

even

interests the student of

Shakespeare much has been accomplished.
Mrs. Scott-Siddons is well known here as a
reader, but sho made her first appearance on
the dramatic boards last night. It is needless
here to dwell upon her faults or mannerisms, which are many. As soon as sho laid
aside the habiliments of her sex and donned
the doublet aud hose, she put off much of the
nervous awkwardness that characterized her
acting in tho first act, and, by the force of her
beauty, her charms of figure, and her abandonment, to her role, charmed her audience
one moment to provoke them the next. While
sho threw much artificiality into her personation, still there was an archness and coquetry
that proved very pleasing. The fourth act, in
which Rosalind is wooed by Orlando, was a
really delightful scene and held the audience
captive.
Of the support Mr. Lablache, dospite a foreign accent that troubled him considerably,
made a very fair Orlando. Mr. Harry Pearsou’s Old Adam was excellent. Mr. Chaplin
possesses a rich, full voice that gave the
“Seven Stages of Man” with good effect, and
Miss Virginia Bray delivered the Jines pertaining to Le Beau pleasingly aud in good
taste. Tho old friends of Miss Isabel Morris,
formerly of Wyer’s old Museum company,
were glad to welcome her back as Celia.
This afternoon the “School for Scandal”
aud to-night “Twelfth Night” will be presented.

for

us

WIDOW

EXCURSION OF THE CADET3.

The Cadets went on their excursion to Gardiner at noon. They presented a remarkably
good appearance as they paraded the principal
streets before
taking tho train, the little
markers creating deserved attention, and the
Arrived at Gardiner the
band playing finely.
company 33 strong, under -Capt. Mosely, were
met by tho Richards Light Infantry, Capt.
Drake, and the Capital Guards. The streets
were filled not only with citizens of Gardiner,
but also those of Augusta and Portland, and
the splendid appearauce of all tho companies
elicited great praise. At (1.30 p. m. a first rate
dinner was enjoyed at the Johnson House,
the Cadet headquarters.
After dinner the grand military aud civic
ball complimentary to the Cadets, given at
Johnson Hall by the Richards Light Infantry
A very brilliant and fashionable
came off.
audience attended. The concert programme
orchestra drew deserved enChandler’s
by
comiums. It consisted of Kela Bela’s overture
Luitspiel, selections from Pirates of Penzance,
Spring Flower waltzes, and Chases’s medley
“A Hay in Boston.
Then came the drill and
the boys never showed greater precision. In
company manccuvres, manual, bayonet exercise, guard mounting and musical manual
they drew the plaudits of the great number of
military men present, while the Baby Drill,
by the little markers, and the fancy drill by
Rodgers, Hagan and Cushing captured tho
crowd. Then camo the dance which was continued until 4.30 a-m., and at 0.30 the Cadets
returned homo delighted with their excursion.
We must not forget to mention tho superb
silk regulation flag, bordered with gold fringe,
bearing on oither side tho words Portland
Cadets, and mounted on an elegant rosewood
staff, surmounted with a gold eagle, with gold
cord and tassels pendant, which was presented to tho company by the Richards Light

liEDOTT.

One of the most humorous, mirth-provoking
entertainments given at the old Portland Theatre last season was that of Widow Bedott,
with Noil Burgess as the widow. The houses
were excellent, and all who saw the play then
will go next Tuesday or Wednesday evening.
Mr. Burgess will be supported by Mr. Stoddart
and others.
MOTltS.

May 2d, 3d and 4th Rice’s Surprise Party at
Portland Theatre in Prince Achmet.
Later in May “Lotta'1 at Portland Theatre.
Tickets for Cannon will bo sold at Stockbridge’s must store Monday morning, April
25th, at!) o’clock.
Spanish Literary Club.
The Spanish Literary Club, or rather the officers, held a meeting last evening, at which
it was announced that thirty-four names had
Tho next regulai
been signed to the rolls.
meeting will be hold Tuesday, May 3d, or
which occasion tho room in Motley Block will
ljave been fitted up. For tho present each officer will act as instructor to a class of five

Infantry.
THE WILLAED

members, which number may bo increased.
The grammar to bo used will probably bo Roborison’s New Spanish Grammar.
Westbrook.

authorities of

town centennial celebration

The last twelve days beforo reaching Tarpaulin
Covo the captain and crow were reduced to
one glass of water a day each.

and tho singing and acting of little Ethii
Buekliuof Providence, R. I., added much t< 1
tho enjoyment of the evening.

m

Octobor.

Safe at Last.
The British schooner Mary Queen of the
Seas, with molasses to E. Churchill & Co.,
from Barbadoes, beforo reported probably lost
at sea, arrived safely at this port after a
passage of forty-six days, Fast Day.
She reports

Wednesday evening

ASSOCIATION.

The Willard Shooting Association, with
their ladies, some fifty in all, visited the
society’s headquarters at Falmouth foreside.
Their handsome new club cottage was inspected, commanding a superb view of the
sea, located as it is on the Whiting farm. The
morning and afternoon were spent in informal
shooting, and a splendid tl'nner was served at
which tliore was no spooch-making.

heavy weather and head winds all the wav.
She put into Vineyard Haven short of water.

Vermont and Massachusetts,
and others, for the charter ot one of their
steamers to carry tho State troopis to the York-

maf/Vh at Dflftpintr.

The Portland Bicycle Club mustered ton
men from their club of sixteen members, and
started from State street about nine o’clock in
the morning, as previously arranged. They
made a picturesque appearance as they spun
away in single filo, their burnished nickelplated machines Hashing in the sun. They
took a ride of about eight miles through Dealing, passing Woodford’s Corner, Ocean street,
Abbott’s Corner. Morrill’s, and on their return
took a quiet ride through the silent paths of
Evergreen Cemetery, and home again via
Woodfords and Grove street in good season for
dinner. Tho club made two or three halts in
which to refresh the younger members, and
discuss a few apples and cigarettes. Not a
mishap occurred to any of the party or their
bicycles during the trip, and the club dispersed
well pleased with their very pleasant Fast Day
excursion on the “silent wheel.”

good audience assern.
hied at the school house hall, Pride’s Bridge
The entertainment consisted of readings hj
Miss Lucie VeraniaGookin of Portland, who
as usual, did full justice to herself and her se
lections. Mis3 Addio Lowell, who is also £
favorite, sang several songs with feeling am
power. Miss Ilattie Spiller gave two fine soloi

the New Bruswick last year that they hope to
have her on their route again this season.
They have had application from the military

MWhanir*. THnes

Clark and Bussell tied on 15. J. T. Jesson
then took 12 and a bulls-eye, which made him
17, thus taking the badge from Bussell.
In the afternoon a dozen or so members of
the old Maine Rifle Club went up above the
basin and practiced all the afternoon at a target 200 yards distance. The two best scores
made were 80 and 81 out of a possible 100.

was

THE

anfl

Fast Day.
Fast Day was not only bright and clear, hut
proved the warmest day of the season. The
streets appeared almost deserted, and quieter
A good many people went
even than Sunday.
to drive, and to ride horseback.

gallery.
Fast Day, on the arrival of Capt. Dale of the
Quebec, and bride, from Montreal, a salute o^

boing organized

rannncf

Respectfully submitted,
Anna H. D. Evans, Secretary.

Our readers will remember that the second
and last lecture on the Queons of Egypt will
be delivered by Miss Townsend at High street
church vestry this afternoon.
Mr. Henry H. Furbish has purchased one of
Colman’s water colors, on exhibition at Davis’

the Festival Chorus now
be invited to participate.

A cc/vintirm roonnnrlarl tr» +Via

have furnished monthly lists of their beneficiaries. From these sources 883 names of individuals and families have beenreceived and recorded. The visitors have investigated 85 cases at
the request of persons interested in them.
Their reports containing, like thoso from the
societies, all facts as to tho condition, needs,
and abilities of the families visited, with the
amount of aid received from any source, are
returned to the persons making the application, who are thus enabled to measure their
relief with a knowledge of the facts. It would
be impossible within the proper limits of this
report, to go into any details of these cases.
The “short and simple annals of the poor,”
furnish little variety.
They are histories of
want and Buffering in dreary monotony.
All cases seeming to require immediate relief are referred at once to the proper society,
whose agents are always ready to give such
assistance as they think requisite. And if, at
times, the generous impulse of the inexperienced visitor is chilled by the cooler judgment
of these experts, it is accepted as a wholosome
training. When help is needed largely in excess of tho rules of the societies, the visitor
endeavors to supply the want, to aid with
counsel and encouragement—to find employment for such as are able to work, and in
every way to brighten the lives of these unfortunate persons.
The work room for women, under the charge
of a committee of ladies, was opened in February. Here sewing is prepared and furnished to
deserving needle-women, who are paid at
fair prices in groceries. Work'to the amount
of fifty cents a week only is given to any applicant, and the numbers who seek this slight
aid prove the need of such an establishment.
The garments thus made are sold at a small
advance upon the actual cost.
And though it
would be impossible to offer greater “bargains”
than aro obtained at most of the shops, it
is hoped that “special inducements to buyers”
may be found in the charity thus aided.
The success of similar societies in other cities warrants tho belief that in the fulness of
time the Associated Charities of Portland will
work its way into recognition and favor. In
Boston it has brought in its train, in addition
to the work room, an educational laundry,
where instruction is given in all tho details of
laundry work, a cooking school, where women
and girls are taught plain, economical cooking,
industrial rooms, where instruction is given
in cutting and making clothing, a day nursery
and kindergarten school, and a work shop
where boys are taught the use of tools.
To attempt to demonstrate the value of
these institutions would be an insult to the
understanding of every thoughtful person. No
figures of arithemetic nor of rhetoric could estimate it. It may not be practicable at present to establish all or any of them in Portland,
but it is, perhaps, worth thinking of.

THE BICYCLE CLUB.

Rev. Gardiner Kellogg, formerly a Congregational minister in this State. With but a poor
fit for college, Mr. Wells graduated at Bowdoin iu 1852 with the highost honors.
Ho
taught the high school at Augusta for some

on

The following report of the secretary was
read and accepted:
The first report of an association is, of necessity, a statement of work proposed, rather
than of work accomplished, for however vast
may be the design, the beginning must be
small. To this genoral rule the experience
of this society offers no oxception.
Tho Associated Charities is not another relief agency. It is designed to fill the gap between already oxisting ones—to become the
central point from which all shall radiate,
and through which, each, preserving its individuality and working m its own sphere, shall
receive aid and protection from all.
To this end a perfect system of registration
is necessary, which shall be a complete catalogue of all persons receiving charity, by
whomsoever aided. This work was begun in
all
from
and
December,
reports
charitable
were
solicited.
organizations
The Widows’ Wood Society, the Provident
Association, the Overseers of the Poor, the
Diet Mission, and, more recently, the Samari-

WT olid

consumption on last Thursday morning at his
late residence, 81 Winter street, in this city.
Mr. Wells was born in Salisbury, N. H., in
Novomber, 1830, and was a grandson of the

pamphlets

President—William Senter.
W.
Thomas,
Vice Presidents—William
James P. Baxter, Prentiss Boring.
Evans.
D.
H.
Secretary and Treasurer—Anna

cent,

twenty minutes before twelve and wont to
Orr’s Island, a distance of 20 miles, dipped up
60 barrels of herring from a pound, returned to
the dock at fifteen minutes aftor five, barrelled

by’s

Annual

Thursday oveuing tho Associated Charities
held thoir first annual meeting.
Tho following officers were elected:

Smelting Works, Professor
of the steam blow-pipe, has

heat to smelt copper ore carof zinc, and drawing off tho
pure copper into 200 pound bricks.
Wyer Brothers, in the steamor Maguot,
started from tlioir dock one day this week at

rying 40 per

Meeting and Secretary’sJReport.

The First

generated enough

The many friends of this gifted gentleman
will regret to learn of his decease of bronchial

au

Munson.

sum

7 p.

India St. Universalist CHURcn.-No service.
The Sunday school will be held in Reception Room,
City Hall, until further notice at 3 p. m.

a

^

Prayer meeting at

Portland.
At the Portland

DEDICATION AT GORHAM.

THE ASSOCIATED CHARITIES.

Brief Jottings.
Clouds and sunshine yesterday. Morcury 32°
ot sunrise, 53° at noon, and 47° at sunset; wind
south east.
On Saturday, April 30th, the Bowdoin Nine
play the Harvards at Cambridge, and on Memorial Day a return gamo will bo played in

MUSIC AND

John Plummer

in

m.

defendant*.

Frank for

meeting Ht

meeting immediately following evening preaching.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. I). Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. in.
Preaching at 3.
Prayer Meeting at 7 p. m. Prayer meetings
and
m.
at
7.30
Tuesday
Friday
p.

Wanted.
Wanted Salesladies.

A fine stiff

Praise

Preaching at 10%

Hate—Merry.

KnightviJle

and

Church of

NEW

Trapani Salt—Emery &

Prayer

welcome.
Christ.—Cor. May and Danforth Stsa. m.
Sunday School at 12 m'
Lord’s Supper at 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 p. in
Prayer meeting Tuesday and Friday evenings at
7Vi. All arc welcome.
Congress St. M. E. Church -Rev. A. S. Ladd,
pastor. Union love feast at 10Vi a. m. at Cheatnut St. Church.
Preaching at 3 p. in. by Bishop
Peck, D. D. Sunday school at 1% p. m. Social
meeting at G. Preaching at 7V4 by the pastor.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F
Wetlicrbee, pastor. Sunday School at 10.30 a. in.
Preaching at 2.30 and G.30 p. m. General prayer

Merry—5.

*

Sunday Services.
Abyssinian Church.—Preaching servica at 3 p.
m.
Sunday school at 4Vi p. in. Evening meeting
at 7%.
BetiuilChurch.—Services 10% a. in., 3 and 7Vi
p. m.; also Tuesday and Friday eveniugs at 7 Vi
p. m. All from sea and land are invited. Seats free,

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

1

There were two excellent audiences at Portland Theatre, afternoon and oveuiug, to witIn
ness Davis’assumption of “Alviu Joslin.'’
fact “standing room only” was placarded at
the rising of tho curtain in the evening.
The Portland company base ball match did
not come off.
It is reported that a boy in a game of base
ball on the promonado had two teeth knocked
out by a hot ball.

STATE NEWS.

The Exercises at the Methodist Church.

1

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

April 9th

It would be hard to tell who was tho
originator, or who first proposed tho idea of a new
Methodist church in this village. But certain
it is that a few who had stout hearts and willing hands decided tho matter favorably, and
on
Saturday, November 1, 1879, ground was
broken for this purpose.

The difficulties of building by subscription
fairly begun; but, thanks to the untiring efforts of the Pastor, Rev. Mr. Tyrie’
Mr. Roscoe G.
Harding and other members of

were now

the

Board,

these difficulties were overcome;
and the w< rk steadily progressed, until to-day
the Methodist
Episcopal Society has an edifice

combining

both comfort and beauty—an ornament to the town, and an honor to those who
have so nobly responded to the many appeals
made to them for help.
Mr. Geo. W. Lowell
the architect, Lowell & Shackford builders, and Mr. E. H. Whitten, of Saco, frescoer.
Entering the church, we find ourselves in a
cosy vestibule, nicely frescoed and carpeted.
Taking either the right or left-hand stairway,
we enter an audience room 41x08 in size, with
a seatiug
capacity of between four and five
hundred.
This room is finished in ash, handsomely frescoed, with two center-pieces designed by Jost of Portland.
From the center of
these are suspended two very handsome chan,
deliers of twenty-four lights. The pews are of
ash, with black walnut trimmings, and were
manufactured by J. S. Paine & Co., Boston.
The pulpit furniture is black walnut upholstered in maroon plush, presenting a rich appearance, adding much to the beauty of the
room.
Upon either side of the pulpit are tablets, that upon the right bearing the following

II. Golding and Fabier Cyr were
drowned in the St. John river at Fort Kent by
the breaking of tho ice.
About two weeks siuco a man by tho namo
of William Carter was found dead in his camp
on tlie Black River settlement.
He had been
sick for some time, but refused to leave bis
It
camp.
appears that his campjhad taken lire
and ho bad put the fire out, and had leaned
over a box or boncli to eat, with his feet to the
fire and then died. He had been dead some
two days, as is thought, when found.
Last Saturday a child of Mr. .1. D. Toaguo,
of Caribou, foli into a tub of water standing
near tho door and was drowned.
This is the
third child that Mr. and Mrs. Teague have lost
within a few months, two having died last fall
witli diphtheria.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

was

inscription:

Great i: the Lord, And greatly to be praised. 1
he that liveth, And was dead; And, behold, I
am alive for evermore.
That upon tho left bears the following inam

scription:

How amiable
uosis:

thy tabernacles. O Lord of

are

xe snail

mv saooatns

Keep

Prayer:

By Rev. Joseph Colby.
Reading of the Scriptures:
Rev. Mr. Hillman— 1 ."Vtli Psalm.
t

“How

amiable

are

thy tabernacles."

Sermon:
of New York.

By Bishop Peck,

The Rev. Bishop
taking for his text 2

preached

powerful sermon,

a

Chronicles, G-41.

Ritual Service.
Benediction.

After the service visiting friends were invited to the rooms below, where the ladies were
in waiting with a bountiful collation.
Again was the seating capacity of the house
fully tested in the evening, nearly if not quite
as many being present as in the afternoon, all
anxious to hear the lecture of the Rev. J. W.
Houlton on “Fitted and Misfitted Folk." Tho
lecture was replete with witty sayings, apt illustrations and good common sense advice.
The gentleman was frequently applauded, and
the general verdict was that it was the best
The concert by Miss
heard for many a day.
Milliken, Mrs. Morrison and Messrs. Shaw
It
and Colby consisted of nine numbers.
would bo superfluous to say more than that
*4__1

~~

ahn.n.lnnl..

.1

day long to be remembered by
our citizens, more particularly the Methodists,
who have by their united efforts built a splenThus closed

a

did house costing 89,559, and, still better, not
a dollar of indebtedness remaining for it.
Nix.
_

Sunday School Elections.
CONGRESS STREET.

Superintendent—John M. Stevens.
Miss
Assistant Superintendent

Velme'r

—

Webber.

Secretary and Treasurer—A. J. Fickett.
Librarian—Fred Knowlton.
CHESTNUT STREET.

H. Lord.
Assistant Superintendent—Frank B. Clark.
Treasurer—T. Frank Homsted.
Secretary -W. W. Cole.
Librarian—Etta A. Files.

Superintendent—George

PINE STREET.

Superintendent—F. A. Smith.
First Assistant Superintendent—E. G. Berry.
Second Assistant Superintendent—A. A.

Nickerson.

Secretary and Treasurer—M. M.
Librarian—Willis McDonald.

Kiggs.

FIRST BAPTIST.

President—Rev. T. D. Anderson. Jr.
Superintendent—A. B. Hall.
Assistant Superintendent—George Chandler.
Secretary—D. W. Brunei.
Treasurer—W. A. Smardon.
Librarian—George Robinson.
Solon Chase.
Solon Chase, who has just returned from a
campaign tour in the West, held forth at Reception Hall last evening to a small aadience
of

Greenbackers.

His

remarks

Missouri. The remaining part was devoted to
the discussion of financial questions.

Tho Augusta Savings Bank purchased last
week $250,000 of six per cent United States
called bonds, paying a fraction over 1J per cent
premium for the same, and the trustees have
voted to accept from tlie Secretary of the
Treasury 3J per cent interest upon them rather
than have them redeemed. The bank has
now about $1,500,000 invested in United States
securities.
PENOBSCOT

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Ground
for a new

or

was
corn

broken in

factory.
WALDO

In the

Skowhegan Monday

COUNTY.

of Carrie A. Gilmore, of Belfast,
vs. Hugh Ross and al., an action to recover
damages for injuries sustained by being run
down by defendants’ steamer, the full Court
has decided that the alleged negligence on the
part of the defendants was not proved, and has
given judgment for defendants.
Otis Black, a prominent citizen of Searsport, died a few days ago at the age of 74 years.
He was sixteen years postmaster in that town.
Capt. Eben Hutchings, of Penobscot, died
on the 18th inst. at the age of 93 years and 8
months. During tho English invasion and occupation of Penobscot in 1814, for refusing to
take the oath of neutrality and for helping
British soldiers to desert, Mr. Hutchings was
seized, carried to Halifax, N. S., and confined
in a dark dungeon as a prisoner of war until
Ho suffered all the torments
June, 1815.
which it is possible for human nature to endure, and nothing but a strong constitution
carried him through, with health much impaired. He was commissioned a captain in the
militia by Gov. John Brooks of Massachusetts
in 181G aud served till 1820.
The house and stable of William Warren, in
Stockton, were destroyed by fire Sunday morning. Loss §3000; insurance on building and
furniture §2400.
case

Belle Bartlett, Mrs. Babbidge, Mrs. Files
and Messrs. Beckett and Thurston, so well
known to the music lovers of Portland. The
duet, “I know a bank,” was delightfully sung
by Misses Bartlett and Bryant. Mr. Beckett’s

‘Onward forever,”

was

and Mr. Samuel Thurston’s “Bow down thine
O Lord,” and “I seek for thee in every
flower,” were given with a voice and spirit,
worthy of the reverent and beautiful sentr
ments. Mrs. Files’ tones rang clear and effective in “It was a dream” and “Katie Strang,"
and Mrs. Babbidge put fervor aud feeling into
“The Wreck” and “Unforgotteu Song.” Master Babbidge’s medley came in amusingly.
Miss Coe, a teacher of elocution, read two selections admirably, giving the story of the Tyrolese maiden with a errace and spirit suersrestlug none of the artificial, pedantic methods ol
some elocutionists.
As the audience left the
old church after an evening passed so pleasantly, there was much gratitude expressed for services rendered so gracefully in a good cause,
As the proceeds are a contribution towards
“tho new organ,” perhaps its tones will be
sweeter and more far-reaching, as the memory
of a generous and helpful spirit mingles with
H.
them, to the listener.
Dr. Stanwood’s Strange Case.
Tho Brunswick Telegraph contains extracts
from a private letter written by Mrs. Stanwood
wife of Dr. R. G. Stanwood, who disappeared
so mysteriously last summer from
Brunswick
Me., and who was found recently iu Brunswick, Ga. Mrs. Stanwood is now with her
Dr. Stanwood’:
husband in the latter place.
recollection is very indistinct, but he is able tc
recall some of the events of the day on whicl

the United States.
For llic Ye ar ISNO,

wan over

of

Thirty-Five Millions
Dollars,
I

ME

LAMEST

BUSINESS

DONE BY ANY COMPANY
IN THE WOULD.

No

REASONS

FOR THIS

RESULT.

senseless. Wliou ho recovered his senses hi
was in Savannah but how he got thoro he ha:
From Savannah to Brunswick, a dis
no idoa.
tauce of a hundred miles, he walked, hi:
friends think under the impression that hi
Ho was uttorly
He is very much changed in ap
pearanco and his wife says she should havi
passed him anywhere without recognition
The case is a very strange one and the mystery
surrounding it will never probably be cleacei
was

going to Brunswick, Me.

destitute.

UP-

_

Waltor S. Sheldon, of Wakefield, R. I., t
member of the Maine medical school, died a
Brunswick ou the ltith inst. of typhoid fever

who

Equitable

The

is the

strongest company in the

United States.

policies are, by tlieir

ucontostable
,erms see

after

form of

All such

own

three

express

years.

terms, made
[For precis**

policy contract.]

incontestable policies

paid

are

imrnedi-

itely after receipt of satisfactory proof of the death
>f the insured, and without even the c ustomary delay of sixty or ninety days.
Each

ordinary policy provides

for

a

definite

sur-

paid-up assurance, in case the policy is forfeited after three years from its (late and is
jurrendcrcd witbiu a reasonable time thereafter.
render-value in

By

The

Tontine Savings Fund plan of assurance,

return* to

policy-holder*,

expiration

after the

called the Tontine period, are greater
than are obtainable on auy other lyntem.
Actual settlements of Tontine policies have been
made iu which policy-holders have withdrawn
Amounts varying from eighty to one hundred and
twenty per eent. of premiums paid, besides enjoyjf what is

ing a

life insurance

No other company

indemnity during

can

show such

the

period.

After n practical letl of eight TT-flb-.
Filler i* acknowledged to bo the
BEST EVER MADE, and it rapidly
inking the place of all other*.

rosull •.

DON’T WASTE TOUR MONEY ON
FILTER WHICH WILL BECOME
INOPERATIVE AND HAVE TO BE
REMOVED IN TWO OR
THlfcRE
MONTHS.
A

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
EVERY CASK.

IN

in three aizea for demratlc nor,
Are aize* for
MAIN WATER
AND
STEAM
BOILER*
PIPES,
MANUFACTURING PURPOSES, capable orj furaiahing from I,WOO to 40 MO
gallon* of Altered wnler per hour.
Made

and

in

FOR SALK BY

ROBERT PIERCE,
'-.to- "

AT INGALLS

which

a

contract at
reserve

and

specified periods, receiving the
surplus accumulations iu cash.

entire

17

ordinary ioruis oi insurance wun annual
dividends of profits, both cash and reversionary, are

Portland,

Issued by this Society.

Blood Purifier.

Its virtue®
the blood and
builder up of the debilitated system through the
stomach and liver. Every one needs a tonic in the
Spring to cleanse the system of accumulated impurities.
if

Dr. Graves*

so use

are

acknowledged

as a

purifier

of

The Blood Turifier is a cure for Biliousness, Indigestion, Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Humors,
Scrofula, &c. It will built you up, give you renewed life and vigor, and is just suited to your
wants at this season of the year.
Price, $1.00.
For a Cough, Cold, Sore Throat, Hoarseness, &c.,
use Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar.

Price, 10 cts and 60 cts per bottle.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills, made by Dr.
Graves, cure Headache, Constipation, &c.
Price,
25 cts. per box. Dr. Graves’ Remedies are for sale

by Druggists.

$41,108,602.

ASSETS,
SURPLUS,-

other company.

Atwood & Wentworth’s,
509 Congress St.

Manager for Maine and New Hampshire,
65 EXCHANGE
Portland.,
ap23
5

ST.,

HUMS SILK HATS.
“The

WATCHES,

In all tlio latest patterns, in gold
silver cases, at lowest prices.

dtf

DIAMONDS.
a

BROADWAY

low crowned and

narrow

brim.

self

conforming, fits like a

soft

bat.

T HEGEM,
All just opened.
Please examine.
Soft, Nobby.
Call aud examine our Special Style in

YOUNG MEN’S SILK HIT.
No

over

E. N.

PERRY,

assortment of

Drops,

JEWELRY.
In Roman and Plain Gold, Cameo, Painting, and Bysantine Sets.

SILVERWARE.
An endless variety of new and desirable
patterns in sterling silver and plate.

BUY
YOUR

509

Congress St.

eodtf

apr23

NEW
SPRING

TO PRINTERS.
PROPOSALS for printing and binding
the Auditor’s Annual Report and Municipal
Register, may be addressed to Chairman of Committee, and left with the Auditor, previous to 10

SEALED

o'clock, a. m., THURSDAY, 28th inst. Contract
and sample of work required may be seen at the
Auditor’s office, City Building.
Per order ef Committee.
ap2Hdtd

WANTED.

HAT®

small family, one-half of a house or lower
tenement, consisting of seven or
rooms,
with gas and Sebago. and quite centrally located.
Address P. O. Box 856.
apr23 d3t

BY

a

eight

NEW
SHADES
IN

BLACK,
BROWN,
PEARL, BROWN,
BEAVER BLACK,

Old Hat made over, but New and Nobby Goods

Silk Hals Blocked and Ironed. Old Hals made

splendid

Lace Pins, Rings, Ac.

-IN-

for middle aged men.”
Also, all the latest
novelties in young men’s Derby Hats.

and

Maine.

We Lave

Correct Style for Young Men,”

“THE

eoil.'tt

GO TO

$9,228,294.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

He.

apr23

that
and

ST.,

ioe

au

cash in some instances
the premiums paid; in
others, nearly all.- Tontine life policies may
bo issued on the ordinary rate, which is much
lower than the endowment rate, and is the
lowest rate charged. The Equitable has no
arduous conditions in its policies which are incontestable after three years, and payable at
maturity, without rebate of interest, immediately after the receipt of satisfactory proofs of
death. This is a fact which cannot be too
much appreciated.

course

BROS.,”

PREBLE

policies, and receiving
equal to the whole of

in its natural

impariliea

the

plan is the only one extant by
person may withdraw from his insurance

JOTHAM F. CLARK,

flowing

area

The Tontine

any company may be proud. The Equitable
Society has won its position fairly; for it has
never beon backward in its efforts to make life
insurance popular and safe. Its Tontine policies have met with great favor; since they offer
to the insured not only an indemnity, but also
tho privilege of stopping his insurance without
loss to himself at a certain time of his own selection. In the course of events there are
many persons who find themselves no longer
in need of life insurance; aud the privilege of
withdrawing from it without loss is a valuable
peculiarity of the Tontine plan. The Society
shows examples of persons being insured for
ton years, and then terminating their Tontine

set the stream of life

km

front the wnler we nor, kjr one of
throe Atria, ran fail to realize the importance of ito ute.
thia

BLUE
AND

NUTRIA,
and all other New Shades, of

245 Middle Street.
eod3m

ap23

MERRY,
THE

HOSIERY.
One Lot Brown Mixed Long Hose for
or Girls,—School Hose, 10 cts.
One Lot Brown Mixed, Large Sizes, finished seams, particularly good for boys,
15 cts.
Misses’ Fancy Styles, at 25 cts.
Ladies’ Full regular made English
Hose in all colors, Extra quality, 50.
Ladies’ Full finished, extra size tops,
2Sets.
Boy’s Fancy Half Hose, 25 to 39 cts.
100 doz. Men’s English Fancy Half
Hose, 25. These are Extra Bargains.
Base Ball Hose, 50c.

Boys

TAX!

HATTER,

Stojk Silk Hats
and exchange.
Young Men's Low Black Silk Hats

HATS.

*tA

Entire New

a

237 Middle

specialty.

All the nobby styled from
New York and Boston, in soft and stiff.

Philadelphia,

St., SILK llATS.

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
eodtf
apr23

Look at ours before you buy, as we have the
nobbiest ones ever shown in Portland. We
exchange for £3.00—other dealer! charge
$3.50 for same.

TRUNKS

Bicycle Hose, $1.00.

We have

order;

he disappeared.
He sayc|lbat he sailed much
further than he intended and finding that lit
could not get back to Brunswick by water do
cidcd to land at Yarmouth and take the train
While he was rowing towards the shore a

yacht appeared and seemed bent on running
him down. He raised his oar to keep the vessel off when a man on board the yacht struct
him a sovere blow on the head rendering bin

one

taken

Its business for the last ten years

evidently appreciated,

ear,

Water Filter.

Life Assurance Society of

(represented by the new policies issued)
has been larger than that of any

Do you want a genuine Spring Tonic, one
will purify your blood, give you an appetite,

R

—

The Largest in the World.
The Equitable Life Assurance Society announces this morning that it is doing the largest business done by any company in the world.
To lead all the insurance institutions of the
United States and Europe is a position of which

five months.

Cape Elizabeth.
A concert took place at the North Church
Thursday evening, being the closing entertainment in a course, consisting chiefly of
lectures. The house was filled. Among the
singers were Miss Magaret Bryant, Miss

OF T1IE

EQUITABLE

Its

COUNTY.

A man, giving tlie name ot Samuel Kelly,
and saying that he belonged in Orono, died at
the Massachusetts General Hospital Thursday
from an overdose of opium. He was taken to
the hospital on the 13th inst., and since then
till the time of his death was insensible nearly
all the time.

Free Gas.

Thursday J. C. McCann, proprietor of the
billiard room in Congress Hall block, lodged a
complaint with Judge Knight, concerning his
gas fixtures. It seems the pipe that he draws
his gas from, passes through the Reform Club
room, and the janitor, McDowell—so he claims
—has been helping himself to the gas for four

CROCK

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

consisted

mainly of an account of his western tour and a
description of the [condition of Greonbackism
in that part of the country and especially in

THE NEW BUSINESS

A young man, who lias been employed at
the Elmwood Hotel in Waterville for some
time past as night clerk, loft last Saturday and
the
following day tapped the till of the offico,
stole $50 ana disappeared.

ana reverence

sanctuary.
Hack of the pulpit is an alcove, containing
the organ and seats for the choir.
Descending to the basement, we enter a vestry 40x49.
Adjoining this on the west side is
the library, conveniently arranged and containing a choice selection of books. Adjoining
th 3 vestry on the east side is the class-room
and ladies’ reception parlors, all beautifully
furnished with an eye to comfort as well as
beauty. Walking still farther along, wo come
to a commodious kitchen stocked with the
utensils usual to such a room, with which tho
ladies have concocted the many good suppers
we have enjoyed during the past year.
Thus
we will leave the description of the building
for that of the more entertaining part, and
certainly the most pleasing to the society.
Had tho vote of the people been accepted as
a ruling for the weather, the day could scarcely
have been more propitious. Odb gathered new
life from the soft April airs, the blue skies and
a few dreamy
white clouds seeming like a
prophecy of summer, while the regal sunshine
spread itself over all earth and heaven, like a
benediction. Long before the hour fixed upon
for the exercises the church becan filling, until the edifice, from the altar to the vestibule,
was literally packed with an interested and delighted audience. When the train arrived
from Portland, it was found to have brought
full more thau enough to fill the seats reserved
for them. After a spirited voluntary upon the
organ by Mr. Milliken, of Portland, the following was tho succeeding programme:
Anthem:
“I was glad when He said unto me.”
my

Anthem:

The old post office building in Farmington
was slightly damaged by fire
Thursday.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

—

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Major Cyrus W. King, tho only surviving
child of Maine’s first Goveruor, died at Brunswick on the loth iust., aged i!2 years aud 3
months.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

a

also

large stock, and make them
hue Traveling Bags.

GLOVES

apr23

in all

Knightville
PROPOSALS
For Dredging in Portland Harbor, Me.
United States Engineer Office,
Portland, Me., April 22, 1881.
T>ROFOSALS in duplicate, addressed to tlie underL signed, will bo received at his office in Portland,
Maine, until 2.30 o’clock P, M*. on FRIDAY, ihe
13th day of May, 1881, for dredging 2U0,tX)O cubic
yards, more or less, on the “Middle Ground,” in

Portland Harbor, Maine.
Persons desiring to make proposals for the above

hre requested to apply to the undersigned, at his
office in 4i»3l/2 Congress Street, Portland, Maine,
or No. 20 Pemberton Square, Boston,
Mass., for
specifications, and for further information con

cerniug the

same.

GEO. THOM, Colonel of Engineers.
Bvt.

ap23

to

some

Brig.

Gen. U. S. A.
dOt

Reform Club.

members of this Club are requested to meet
atSeunett's Hall, Knightville, on

THE

ing to the club, and to transact any other business
that may come before them.
PEli OKI>EK.
apr23 eod 1 w*

in sales not necessary if of middlo age,

fair educa-

tion, good address and of marked business turn.
Competent teachers an engage. State age, vocation or business experience, what dav can begin,
and bow long continue.
Address, Drawer 1170,
Boston, .Mass.
ap23 d3t*

and .deliver

onr

THE

Salesladies,

And one superintendent at once, for one or two
years, in opening branch departments of business
in this city and 7 other places in Maine. Experience

cts. up.

COE,

MONDAY EVENING, MAY 2ml,
o’clock, to see what actiou they wiil take in
regard to the furniture and other property belong-

at 8

Wanted—

colors, from 50

N. B. We run our own express,
goods to all parts of the city, free.

HATTER
107 Middle Street.

apr'J

eodU

TTTK;

PRESS.

Mi's, Trumpet’s Telescope.
[London Society.]
Mrs. Main waring Trumpet moved throimh
life’s various scenes like a
eataijic^ :l battering-r.im, an eighty-one-ton Stin, a thunderholt, or anything thatt],e embodiment of

all-conquering f<^lCe

She m"
wi(|0w. Fifteen years ago she
nail
be^,, Migs Main waring, with plenty of
blood in her veins but no money in
her purse. Benjamin Thursby Trumpet,
esq., a Bristol merchant, sprung from the
gutter, and worth a heap of money, “came”
and "sav” Miss Main waring, and
was
"conquered”. He proposed for her; she achis
In
three
weeks’
time
money.
cepted
sbe was Mrs. Main waring Trumpet. She
liecame rich, and rare weie the gems she
wore; but O, that vulgar husband! With
all her eccentricities she was a lady; and
O, that husband! Mrs. MainwaringTrumpet
learned the lesson that otlieis have learned
before her—that you cannot sell yourself
and have yourself at the same time. Well,
she f itched a handsome price, and to do
her justice she did not grumble much.
Benjamin Thursby Trumpet—like Mr.
Boundcrby in “Hard Times”—loved to talk
of his origin, an 1 how he rose from nothing,
leaving the audience to infer what a clever,
hard-headed fellow lie mnst be. But he
grew too fond of this practice, and one day
when he had been riding his hobby rather
hard, a wag, upon his leaving the room,
caught up his visiting card, and reading his
initials aloud—“B. T.
Trumpet”—called
him 011 the si»ot Mr. Blow the Trumpet. The
name stuck.
Two mouths after she was
married, a loving friend said to the bride,
“Do vou know tnev nickname vonr 1msband Mr. Blow the Trumpet?”
The bride laughed; the shaft of such
malice could not harm her. She rather
enjoyed it; and the friend had to search her
quiver for another arrow.
“And they do say—you don’t mind, of
course, dear—that he lias met his match,
and th#i you are Mrs. Blow the Trumpet.
Ilorribly Low, I call it. dear. Don’t you?”

"jjood

The bride nearly fainted with indignation
aud for the lirst and only time in her life
required (lie use of smelling salts. She was
not half so excited on the memorable night
when her husband was found sitting in his
dining-room over his port, quite dead, one

it apoplexy at a,g!ance, sent
for the doctor aud flew abr„l the house with
brandy and basins of mustard poultices and
mt flannels, reminding ail who saw her in
>me inexplicable way of a fire engine inakway to an exciting conflagration.
But she did not faint, and never asked for
so much as a whiff out of a
smelling bottle.
Thus did Miss Maiuwariug become Mrs.
M^inwaring Trumpet, widow, with a large
fortune all her own. The vulgar husband

pronounced

was

gone—“mercifully released, “my dear,”

the widow would
what
say; though
it was from—except herself—no one could
have told.
And yet
Mrs.
Mainwaring
Trumpet was not happy, Who is? She
wanted to get rid of this dreadful name.
Mrs. Blow the TrumpaL
Uow should she
manage? Apply to the Queen for a patent?
Mrs. Mainwariug Trumpet iiad bethought
her of an easier, a more agreeable, and a
more economical way.
The rector of her parish was a widower,
tall, lank, gloomy, and always wearing a
comforter. An ordinary liedgestako, neatly
drssscd in clerical attire, with a white woollen wrapping at the upper cud, surmounted
by a black hat, might have passed for the
Kev. Arthur Arrowsmith at a very short
distance. Mr. Arrowsmitli was a powerful
preacher, and in common life grave, yet apt
at times to he seized with a kind of grim
humor, of which the sign would be a series
of violent inspirations.
These, in ail ordinary being would have denoted the outset
of a fit, but with Mr. Arrowsmith only
meant that his fancy was tickled.
He had
been twice married. His first wife had £10,000 aud she lived ten years. Ho became
trebly gloomy for the space of eighteen
mouths, and always had an allusion in his
sermons to the grave where one’s heart was
Ivine. Suedenlv he cheered nn nml marripH
another lady, this time with £20,000, and
his sermons began to allude to the possibilities of comfort
that
are
provided for
even the greatest sorrows. The second Mrs.
Arrowsmith, however, held out better than
her predecessor, and it was twenty years befere her relict found hitnself raking up his
old allusioi.s'to the quiet grave and the people who were there. And now Mrs. Arrowsmith the second had been dr ad for eighteen months clear, and
Mr. Arrowsmith,
thinking once more of consolation, fixed his
eyes on Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet.
His
eyes were not much to look at, being deep
set and n<> colored, but they told their tale
to Mrs. Mainwaring
Trumpet as clearly as
if they had been azure or jetty orbs, signalfrom
the
most
delicate environment of
ing
hair and cheeK. Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet
saw that the Ttev. Arthur Arrowsmith had
fallen in love with her. To show her appreciation of his taste and her reciprocity, she
bounded into love with him—took a kind of
header into the sentiment, and immersed
herself with an amazing splash. They were
engaged two days afterwards. Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet talked about the affair everywhere. She laughed over it, cried over
it, grew crimson about it, published it on
the housetops, swore her friends to
secrecy
about it, and generally behaved like Mrs.

Mainwaring Trumpet

gone mad outright,
which may be taken to denote mania of
sevenfold power.
She courted Mr. Arrowsmith at the Sunday school, and stood so close to him when
he came to visit her class one
morniug, she
trod on his corn and made him jump three
paces clean, with a squeak that frightened the
whole room. She ogled him from her front
seat in the gallery with such power and directness that several times he lost his place.
She ran after him in the street,
coining up
with him all breathless and heat, which at
her time of life did very well for blushes.
She made him slippers which he could not
wear because they were too
small, and
worsted jackets which hung about him in
vast folds because she bad taken the measure of her own frame for the
pattern. She
lost no opportunity of
talking about him,
and linking him with herself; she vowed and
declared that every night of her life she
dreamed of him, and awoke calling upon his
dear name. Her love was a perfect cataract
always going on, and making a tremendous
noise in the meantime.

At last a grand idea struck her, in pursuit of which she started for London
by the
early express, getting to Paddington at 10
o’clock. She gave the porter half a crown
to catch her the
very first cab. She told the
cabman that she would give him half a soverign if he drove her to Dolland’s in twentyfive
minutes. She sptang from her
cab and
rushed
into
the
shop panting, and demanding to see the very best telescope manufactured for field use. She saw
one with stand complete for £50 tried in it
St. Faul Churchyard, bought it., paid for it
in £5 notes, got her discount for cash, was
in her cab and rattling back to
Paddington
again exactly in ten minutes and a half. She
the
return
caught
express and was home
acain before lunch, having traveled between
200 and MOO miles and transacted all her business.
Her lunch was a
pheasant, and she
ate the bird to the bones and then set about

completing her design.
Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet’s boudoir window looked straight across to the
rectory, at

..
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doir window she erected her
telescope, aimed full at the dining-room ami study of the
She
rectory.
adjusted the focus, and

scarcely breathing with excitement, applied
her eye to the glass.
A long silence ensued. Adams, the
maid,
who stood by, with a serious
expression

carrfully spead

derisive grin, began
to think that the experiment had
failed,
when, after a long interval. Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet sprang to her feet with a violence which upset the telescope, stand and
all.
“I saw him,” she cried tj-umphan
tly, “as
plainly as if he were in this room 1”
With trembling lingers she set up the glass
again, and now, in a more composed frame
of mind, began to explore anew. Another
long silence followed; and then Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet, never takingjher eyes from
the glass, called out in a
grave voice, like an
astronomer who discovers a comet, but who
over a

having expected it, is not amazed, only
gravely elated:
“Adams, he is at his dinner.”
“Lawk, ma'am!” Adams said, because
that committed her to
nothing.
“At his soup, Adams
she continued,
fixed in her posture, “f see the ladle quite
plainly.”
"Lawk, ma’am, how clever!” Adams said,
feeling the ground better under her feet.
Hereupon, for many minutes, nothing was
said.
at

“Adams,” Mrs.Mainwaring Trumpet said
last, “he lias had three helps of soup.”
Adams scarcely knew how she was to take

this.

“You sec, ma'am,” she said
diffidently,
"he is a very thin gentleman.”
“IJ dont see what that has got to do with
it, Adams,” the mistress said, returning to
her telescope; “here comes the fish.”
Another long pause ensued, at the end of
which Mrs. Mainwaring Trnmpet turned
round ubon her maid.
“Twice, Adams. I could not be sure, hut
I think it must he cod. Well three and two
make five.”
“So

they do, ma’am,”

Adams said, wisely
giving free assent where the fact was indubitable and the saftey of a coincidence of
op
inion tolerably certain.
"Shoulder of mutton!” called out Mrs.
Mainwaring rruuipet iu due course; “and X
suppose that’s onion sauce. What a pity
a

one

can’t smell with

a

telescope,

and

one

would be sure!”
“You can’t smell with it, I suppose,
ma’am?” Adams said humbly, like a true
disciph; of science.
you can’t smell with it, Adams,”
.tile mistress answered. “Bless me,” she

.“#o,

added, before this piece of information was
well off her lips, “two glases of sheery, one
after another, without taking breath between, I don’t quite like the look of that,

Adams.”
“He is

such

very thin gentleman,”
pleaded Adams, who knew well that she
might take up the defense without vexing
her mistress.
“I suppose they do take more building up
Adams, the mistress remarked,still gazing.
“I’m sure they |do, ma’am,” Adams replied, fervently. “There’s my father, ma’am,
thin as that paper knife, ma’am, and the
quantity of beer he takes to keep himgelf up
you would’nt believe. It’s quite ruin, ma’am,
that it is. I’m sure, ma’am, nothing Mr.
Arrowsmith does can be wrong, ma’am, after them sermons.”
“Quite right, Adams,” replied the mistress. “Order the brewer to leave a ninegallon cask at your father,s house to-mora

row.”
“Thank you ma’am,” Adams answered.
“But as I was sain’, what a dear good man
that Mr. Arrowsmith is—”
“He is just cutting into his cheese!” called
out Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet. “The very
cheese I sent for on Tuesday!”
Thus things went on until the rector’s
dinner was over, when Mrs. Mainwaring
Trumpet rose to her feet and said:
“I know everything. Soup three times
aim Hsu

twice;

snouiaer

matron tnree
not sure about a
01

times at least, and I am
for I breathed on the glass and had
to clean it. Sweets twice, for certain;
cheese, dessert and six glasses of wine in
all. f think’ Adams,I do think—”
“They requires it, ma’am,” Adams said,
firmly; -‘It’s the call of nature, that’s what
it is.”
“Well, I suppose so,” the mistress said,
reasoning with herself as her maid prepared
to go down stairs.
“You see my size and
how little I eat.

fourth,

“Just so, ma’am,’’Adams said.
“The doctor says,’’continued Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet, laughing, “that I live on
my fat.”
“That’s just it, ma’am,” Adams said,

leaving the room only when the door was
closed behind her she added :
“Three eggs and bacon for breakfast this
morning’ and a cold trout, with marmalade,
to follow. That's living on your fat, 1 suppose. Well, it’s easy k..o*iug wliat your
fat lives on.”
Under the most favorable circumstances
Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet never could keep
a secret long, and now, in her elation at her
own brilliancy, she told several friends of
the contrivance by which she was enabled
to watch her beloved one at all hours. Of
course, people laughed, and thought the
whole thing a capital joke; that she did not
mind the least. But matters grew serious
when the rector heard that his whole parish
was laughing at him on account of Mrs.

Trumpet’s telescope. He had never heard
of the telescope before.
The observing reader will have remarked
in his passage through human life that just
in proportion as men are ludicrous, in that
degree do they hate the idea of becoming so.
To smile like Falstaff, because we are the
cause of wit in others, is given
only to the

immortals of waggery; your average man
hates of all things to be laughed at. Now
when Arrowsmith the grim, the solemn, the
lank, discovered that he was the laughing
stock of his congregation, he came to a determination in the gloomy recesses of his
mind that he would break off his engagement with Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet. But
how accomplish that? He could not openly
allege the telescope as a cause. Fancy an
impassioned counsel haranguing a jury
against a reverend defendant, who broke off
his engagement because a woman who loved
him better than life, had looked at him
through a telescope! That would never do;
the matter must be accomplished by craft,
and Mr. Arrowsmith set himself to think
how it could be done.
At tins same time there came to settle in
his parish a m: iden lady of enormous
wealth—that is for every thousand pounds

Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet possessed Miss

Quick possessed three. Mies Quick was fifty-four; possibly she had been pretty in a
lackadaisical sort of way thirty years ago.
But siuce then Time and Miss Quick had

had several interviews. She looked now
rather like an old wax doll which had fallen
on its cheek in the toy shop window on a
hotdayaud put the feature out of shape.

Traces of bloom were on her face still, but
the two cheeks did not match in size, which
was a little awkward.
Ab, yes, but while
certain of Miss Quick’s charms had faded,
others had burst into bloom. Her papa,
who was something in Bermondsey’ and
used always to have a leathery kind of smell,
died and left Miss Quick £150,000. How
many faded charms will that sum renew?

Bethink you, how many dimples, ringlets,

pearly
teeth, carnation lips, fairy
feet, pcachskin cheeks, ivory fingers and taper waists are equal for bewitchment to
sets of

ini, preuy uears, wno noast yourselves in mere beauty of nature, remember
to us males a day comes when we begin to
see that we can not dine off an
eyebrow,
however fine its arch, or sip the sparkle of
an eye, nor pay rent and taxes with a
breath’ perfumed though it be like gardens
of Araby the blest. In a word, we grow
stout, practical; we come, as that sad little
song of Thackeray’s says “to forty year.”
And as for Mr.Arrowsmith, he had come to
forty year, and to fifty year; indeed,he had
come to fifty-five year.
Let an Iliad of lovemaking be written on a finger nail of paper.
Miss Quick made open love to Mr. Arrowsmith, though never a word she spoke; Mr.
Arrowsmith replied that if the thing could
be arranged he was ready, though i.6ver a
word he spoke, And now for Mrs. Trumpet and her telescope.
Six days later Mr. Arrowsmith drove past
Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet, and in his carraige was seated a young and pretty gjrl.
No sooner did Mr- Arrowsmith see his engaged wife than he drew back in 'the carraige with all signs of confusion, and tried
to hide himself.
“O-lio!” thought Mrs.
Trumpet, coloring up till she was as red as
a soldier’s coat.
That was Saturday. At
Sunday-school, next morning, Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet severely, suddenly and
with evident distrust in her voice’ asked
Mr. Arrowsmith who that young lady was
with whom he drove out yesterday after-

noon.
The clergyman was so palpably confused and made such fearful blunderings in
his reply’ and he so obstinately declined to

tell who the girl was, that Mrs. Mainwaring
Trumpet closed the interview by glaring at
him like a dragon. Indeed, had the
dragon ever glared at St. George so in all probability the champion would have tumbled
off his horse before the fight began, and we
should never have had any legend at all.
Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet came home after

church

sulky as a thundercloud.
“Adams,” she said, in an appalling voice,
as

“I have been deceived!”

“Lawk, ma’am!” Adams said.
“Yes, deceived, Adams,” the mistress
went on. “He has been flirting with a woman —a minx—a hussy not twenty!”
“Lawk, ma’am, ’’Adams said, “to think
of it! and him such a thin gentleman!”

“I don’t see what Lhat has got to do with
it, Adams!” remarked her mistress. “But,”

said Mrs. Trumpet, pacing her room like
.Lady Macbeth, “I shall—I shall—1 shall”
“I would, ma’am,” Adams said,“if I was

—

you.”

“You don’t know what I was going to
say, Adams,” the mistress rejoined.
Next morningat 12 o’clock Mrs. Maiuwarmg trumpet sat, down to iter telescope as
usual, only the eye that gazed through it'
burned so that it might have melted the

glass.

In a moment she sank back with

a

scream.

“Adams!” she cried, “she’s there!”
“Who, ma’am?” asked Adams.
“The minx!” screamed Mrs. Mainwaring

Trumpet..
“Lawk, ma’am!” said Adams.
Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet applied herself to the telescope for a few minutes and

then burst into another scream.
“He’s kneeling before her, Adams!”
“Well, I never!” Adams ejaculated; but
her excited mistress heard her not.
“Adams!” screamed Mrs. Mainwariug
Trumpet, in agonized tones, “he has got his
arm around her neck! O Adams,
Adams,”
cried she, drawing back from the instru“I
am
ment,
going to faint! Hold me up

Adams.”

“Couldn’t you see it out first, ma’am,”
suggested Adams, “and faint then.ma'am
when all is over.”
“I will, Adams,” the mistress cried resolutely; and she began to gaze again. Alas!
new disclosures awaited her.
“Adams, are you there—are you there?”
she screamed out.
“He is kissing her!”

“My gracious!” Adams exclaimed. “Well,
no being up to the men.”
“Once Adams,” the infuriated
lady continued; “twice, three times! Again, again!
there is

That’s five is’nt it? Another! Six kfsscs,
Adams; and the last such a long oue!”

“Long
ma’am,”

short
as
much the same
Adam ventured to remark.
“It is not the same,” said Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet. “It makes a great deal of
difference; but of course you know nothing
about it.”
or

“No, ma’am,” Adams said; “I have been
mercifully preserved.”
Adams was thirty-five, brisk and goodlooking, and had just quarreled with her
eighth beau.
More like Lady Macbeth than ever, Mrs.
Mainwaring Trumpet stood up and said, in
tones that made even the favorite Adams
shake in her shoes, “The
carriage!” “The
rectory!” she called out in the same thrilling tone, to her coachman, as she

stepped

into the vehicle.

“I must see Mr. Arrowshe said to the servant at the rectory. She never asked was he out or in.
“I must see him,” anq she strode with avenging steps across the hall and into a small
morning-room. “Say that Mrs. Mainwaring
Trumpet wishes to see him instantly. Instantly! do you hear?” she said to the
servant.
“Yes, ma’am,” the man answered. “In
a taking she is!”he remarked, as he went to
deliver the message.
The infuriated Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet
might have heard two or three gasp-like inhalations before the door opened.
She
might have seen the faintest remnant of a
grin on the rector’s lean face as he entered
the room. Hut, she saw no smiles, heard
no sound of laughter; she was riding on the
whirlwind of her rage, and alive to nothing
but the chastisement, she must inflict,
“Arthur Arrowsmith,” she began,
“you
are found out.
Walls have ears and windows have eyes. O you perjured man!”
“They may have,” retorted the rector,
who seemed wonderfully well prepared for
the attack; "but even If that be so, however
curious and interesting the fact may be considered in the light of an unexpected and
rather inexplicable
phenomenon, still I
don’t see what it has to say to my
being a

smith,”

perjured man.”
“You

were seen

in this

room,”

the

lady

on, “seeing when that clock was
to twenty-eight minutes past 11.
What was going to lianpen just then, Arthur Arrowsmith?”
“I should say tho clock was going to
went

pointing

strike the

half-hour,’’

the rector

with perfect composure.

answered,

“O you wicked and most shameless man!”
cried Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet.
“I could
not have believed ,'t only I saw it with my
own

eyes.”

“Aided by Dolland’s telescope!” remarked the rector.
“Yes, aided by Dolland’s telescope!” his
accuser answered.
She did not care that
the tact was discovered.
“And let ns be
thankful for any instrument that finds out
the baseness of men.
Carrying on with
that chit of a girl! I declare I could not
have believed it!’
“Whyshould I not carry on, as yon call it
with that girl if I please?’’ demanded the
clergyman, not the least moved by her vehe
mence.

“Hear him speak!” she screamed, invoking some invisible power. “O Arthur Arroasmith, to behave so with that white tic

round your neck!”
“The only thing to be said about the lie
round my neck is that there is not quite
euough starch in it,” replied the rector.
“That, I take it, is the laundress's fault,
not mine.”

“And your gray

continued Mrs.
Mainwaring Trumpet, sweeping forward in
her invective, regardless of this flippant in-

work, not only in Virginia but throughout the
whole South. The whole lump is rising rapidly. No matter what started the disintegration,

the proooss is necessary and healthful aud promises great things for the South, which has
suffered too long from being a solid unleavened lump.

An old peasant woinau Was present at the
nurse sho had
a young tenor, whose
been. Tho opera was Guillaume Tell. When
the famous Suicez-moil came: “Oh!” said tho
"ho may make
good woman to her neighbor,
as much noise’ivs he can, he will never bo able
to squall as loud as he used to when he was a

debut of

baby!”

at last from IreWo have missed you!’’
“So have my tenants, thank goodness!”—London Punch.

Escapo—“Back

a

Thousands of Detroit boys are uoarsigbted.
They will yell just as loudly at a boy playing
marbles in the same ring as at one five blocks
away.—Detroit I'reo Press.
Premature Loss of the Hair
use of Bdhnktt’s Cocoai.ve.
The superiority of BURNETT’S FLAVOR
1NG EXTRACTS consists in their perfect
purity and strength.

May he entirely prevented by tho

The following conversation took place between a kind-hearted lady and a small boy
who politely swung open the gate for her:
•‘Ah! what a nice, polished, poiito little boy
you are! I suppose you live about hero?” “Ye
lie—I don’t.”

the deepest bass with indignation.
if the earth were to open and swallow me up— But,” she cried, darting back
to the main track of her impeachment, “I
saw more than that; you kissed her.”
“As to kissing,” the imperturbable rector
replied, “that might bo the kiss of peace.”
"Kiss of peace, indeed!” echoed the scornful dame.
“A likely story! The kiss of
peace was not given half a dozen at a time.
And if the first was a kiss of peace, will you
tell me what were the other five?”

“Well,

“I shall answer no questions,” answered
the rector, seeming to become very grand

and

dignified all of a sudden.
“O, then you don’t even repent!” Mrs.
Trumpet went on. And now her last hit of
patience vanished. “You glory in it, Arthur Arrowsmith,” she cried, in a voice
which rang through the room: “I renounce
you; i cast you on; i would rather marry
your eoachinau than you. We are strangers
from this mome.it and forever, and I only
wish there were witnesses to hear me say
the words!”
“Witnesses are here,” the rector said,
breaking into a smile, and throwing open
the folding-doors as he spoke. “You were
not likely to miss much of Mrs. Mainwaring

Trumpet’s interesting conversation, were
you?” he added, addressing himself to the
adjoining room.

O'-

--

--*
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axuitULC,

ami will run in separate channels to the

great ocean.”
Adams was not quite equal to this high

metaphorical flight.”
“Broko off, is it, ma’am?” she asked.
“Broken off,” her mistress said, “Yes,
broken—shattered.

“Well, ma’am,” Adams said“there may

JeJ
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private pupils by

J. W.

the

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

Mr. Otto Pfefferkorn
New

advanced piano

England Organ Co.,

No. 5 Free Street
mar30

Block, Portland,

Jlninr.

dtf

University Examinations

Harvard

FOR WOMEN".

(Woman’s Education Association.)
eighth examination will bo bold in Cambridge, New York. Philadelphia and Cincinnati, beginning June 30th, 1881. The examination

THE

will be the same as that for entrance to the College, but any candidate may substitute French and

German for Greek. Those who pass this examination and receive a certificate are entitled to enter
the courses
to women by the Professors of
Harvard University. This certificate may also be
nresented at Vassar and Smith fVilloims un Pnnlvn..
lent for examination in tlie studies preparatory or
Collegiate covered by it. For iuformalion address
secretaries of local committees.

given

114 BOYLSTON STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
00 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
1)08 CLINTON ST.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
G7 WALNUT ST.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
aprlO
d2w

Harvard

University
Cambridge,
Mass.

exauinations for admission to Harvard
College, the Lawrence Scientific School, the
Law School, and the Medical School, will hereafter
bo held simultaneously in Cambridge, Exeter, N.
If., New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago,
and San Francisco, on the Thursday, Friday and
Saturday following the last Wednesday in June.
They will begin this year on THURSDAY, JONE
30th, at 8 a. m.
Candidates may present themselves upon a part
of the examinations.

THE

For

recent examination papers

and further in-

formation address the Registrar. Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.
mar 3
eod2m

all eliould

tate,

a rare

opportunity is

now

offered.

To Let.

on

some wood
two horses,

Bargain.

a

eod2w

TO

tixcrcisc.—It is the most perftet exercise for
woman, furnishing the best form of phvsical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
than
the
less
laborious
than
saddle;
boating
oheaper

and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
It rounds and hardens the muschronic diseases.
cles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

EXERCISE AMI SALESROOMS.
Portland.

J. II. GAVBERT, PROPRIETOR,
d&wtf

Health is Wealth
West’s Nerve

Tre at
Dizziness, Con vul
Mental Depression, Jams
and

Brain

specific for Hysteria,
sions, Nervous Headache,
of Memory, Spermatorrocea, Impotency, Involunwent;

a

tary Emissions, Premature Old Ago, caused by
over exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which
leads

HOUSE

To be Let.
after Oct.

1, 1880, the
premises now occupied by F. O.
Ac
Bailey
Co., No.’s 35 Ac 37 Exchange St.
Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
No. 37 Exchange St.

Houses to

rout at

Corner, Deering.

Frst-class residence for sale

on

Morrill’s

Stevens*

Farm for sale in Gorham.
Farm for sale in Windham.
Farm to rent in Windham.
Inquire of

Store To Let.
Franklin and Congress Sts. The best location in the city for Grocery and Provision
business. Apply at GEO. C. FRYE’S, marliodtf

CORNER

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE containing 13 rooms.
Arfor
two families, with gas, Sebago
ranged
and wator closets, and furnace in cellar in prime
order. Apply to W. W. CARR, 197 Newbury St.

A

dtf

aprlo

FURNISHED HOUSE
To Uet.
A small anti neatly furnished

house to let, in a desirable location. Moderate rent. Inquire at
2S Exchange street.
aprl 9

dlw

vvrre

Wanted.
to solicit

CHASE

required.

CO., Pemberton
ap21eod(5t&w4tl7

Mass.

ortland.

Wanted.
BOY about 10 or 18 years of age as Bill Clerk,
in a wholesale Dry Goods Store.
Must be a
good penman, quick at ligures, and come well recommended. None other need apply. Address BOX

$oob, Job

BERRY,

1392.

<gaid ffidniei. 1880 MAINE STATE FAIR 1880

mul

I
Price

je2

Itfmket

ALL PREMIUMS AWARDED 10

•

JOST & MOESTON,

FRESCO

apr21dlw

_

WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS salesman to sell flour and
groceries in the State of Maine, to work on
Address P. O. Box 798,
salarv or commission.

A

No. 37 Plum Street.

Portland,

aprl9

Maine.

PAINTERS,
Nqnnre,

eod2w

Wanted.

Portland.

A

reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
dly

Copyist. Apply

GOOD
New Portland

FRANK CURTIS,

to

Theatre.

PARTNER

aprl6dtf

WANTED.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.
In
178 1-2

Animal Hireling:.
Franklin Extension Silver mining Co.

Congress Street

Special Notice:—For

decided to offer

an

entire

a

478 1-2

short time only, I have
Code of Prices for all

new

Photographic work. Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets por doz., $0.00. Larger Sizes
correspondingly low. 10x12 Ink Photos., $0.00 to
$8.00—former prices $8.00 to $10.(10. This style
of work is adapted more especially to the enlargement of old pictures, in which it is only necessary
that the original he a good likeness in order to insure a first-class result, with drapery, arrangement
of hair, &c., modernized to suit the taste.
Crayon Portraits, Ya Life Size, $15.00; Life
sizes of

stockholders
the
meeting
Franklin Extension Silver Mining Company,
THE
be held at the office of the
Ardon W.
annual

of t he

of

will

Secretary,
Coombs, at No. 93 Exchange St., in Portland, on
WEDNESDAY, the fourth day of May, A. D. 1881,
at one o’clock p. m. for the following purposes, viz:

1. To choose a board of seven directors for the ensuing year.
2. To elect a Treasurer.
3. To elect a Secretary.
4. To act upon any amendments of, alterations
in and additions to the By-laws which may be proposed at such meeting.
5 To transact any other business which may he
legally acted upon at said meeting.
Per order of the Directors.
ARDON W. COOMBS, Secretary.
ap20dtd

-1

trora Life, for the small sum of $10.00ieacli.
Unlike the Putty effects above) referred to, these Photos are perfect likenesses, rich in detail, and are
fine illustrations of Art as found in Photography,
and in their production 1 challenge any attempt at

competition.

&CO.

Remember

that for grown people cloudy and

RtnriTIT TVAatlmr ia onnollir f.vnrahln an/t
cases

Bureau.

preferable to sunshine.

should be

brought

in

early

on

In

Small

even

mai.n

children

Business esfifteen years, now doing a
large business which can be greatly Increased, carrying a general stock of Dry
Goods, Woolens and Small Wares, Groceries, Corn and Flour, Crockery Ware,
Boots and Shoes, Wall Paper, Carpeting,
&c., &c. Stock In good condition. Party must come well recommended and
with $3,000 to $4,000 capital. Apply
at once to
J. A BENNETT,
Bridgton, Me.

YOUNG Ladies and Gentlemen, to learn
the Profession.
Extensive arrangements
arc being made for a School which will oonnect
with many Private Dwellings aud Offices about the
City, giving actual Line communication.
Able ImMtractorM in Charge.
For terms apply to
F. A. JOHNSON,
marl2dtf
C5 Exchange

Newspapers.

Hiram, April 15, 1881.

St.

N. Y.

Apt

Specimen Copy

New Operas:
OLIVETTE, (50 cents.) BILLEE TAYLOR, (50
cents.) THE MASCOT, (1.50.) Four editions of

ap20

M.

MARKS,

Boob, Card, aid Job Printer,
•inters’

Exchange,

11 i Exchange St.,
Fine
Orders

Portland, Me.

Job Printing

by mail

or

in person

n

Specially.

promptly

attended to-

Particular attention paid to Book nnd
Pamphlet Printing.
JvlO
TuThStf

A

Good

Anchor I. ill cm of

further particulars call
■«*»

For General Headers, and for
RIFS:

and

Earopcnn Mtcamer.
on or

address

T. P. McGOWAN,

jof

Bookseller,

*'«NOREHN STREET.

dt

OLIVER BIT SON A- CO., Bo*lon.

Oak Piles, Ship Timber &

Ea<i(|>oit, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N.B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
SPRING ARRANGEMENT

TKIPS~PEIt

Capt. S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street .every
Monday
and Thursday, at G p. m., for E&stport
and
St. John, with connections for Calais,
Kobbinston,
St.

Andrews,

Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Men an,
Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and
Routes.
Stage

received up to 4 p. m. and any in^"•Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Slate Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
T. C. HER-

DECK PLANK.

Timber and Plow Beam*, Treenail*,
Treenail Wedge* and Planking tl edge*,
Pine and Hemlock Building Lumber, Box Board*, Hhinglc* A-c.

It. C. JORDAN,
093

Alfred,

Maine.
U

BUSINESS

DCNKRT, AIL*

M M 311 AN.

and

Npriug Arrangement.

point 8.

E.

GUSHING, General Manager.
Gen. Ticket Agent, Portland.

GEO. I*. DAY,
April 1,1881.

notice passenger trains

apr2

^

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO

m.—For all

FOR

CALIFORNIA,
CHINA,

JAPAN,

Inland*,

Nnndwich

Zealand

New

and

Australia.
splendid steamers sail from New
York oa tho ICth, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
S. S. Acapulco. ..Apr. 30 IS. S. Colon. ...May 20
S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only,
May 10.
The

For

new

an

freight

or

passage rates and the fullest infer

mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
€. L. BARTLE I T A CO.,
1(5 Niule Ntreef, cor. Ilrond Nt., Hwlan.
or to W. D. LITTLE «fc GO.,
31 ExchRTigo St.. Portland.
j«38dtf

Rumford Falls & Bucidicid
H..ajQjROAX>
For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
and 9.30 a. m.; Bucktield, 5.15 and
IO. 08 a. in.
For Canton and Bucktield, leave
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixflold,

Maine

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

Byron, liangley Lakes, &c.
Portland

dtf

follows:

run as

j

I. WASHBURN. Jk.. President
Oci. IS. 1880.
oc20tf

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
>~tland, every MONDAY acd THURSDAY, at b
1. Id., and leave I’ier 38, Last River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers arc litted up with tine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between Now
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven ou their pas
sage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 33; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and Slate Rooms can be obtained at 22
Jf xcnangc Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdec&dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.
P

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
nnri

after

Dec.

Trains

19lh, l$SO,

leave

Portland

For Auburn and Lewiston, at 12.30 and
6.03 p. m. and for Lewiston via Brunswick,
at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. m.
For Bangor, Dexter, Waterville, Belfast
A Skowhegnnat 12.30,12.40,and 11.15p.m.
For Augusta, Hallowell, Oardlner, and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m. 12.40, 5.1 o, and
11.15 p.m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Faruiingtou, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m.. and 12.40 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington, Phillips, i?loumoii!li,
Winthrop, Reudiield, West Waterville,
North Anson aud Waterville via Lewiston
at 12.30 p. in.
For Watervilie via Augusta, 7.C0 a. in.
The 11.15 p. in. train is the Night Express, with
Pullman sleeping car attached and runs every

CLYDE’S

^hsladelg»Iiia A Now

England
FSOM
lu rejection

Close connections are made at Bangui, for all
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & Piscataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central R. R. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
nd Maine Railways,

now

j

With

OLD

li t 15,.

( OLOMV

and Water Lines.
iveu
i Through Kates named and Kills of Lading
from any point in New England to Pbiladelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
J36 Washington Street, Boston, Ma**
Woi. p. Cfyde A' Co., General Managers,
No. J 2 So. Delaware «\ve., P Id lade t phis.
f«W«

Boston
-AMD-

PIlfiLABLLPllEi

a. m.

Oiicrt Sic(unship I.iJM”.

PAYSON TUCKER Sup't
Portland. Dec 13 1880.
dec 13

BOSTON

ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Si use. !<«w
Ifcu.i-Wfeiily
Line, Quick
Rate*, Frequent ffleparturen.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
Ri VKU, there connecting with the #Jlyde Ntennsei-^i mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SAT UKLAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with GNe Steam Lines to Charleston.- rt. i\, WaMhintftoit, D.
fScorgetor>u, £>. 1’., Alexandria, Vo., and ail R*i

The Provincial & New England All Rail Line

offers
of
re-establishment
by the
the Night train between Bangor and St. John,
two trains each way every week day, and one
every Sunday (night.) between Boston, Portland
aud St. John, Halifax, and all pares of the
maritime Provinces; trains leaving Portland at
12.40 aud 11.15 p. m.
The latter making connections with trains for Uoulton, Woodstock,
Sf Andrews.
St. Stephen, Fredeiiefou,
Fort Fairfield and Caribou.
Limited Tickets for St. John nud llnli*
fax ou sale at red need rates.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portlnud ns
follows:—The morning trains from Angusta,Bath,
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. m.
Tbo day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
and 12.50 p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. in. and 1.60

LINES

STEAMSHIP

night, Sundays included.

each Port Every Wednesday and

dtf

Saturday.

Eastern

Railroad,

FILL and WINTER Schedule.

COMMENCING ~0CT. 17th, 1880.

So
!
I

Wharfage.
From Long

y-,.

r.

Gd TfSCftfeSs
jJgj^eCfJVla^A.

^

From

m.

Wharf, Boston, 8

Trains Leave

Insurance

at 10

a. m.

one-half tho rate of

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. it., and South
by conrecfing lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pawaye riuiit Dollnrii. Round Trip*?t3,
Meals and Room included.
For > r«igbt or Passage apply to
«. K. HAM PMON, Ascut.

Portland

Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saeo, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleep- j
ing Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
a.

p.

Pine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,

10 J.***?* W'nrf

m.

DOMINION

BftMfla

LINE.

The steamers of this Line will
rerun during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
at
u
iu.
ana
at
y.
vYYcuit
uaysj,
^•s^aJUiMBLivorpool, and once in six weeks
11
and will be
attached I to Glasgow. The vessels arc Clyde built, full powp. iu. Sundays,
to this train. Paseengora have a night ’a
rest
ered, and have superior accommodation for cabin
and at rivo in Boston at G.30 a.m. in season lor
| and steerage passengers. Prepaid tickets are issued
all morning trains South and West.
at reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out
8.45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
their friends.
Dates of sailing from Portland to Liverpool direct :
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.16 p.xu.
1 .OO p. in. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
8tli April
Brooklyn,.
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
Ontario,.22<l April
p.m. in season for Sound and Kail connections
Toronto,.6th May
South and West.
For Glagow,
Fcr Portland, leave Boston,
22d April
Quebec,.
RATES
OF PASSAGE:
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. in., arriving
Cabin.$50.00 Gold
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
Cabin, return.. .$90.00 Gold
The 7 p. m. train runs daily.
Through tickets to all point* Month anrt HOFor passage, &c.. apply to GEO. H. STARK. No.
We« at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, ComExchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offices,
mercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
CO.,
flVlt
Itof
I..K7 .IQnt/v
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron. Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman €ar Ticket* (or Meat* and
Berth* *o!d at Depot Ticket Ofllce.
f>- W.
ccl8

^rwiiM

,1^if'*

feb28dtf

DIRECTORY?-

Accountant and Notary Public.

«EG. C. CODIHAN. Outer No. 1S4 middle
Street, Portland.

Book Binders.
WOT. A. «)U1NCY, Room 11, Primer.’
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

TOURISTS’ STEAMBOAT LINE

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
SANBOliN, Master Transportation.
dtf

1

Steamer MINNEHAHA.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

CANADA.

WEEK.

On and after Tuesday, Mar. 1st
the steamers Falmouth, Capt. I>
S. Hall, and City of Port land

SE\, President, and Manager.

Plank,

BRIDGE

and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.mu—From Fabyan’s and intermediate
stations.
б. 30 p. m.—From Swan ton, Vt., and all stations
on through lino.
J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
|
!
Portland. Dec.*), 188
dcc4dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

apr21_Th.S&T

ORY PINK,

n.

«« AND ll l tlt AKIN.
-BA'
JIAEI II ASMS, Sir.
vMinnehaha
will
leave
it'»'»7rTfgvTwv l‘orll a ail for Pcniia, l.oni;
aail fhebeacae f.liiml., ami HiiriiowvM,
al *.:SO P. -Al,
imir28dtf

On and after Monday, Oct. 18th,
1880, passenger trains will leave Porland, as follows:
and Lewiston,
7.10 a. m.,
I£.35

TOWN LI HRA-

As the Great Masters really created modern Music, no musician is thoroughly posted until he has
read their lives. Ditson & Co. publish excellent
fmd very readable biographies of Beethoven f$5l),
Handel ($2), BokmIdi ($1.75), Mendcl**ohn
($1.50), Chopin ($1.50), Von Weber (2 vol.,
each $1.50). and Schumann ($1.50). Theso are
all elegant volumes, as are the Romantic BiogMozait ($1.75), Beethoven Bioraphy
graphical Romance ($1.50), and the Letter*
of Mozart (2 vols., each $1.50), Beethoven’*,
Letter* ($2), Mendclsshon’* Letter* (2 series,
each $1.50), and Urbino’* Nketchc* of EmThe most
inent Mimical CompoMer* ($.75).
valuable Musical History is Ritter’* History of
Music (2 vols., each $1.50), and the most entertaining Historical Sketches are those in L. C.
Elson's well written Curiositie* of Mimic ($1).

—

j

Cabiu and Steerage Tickets by tbe
Canard, Allan, Inman, White Star

TWO

Car

Picked Up Adrift.
YAWL BOAT, painted black, in Casco Bay.
The owner can have by proving property, by
calling on SAMUEL W. LOVELL and paying
charges, Ministerial Island, Casco Bay.
d3t*
apr20

flrst-clasr pastry cook.

d3t»

MUSICAL LITERATURE.

WM.

as

Address, COOK, Press Oflice.

STEAMERS.

very popular operas.

dtf

references.

Sunday Schools:—

dimes for

—FOR

nr.

KOCKLAitD,

LEAVING PORTLAND
statious running through to
Mwanton, Vt., connecting with B. C. &
M. R. R. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Express on Passumpsic R. R. for Newport
7*45

aprl6d2w

WASTTEiD!

THE BEACON LIGHT.

Spruce

Street.

European Ticket Office.

one of the best Sunday
School Song Books that has been published. By
J. H. TENNEY and E. A. HOFFMAN. Send 3

STEAMBOAT CO.

FALL A WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing; December 6th, f&SO.

J

n

10

Propr.

feblOdtf

For

Portland, Bangor & Machias

AT

bright sunny days.
or Telephone.

SUPERIOR
Five lines inserWORKS.
Three Hundred MUSICAL

^

*^

Wanted.

SITUATION

steamers.

John
The .avorite Summers Forest City and*
Brooks will alternately hove FRANKLIN WHARF
7
at
Portland, and INDIA WHARF, Boston,
o’clock p. ni. rtnitv, (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this lino are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Bostoa late at night
fiy- Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the v.*vrio
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
-»|S
Freight taken as usual.
<v »
J. 9%. LOVMi. Jr
dxf
aprh

Mt. Cutler House.
A middle aged American
woman, who understands cooking ana general
housework.
No one need apply without the above
qualifications. HIRAM BASTON.

CONANT.

For Ten Cents: One lmndrcd page
with Lists of Newspapers and Advertising Bates

'

graphy.

Appointments maybe made by Mail

Respectfully,

8TKA M EliS.

!

Wanted at tlic College of Tele-

A

BALDWIN.
Agent C. K. R. of N. J.

PER WEEK

ftplodlw

pamphlet

For Ten Dollars:
ted one week in

country store, centrally located in

rapidly growing village.
tablished
a

absolutely

Pwould also call special attention to my Solar
Enlargements on Albumen Paper, which 1 make

ROWELL
Advertising

All enlargements made by the Platinotype pro
and warranted
The
permanent.
finishing will be done by one of Boston’s celebrated
artists, who has devoted a lifetime to his chosen
profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which is not perfect.
These prices are but littlo more than half what l
have been charging for the same, but I have perfected arrangements whereby I can do the work at
above rates tor a few weeks, and I have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce a series of Crayons of a high order. The
tendency of many of our citizens to waste their
funds for Worthless Mechanical Productions by
Amateurs, specimens of which may be seen on
every hand, is the principal incentive which induces me to place Legitimate Work at eo low a
cess

figure.

CEO P.

Newspaper

Size. $25.00.

a

Gen. l*a&8.

mii2Ldtf

TWO TRIPS
Trains on Boston & Maine road connoct with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
The Steamer CITY OF KICHRockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
pkMOND, Wm. E. Dennison. MasJohn and Halifax. Also connect with C rand Trunk
jjaWr^^BIT tor. will leave ltailroad Wharf,
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
Portland, every Tuemlay and
and Portland & Ogdons burg trains at Transfer Sta- ! 4
Friday evening*, at 11.15 o’clock, or on artion.
of
rival
Pullman express train from Boston, for
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland, I Rockland, Caiitine. Deer l*le, Nedgwick.
No. Wedllarbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
.?!■ IIbridge, Joneaport, and ITlncbiaMporl.
THROUGH TICKETS to ail points West ami
Returning, will leave Machiasport, every HonScath may l>e hail of M. L. William*. Ticket
nntl Thursday Morning, at 4.30 o’clock,
Boston
&
Maine
and
at
dny
'Union
Agent,
Depot,
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
touching as above, arriving in Portland about
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
midnight, connecting with the Pullman night train
for Boston and tho West. Passengers will not bo
8. H. STEVENS, G«n* Agent, Portland.
disturbed unless wishiug to take the Pullman.
oclG
dif
Steamer City ok Richmond connects at Rockland
with Sanford S. S. Co., for Belfast, Bangor and
River Landings every Saturday morning.
Coming West Monday, receives passengers and
freight from River Landings lor Portland.
Through tickets and Baggage checked to all

Passenger

orders for Fruit trees &c., by
the mouth in New England. Best of referenAGENTS
K. G.
&
8

Square, Boston,

IVasliinglon Sired, Boston.

Office.

On

ces

{ bmumSm.

ENULANDAtiENCV,

NEW

319

and Montreal.
£.45 p. ui.—For Fubyan’*

JOHN C. COBB,
3t% Exchange St.

*

rhilade!vh!a

W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
oclGdt
r, Supt.

will

Plains, Deering.

w

UOIII'E.

FARE,
New Vork and

On and after ITS outlay, Oct.
IN, INM), Fmwengrr Train*

FOR RENT.

apr9dtf

cU*uu-

II. I*.

_Until further

A

STEPHEN

!

27__dtf

One

or

|

To Let.

Three First-class

IIKOOK

ISOIHVP

LB A VE
1*0 RT LAN l>
■~*a-u-FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a. in.,
1.00, 3.30 p. in., arriving at Boston at 1.15,6.30,
8.00 p. m. Ketnrning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. ui.,
12.30, 3.30 p. ra., arriving at Portland at 12.05.
5.00, 8.00. j*. m. Portland for Scarborough
Beach, l'cue Point, Old Orchard Beach,
Snco, Biddeford and Hennebunk, at 8.45
а, m., 1.00, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. For Well*. North
Berwick, Salmon Fall*, Great Fall*, DoMarket, Exeter, llnverhill,
ver, New
Lawrence, Andover and Eowell, at 8.45 a.
ni., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farmington, N. II., at 8.45 a. m.. 1.00, 3.30 p. in.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. in. For
Manchester and Concord (via lAWfcnce,) at
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves KLennebunk for Portland at 7.25.
OTThe 1.00 p. in. train from Portland connects
The 3.30 p. in,
with Mound Lioe Mfeauicr*.
train connects with All Rail f.ine* for New
Month
and
Went.
York and
SUNDAY TRAINS/ Leave Portland for
BomIou at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at
6.00 p.m.
Parlor Car Ticket* Mold at Depot Ticket

misery, decay

and death.
One box will
cure recent cases.
Each box contains one month’s
treatment.
One dollar a box, or six boxes for five
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
With
each order received by us for six boxes, accompan*
led with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatment does not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued by
all druggists in Portland and everywhere.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO., Goneral Ageuts.
to

LET.

No. 78 I .incolu St., containg 7 finished
rooms, gas and Sebago, ami a nice garden spot.
For terms, enquire at the next house.
ap21dlw*

On aiul

lo buy ticket*(at any railro irt
boat office in New England; * in

^w-", ”7will

ELIJAH ROSS.

man or

Dr. E. C.

___

house and
and fruit, paseasy land to
work, being quite level, cuts ten tons of hay; located
in Pownal, on road to Lewiston.
Must be sold.
5700 cash will buy it. Wm. H. Jerris, Real Estate
Agent, Portland. Ain 1118, 1881. apl9d2w&wlt*

equal.

sop 17

I

year 20 tons hay: this farm is only 12 miles from
Portland, and lVa miles from Yarmouth Village,
with excellent church and school privileges, only 1
mile from Grand Trunk and Maine Central Station.
This property must be sold.
For further particulars. inmiire on thn nrninisps of

For Sale at

sure

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD,

Gloucester and Lewiston,
Village
containing about 70 acres, suitably divided into
mowing, tillage, pasturing and wood, with good
farm buildings thereon, fii good repair, cut last

cows

IS*

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

situated in the town of North
road leading from Yar-

the
PLEASANTLY
Yarmouth,
mouth
to New

probably

201 middle Street,

J.

GEO. P. WE'

Farm For Sale.

aprl!)

walk of life.
It furmay, and should be introduced into every house; which may he practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strengt) or weakness. alone or in company.
No one os n say too
much in praise of it, and no one can afford to do
without it. All who investigate thor aghly, use it,
and consider it invaiuablo and indispensable,
it is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
General.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
mind and Brain.—It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
s*le«p.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic,
it is the most natural and
the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
IVerve*.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
Lungs, Throat and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the clieBt; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it lias no

•

change Street.

No. 51 Exchange St., chambers on Exchange St. and on Middle St.
J. ». & F. FESSENDEN,
nov29 dGm
172 Middle Street.
Store

The CITY MILLS, situated on Deering’s bridge, Portland, consisting of
the mill, building, engine and boiler. 2
run of stone, water wheel, belting, &c.
For particulars enquire of JOHN C.
PROCTER, 83 Exchange Street.

tue

use

sepBdeow&weowly

Everybody knows that leaven is rather nasty,

which lighten the dongh and make the
bread soft and palatable.
The objection has been made against tho
Mabone defection in Virginia, that its basis,
virtual repudiation, cannot bo approved by
honest men. By itself it is hard to take, and
no one knows of any Republicans who want to
take it. But the financial question in Virginia lias its uses. It acts as the leaven which is
disintegrating tho Bourbon party ana causing a
rising of the better elements which will yet redeem Virginia. It may be questioned whether in
the presence of the greatea question of voters’
rights, the financial question may not finally
adjust itself on an honest basis.
At any rate the Virginia leaven is doing Its

dly

June

[Springfield Union.]
Leavening the Lump.

gases

Al«o, building lots on Munjoy Hill, Congress,
Deering High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invent in real es-

I-tea<lii»jz It. It.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Bailas!

Bo*i«»n A Albany K. K. foi
the West.
Close connections made at Wenibrook Junction with through trains of Mo. Central K. K.^aud
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk It. It.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at >:« dins & Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

office.

every man or woman In every
nishes an exercise which

hearing this inscription in Roman capitals—
Mrs. Trumpet’s Telescope.

selves, are necessary for tire disintegration of
the flour, and the conversion of its starch into

our

■&

«KliBir MTBEKTM,

AMO

AND THI1ID AND 15EH1L3 STS.

("‘Steamer
Mout& and with

IflORTY-six
barn, plenty water,
and

subscriber.

jftn24

wisely resolved to laugh herself, and, finally,

No one cares to eat it and
stuff.
it would do him little good, if lie did. But
leaven lias its uses. It is one of the prirao factors in
making good bread. Its qualities
which seem so disagreeable taken by them-

lots, all cur
being a part
of the farm of the late Jam'is Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban
property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sold very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
or

same

ture for three

COLCORD,

will receive a limited number of
pupils. Call or address, Tho

sale in

oiler for

Philadelphiiv
NINTH

p. m.
The 8.J5 p. in. tiain from Portland conned* at
Ayer Jhuc. with IBoownc Tunnel itome for
the West, and at Union S7«*pot, Worcester, for
Kcw York via Norwich I.iur, and nil rail,
via sturingflcld, also with IV. V. A N. E. 14.
B.
Maryland Route”) for ft’bilarirl-

small
large
WE property in Deering,
the

REASONS WHY

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to

For

Farm for $700.
acres, good laml, Hina.l

STREET,

NEW YORK.

Post.

to

disagreeable

18 BEAVER

STATION IN NEW YORK
Jlost Central Station in Philadelphia

1'or Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
IVn*hifn. Lowell, Windham, anti Eppius at 7.JO a. in. and 1.J5 p. ra.
For IVlaucheMter, Concord and points North, at
I J5 p. EM.
S' or Bockewter, Npriugvnle, Alfred, Wnterboro and Mnco Hiver.7.JO a. in., I.J5
u. ca., aud (mixod) at 11.45 p. cn. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. ra.. 11.00
a. ra., aud 3.55 p. in.: arriving at
Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. ra., 1.10 p. in. and 6.10 p. in.
For Borbnra.
Saccnrappa, Cumberland
WVdbrooh and *«Vooiiford*M,
.Vlilln,
at 7.JO a. in., fi.J5, O.JO and (mixed) U. 15

HAVE

apl4tf

hotels found that the guests
always nervous for fear the fellows would
imagine themselves at college and send in a
potato oil a rising curve instead of passing it.—

he a blessin’ in it. You see, ma’am, he was
such a very thin gentleman.”
Miss Quick became Mrs. Arther Arrowsmith and the bloomiug niece lived on at
the rectory. The story of the telescope got
abroad and, of course, everybody
laughed,
until at last Mrs.Mainwaring Trumpet
very

show that she feared the ridicule of no
human tongue, the doughty dame lent the
instrument to the museum, and there it
stands, with a great ivory plate underneath,

and Grocers.

were

bodies alone.”

esty she swept from the room.
“Adams,” she said, when she reached her
own chamber,It’s all over!
We are stran-

Sdiniipys, its unsolicited cndorscaieut by
the medical faculty and a sale uucqualed
by auy other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the refutation of salubrity
claimed for it. For saie by :il! Drntfgists

Now York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

ra.

cncntrv of TTriolfilm Wnlfn’a

our

proprietors of the

laughter, only the

“Well,” Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet retorted, with a creditable rallying of her spirits,
just as she marched out, “all I can say of
my telescope is this, I have not tried it on
Good morning to
any heavenly body yet.
you!” and with somewhat a recovery of maj-

geueral leverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
9M*tinn of

rx>m

CHARLES MERRILL,
117 Commercial St.

FOR SALE-REAL ESTATE.
in hand good, desirable properties—Now
Houses and House Lots in the City, Houses
aud Lots in Deering and vicinity, Farm Property in
the vicinity of Portland, iu Deering, Westbrook.
Gorham, Falmouth, Yarmouth, Capo Elizabeth and

There will be no “college students waiters”
in the summer resort hotels this year. The

Here two ladies sat at luncheon. One was
the pretty rival, the other Miss Quick. Both
ladies seemed
trying to suppress their

younger one was a little
rosy red amid her amusement.
“Miss Quick you know,” said the rector,
now quite calm. “This is my dead brothel’s
only child, my adopted daughter, a dear
good girl,” and he stroked her cheek with a
warmth that was pleasant to see, while she
grew rosier red than before.
Mrs. Mainwariug Trumpet, for once in
her life lost her power of speech. She stood
and gazed, but words would not come.
“Here,” said the rector, drawing his
niece’s neck-ribbon through his fingers,
“here is her follow-me-lads.
I tied it
smartly, did I not?”
“I have made a mistake,” gasped poor
Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet at last.
“I have
made a mistake; I apologize; i withdraw my
words. We shall be as we have ever been. I
mean,” she added, hanging her head a little,
“as we have been the past two months.”
“No, thank you,” the rector said: “you
have renounced me and cast me aff. If you
please, we shall be as we have been for the
past two minutes.”
“What? Do you mean that—"
Mrs.
Mainwaring Trumpet could not finish the
sentence.
“I mean,” the rector said, drawing himself up and buttoning his coat tightly around
his thin frame, “that any lady who takes telescopic views of my private life shall for the
remainder of her existence be kept at a telescopic distance from me. From henceforth,
Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet, distance shall
lend enchantment to any view of me and my
concerns that you may take; and from what
I have seen I am inclined to think that any
enchantment which I may derive from the
inspection of yourself will be in a great measure owing to the interposition of the same
agreeable medium.”
Light broke on Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet at last.
“I have been ensnared,” she cried, more
furiously than ever; “lhave been deceived.”
“You have, by your own telescope,” the
clergyman answered. “Take my advice and
keep that valuable instrument for the observation of the heavenly bodies, and let other

Falmouth

at

As a

your bald head,then!” cried
frenzied Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet.
“With your bald head, to behave so, it’s

into

SCHNAPPS.

railroad.—Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald.

the

“You put your arms about her neck!”
“She asked me to fasten her neck-ribbon.
By the way,” the rector added, “what do
they call the ribbons that stream down their
backs? A name in jest. Follow-me-lads!
That’s it. She asked me to fasten her followme-lads.”
“Her follow-me-lads!”
repeated Mrs.
Mainwaring Trumpet, in a voice that sank

Schiedam Aromatic

-BETWEEN-
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AVa miles from Portland.
AT Also office Foreside,
desk
to let. Inquire of

aprl9 dtf

Bound Brook Route.

ARRANREMENT.
WINTER
On aiul after .Vlouday, Oct. 18,
P**-:*?3**!""*:! 1880, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.JO a. ni.,
and
..iik«.nir>.||t|u p m ? arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. aud 7\30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
ra., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. id. and 6.10 p.
,_

particulars call on
IV. N.GAKDIVKK,
KcmI fi-Ncule Agent, ( euii uuial Block, 93
mar 11 dGw*
fixchnog* SUcct.

WOLFE’S

The Texas & Pacific Railroad realised Colouol Scott SJ,000,000. Next to a sleeping-car
porter the presidency is tho best paying job on

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Cosy Summer Residence for Rent or Sale.
or

RAlLROAl>S._

Portland and Worcester Line.

Pleasant street, opposite
Maine Central strtion, Woodfords.
Cemented celwater.
soft
hard
and
lar, furnace,
J* N. READ, Woodfords.
aplOdlw*

Scarboro.

_

“Well, with

“If I were to behave so without my bald
head it certainly would be appalling,” retorted the rector. “Surely, Mrs, Mainwariug Trumpet, you don’t mean to say that if
I were decapitated my conduct would have
been more becoming?”
This sardonic mood he maintained through
the interview; but no such boyish opposition could stem the rush of Mrs. Mainwaring Trumpet’s wrath.
“You knelt before her!”
“Yes; her shoe-string had come undone.”

Catarrh

/''i
Vy'UJBsS. One package ii generally Buflicient. A
real cute of Catarrh for $1.00. Six packages $T».
octl2
TuTh&Sdly

_

A Narrow

as

appalling!”

Wei Be Meyer’s

Liebig

to my head,” the clergyman
said, for the first time with a little warmth.
“There is not a gray hair on it.”
“Now

A Bargain I'or Some One.
»AI,i: OK TO LET—Two-story house

Tho Drain of Strength.
Caused by malaria, affections of the lungs, and
imperfect digestion is speedily remedied by the
Co.’s Coca Beef Tonic.

land, dear Sir John!

RAILROADS.

ESTATE.

REAL

nine rooms, foot of
FOB

Wit and. Wisdom.

head!”

terruption.

MEDICAL.

To Auburn
and 5.15 p. eu.
To Montreal and Quebec, f .30 p. m.
To Lewiston .Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.45 a. m.,
(.30 and 5.15 p. m.

ARKIVALM.
Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 a.m.
and 12.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m.,
%
3.15 p. m., 6.00 p. m.
From

From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 12.30 p.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. eu.

passenger"

ns.

offices

74 EXCHANGE STREET
—AND—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Jlilv nokre,
Cincinnati, Ml, Coni., Oninlm, Mneinaw, Ml. Pant, Malt Lake City,
Dearer, Man Franciaco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Sup, rintendout,
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Norfolk. Baltimore A:

Washington

ATEAWNH115 LINE,
i- ir«*«

C’lniia

NlrwrunhipM.

JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

WM. CRANK.
I>. H. MILLER.
Vrorn Boaion dirccl evrrj WKDNEMDAV
rdiI MATl ttDAl at i !\ Tg.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington ai d
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake aid
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond ami all Points South and South
west via Va. and Term. Air Lino.
C. P Gaither,
Agent,240 Washington streef, Boston Mae?. To a) 1
points of North and South Carolina and beyond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Raleigh. Charlotte, 8partan9burg, Greenville. Atlanta, the Carolina; and Georgia Points. Waldo A.
Pearco, Agent, No. 229 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass. And to all points in the We*t by Baltimore f)
Ohio R. It., M. W. Davlso’:, Agent, 219 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading giv«*n by tb above tamed

agents.

PuMagc lo Norfolk nud Baltimore
2«1 Class. }*7.
£9.
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
For freighter passage to Norfolk. Baltimore. Washto
or
other
information
apply
ington,
E. SAMPSON, Agent, Centra' W l> .r
j4;Stoh.
noSdtf
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